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Two Motions Approved
At Commission Meeting
By MATT SANDERS
Staff Reporter
Following two sessions of discussion,
the, Murray Planning Commission
voted to accept motions on a rezoning
request and a preliminary plat both
concerning property owned by Dan
Miller.
The motions accepted by the commission will be recommended to the
Murray Common Council for approval.
If the council approves the rezoning
request, an ordinance will be drawn
which will have to be read twice and
passed twice by council members
before being enacted.
Miller had requested that property

located east of South 16th Street in the
Loch Lomond area be rezoned from R-2
to R-4 (residential). R-2 zoning limits
construction to single family dwellings
and R-4 permits multi-family
dwellings. This property adjoins a 5.6acre that already is zoned R-4.
A public hearing was held April 17.
Several citizens whose properties are
located near the land owned by Miller
attended the meeting to protest the
rezoning request.
According to W.A. Franklin, chairman of the commiSsion, the motion was
passed because of the following
changes in the area: increased traffic,
increased amount of rental property,
social changes, the fire station and
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property at South 16th and Poplar
Streets purchased by Murray State
University.
The plat was approved by the commission for recommendation to the
council with these specifications: extending of a five-foot buffer to 15 feet,
screening adjacent property with
shrubbery, maintaining as much
landscape as possible and maintaining
drainage to the present level as much
as possible, according to Franklin. Miller stated that there is a
possibility that condominiums will be
built on the north side qf the property,
instead of apartments. He emphasized
that the condominiums would only be
built on the north side.
In other discussion, Steve Zea,
Murray city planner, stated that there
were at least 137 mobile homes in
Calloway County that did not conform
to the mobile home ordinance. He
added that this was according to a
survey taken a month ago.
No action was taken on the matter
and discussion will be continued at the
next meeting.

DEDICATION - The Kenloke Tennis Center was opened during dedication ceremonies held Tuesday. Helping to cut the ribbon
of the year-around complex are (from left) Jerry Don Smith, Marshall County Chamber of Commerce president; Dr. Constantine
W. Curris, Murray State University president; Walter Apperson, Calloway County Chamber of Commerce president; and Del Purcell, center tennis pro. The center is scheduled to be in full operation in the near future. (See related photos on page 1-6.)
Staff note Dy Matt Senders
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the low 50s. Sunny and warm
Thursday, high in the low 80s.
Extended Outlook
The extended forecast calls for
mostly sunny days and clear
nights Friday through Sunday.
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in the 80s, with lows in the 50s a`nd
60s.
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Dedication of the Kenlake Tennis
Center was held at 2 p.m. Tuesday.
The new center is composed of four
indoor courts,four outdoor courts, a pro
shop and one outdoor exhibition court
with seating for 1,200.
The indoor courts are climate controlled for year-around play and all
. courts are lighted for night use.
; The indoor courts have a Latex-ite
surface, purchased from Tenni-trac of
Louisville. Completion of the courts is
expected to be within the next month,
According to Del Purcell, center tennis
pro. The complex will ,be in full
operation in the near future, a
Department of Parks spokesman said.
Kenlake will feature weekend tennis
package programs from Nov. 16, 1979,
to March 30, 1980. Agenda for the

I

weekend will include check-in time
after 4 p.m. Friday, seafood buffet
dinner featuring Kentucky Lake catfish
and one hour of court time.
Saturday begins with a buffet
featuring Kentucky ham and other
regional dishes, a session with Purcell,
two hours of court time, a steak dinner
and a disco session.
Sunday features the final hour of
court time, a Sunday brunch from 10:30
a.m. to 2 p.m. and check-out is at noon.
All expenses; including room, meals,
fours hours of court time are $69.95 per
person, with double occupancy
required.
As tennis pro, Purcell will manage
the year-around center. The former
Murray State University netter will
conduct private, semi-private two

people, and group (3-6 people) lessons;
junior camps; clinics; and leagues for
men and women.
Purcell has been assistant pro at the
Louisville Boat Club and has operated
teenage tennis camps and clinics for
women players around the state.
Bruce Montgomery, commissioner of
the Kentucky Department of Parks,
gave a brief speech at the dedication.
He reflected on many of the changes at
Kenlake State Resort Park during his 4
1,2-year tenure as commissioner. Some
of those changes included renovation of
all 34 cottages and the hotel, extension
of parking and the boat ramp, a new
sewer plant and rewiring the electrical
system.
Following the dedication, a reception
was held in the pro shop and tours of the
facility were conducted.

Boards Hear Candidates' Views On Issues
James Thomas Boggess (left), son of Mr. and Mrs. James
PRESENT ADDRESSES
S Boggess, has been named valedictorian of the 1979 Calloway County High School
graduating class and Stephanie Wyatt, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Woburn Wyatt, is
the salutatorian.

CCHS Valedictorian And
Salutatorian AnnouncedJames Thomas Boggess, son of Mr.
and Mrs. James S. Boggess of Dexter,
has been named valedictorian Of the
1979 Calloway County High School
graduating class and Stephanie Wyatt,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Waburn
Wyatt, Route 1, Murray., has been
selected salutatorian.
Boggess and Wyatt will give their
addressess at Commeticement Exercises at 8 p.m. May 29 in Jeffery
Gymnasium.
The Baccalaureate is scheduled for 8
p.m. May 27 in the gym with the Rev.
John Terry of East Wood Baptist
Church giving the baccalaureate

sermon. Rev. Calvin Wilkins, minister
of the Elm Grove Baptist Church, will
give the iavocation and the benediction.
The high school's choir, under the
direction of Lavaughn Wells, will sing
"Joy In The Morning" by Sleeth and
"Old Irish Blessing" by Agay.
Sheila McKenize, Ricky Cunningham, Ellen Mahan and Karol
Kemp, class officers, also will par-ticipate in the program.
Principal „Jerry Ainley will present
the graduating seniors. Dr. Jack Rose,
school superintendent; Walter Byers,
chairman. of- thaboard of education;
and Ferrell Miller, vice chairman; will
present the diplomas.

By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
Four candidates for the offices of
First District State Senator and Fifth
District State Representative discussed
their views on issues related to
education Tuesday night at a joint
meeting of members of the Calloway
County and Murray Independent
Boards of Education.
Candidates who attended the meeting
were candidates for the Democratic
nomination for state senator, incumbent Richard Weisenberger and his
challenger Forrest Burchard, both of
Graves County, and representative
candidates Freed Curd and Mary Jane
Littleton. both of Calloway County. J
William Phillips, also of Calloway
County and a candidate for the
representative seat vacated by the
resignation of Kenny Imes, was unable
to attend the meeting.
One of the major interest areas

Seven Begin Serving
Terms On Drug Charges
Seven persons charged with drugrelated misdemeanors pleaded guilty
this morning in Calloway County
District Court and will begirirving
their jail sentences today.
These seven were among 19 arrested
in April after a four-month-long undercover investigation -in Calloway,
McCracken, Marshall and 1 yon
counties by the Kentucky State Police.
the Murrtry City Pollee, the Marshall
County sheriff's department and the
Paducah police narcotics division.
The remaining 12 are charged with
felonies and were indicted Thursday
the Calloway County Circuit Court
(rand Jury. Their trials are scheduled
for August.
The individuals charged and the
charges they. pleaded guilty to are
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RETIRING AT MURRAY STATE—Thirty-four years of service to Murray
State University comes to a close June 30 for Ann Herron.co-ordinator of
public services at the Harry tee Waterfield library. Presented with an
engraved chafing dish and honored at a get-together of library employeeS
yesterday, she is shown, center, cutting the cake prepared especially for
• the occasion. On the left is Dr. Ed Strohecker, directOr of libraries at Murray
I State, while her secretary, Betty Homsby,is on the right.

school board members questioned the
candidates on was their views on
professional negotiations for teachers.
Curd, a teacher in the county school
system, said that he was against
professional negotiations, while Mrs.
Littleton, a teacher in the city school
system, said that, if elected, she would
have to weigh both sides of the issue
before making a decision.
Mrs. Littleton pointed out that the
school system in Trigg County, of which
the western portion is included in the
Fifth District, has professional
County's'
Trigg
negotiations.
negotiations are voluntary, however,
whereas if a state professional
negotiations bill were passed, it would
be mandatory.
Burchard said that he was "dead set
against" professional negotiations. He
related that he came to this conclusion
after reading about teacher demands in
Union City, Tenn., following Ten-

Suzanne Swift, trafficking
marijuana.
in
Kathy R. Newbein,
marijuana.
Diane F. Embrey, trafficking in
marijuana.
Danny K. Outland, two counts I f
trafficking in marijuana.
Keith Swearingen, criminal attempt
to traffic in amphetamines.

Steve Barnett, trafficking in
placiduls.
Sammy Chadwick, trafficking in
marijuana and .criminal attempt to
traffic in PCP.
County Attorney Max Parker said
that the maximum sentence for each
single charge was 12 months in jail and
a $500 fine. Parker recommended to
District Judge Sid Easley that Swift,
Neviherhe,--Kmbery,--Swearingen and
Barnett pajr the $500 fine and serve 60
days in jail before being considered for
conditional discharge of the remainder
of the sentence.
The maximum sentence for Outland •
and Chadwick, who were charged with
two offenses, would be 12 months in the
county jail on each charge to run
concurrently and a $500 fine on each
charge. The count,' attorney's
recommendation was that the two pay a
$500 fine on each charge and serve 90
-days in pailefore- being-consittere44or
conditional discharge.
District Court Judge Sid Easley said
that he would reView each case after 45
days-of the sentences have been served
and would then consider conditionally,
discharging the remainder of tPe
sentence.

nessee's passage of the professional
negotiations bill. He said that the
demands were "outrageous" and that it
he felt such a bill would eventually lead
to a teacher's strike as in St. Louis and
•
Memphis.
"I don't think most parents want
their child used as a bargaining agent,"
Burchard concluded. He did point out,.
however, that he. was not opposed to
labor unions in general.
unremained
Weisenberger
committed on the bill, though he did say
that he would not favor any
professional negotiations bill that
contained a binding arbitration clause.
Both Curd and Littleton said that they
had received no campaign contributions from the Kentucky
Education Association. Curd said that
the local teacher association of which
he was a member wanted to give him
$50 toward his campaign expenses,
however, KEA said that he must first
endorse the professional negotiations
bill. Since he would not, he did not
receive the contribution.
Concerning House Bill 44, a bill
passed last year that limited the
amount of tax that a school district
could levy, Curd said that he could not

see any way that the bill could be
changed now.
Weisenberger said that he hoped
school districts could live with the 4
percent tax ceiling imposed by the bill.
"If 4 percent doesn't work, I think we
should look at a 5 percent ceiling, which
is what the Senate wanted to start
with," the senator said.
When asked how he felt about all
school taxes being brought up for a
referendum, Curd said. "I think the
people of Kentucky would be for it."
The board members expressed
concern that the Legislature passed
special project.s but allocated no funds
for these projects. The candidates were
challenged to find out the impact of
these projects on the local school
districts before voting for them.
Weisenberger said that since Kentucky ranks as 46th nationally in terms
of per capita income, the citizens
should not expect to have school
systems funded as well as states such
as Michigan or Ohio, which have higher
per capita incomes.
He emphasized, however, that
education is presently getting the
"lion's share of the state budget."

Candidates Levy Volley
Of Charges In Campaign
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
Democrats running for -governor
have loosed a volley of charges and
countercharges, with Terry McBrayer
accusing John Y. Brown Jr. of a
financial cover-up, Brown calling,
McBrayer desperate, George Atkird
saying Gov. Julian Carroll's "maglo
checkbook" aids McBrayer, and
Harvey Sloane acccusing Carroll of
Watergate-style stonewalling.
McBrayer scheduled a helicopter
tour today with stops --in Calloway,
Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle, Ballard,
McCracken, Graves, Marshall,
Livingston, Crittenden, Caldwell and

Washington counties, Carroll Hubbard's itinerary included Bullitt,
Hancock,
Daviess,
Meade,
Breckinridge, Ohio" and Warren
counties.
Republican former Gerv. Loine,Nunn
planned an . appearance in Daviess
County and GOP rival Ray White was to
tour Lailrel and Knox counties.
McBrayer blasted Brown in a
Lexington news conference, and Brown
fired back from Leitchfield, where he
See CAMPAIGN.
Page 16-A, Column 5

Brown planned to campaign in
central Kentucky and put on a live
television show from Lexington. Atkins
and. IA. Gov. Thelma Stovall slated
stops in the Louisville area.
Sloane was to visit Madison,
Jessamine, Boyle, Mercer and

The annlial Clean Up and Trash
Pickup in the city of Hazel will be held
on Thursday and Friday, May 24 and 25.
according to William Pratt, councilman
for Hazel. of
the city are asked to note
these special dates, Pratt said.

Hazel Sets Clean Up,
Trash Pickup Days
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Mayfield.
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FOR WEDNESDAY,MAY 111, 1979
What kind of day will spending on pleasure later. A
tomorrow be' To find out what health complaint in the p.m.
the stars say, read the affects -disposition.
forecast given for your birth CAPRICORN
Sign
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
A lunch date should be quite
ARIES
pleasurable. Avoid excess
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
spending in the p.m. as well as
Any early a.m, career domestic discord. Capitalize
difficulities are resolved to on creativity.
your satisfaction by midday, AQUARIUS
but avoid mixing business (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) -•"`'.2.ty1̀1
with pleasure late in the day.
Save some private moments
TAURUS
for yourself, but don't be anti,
AN/
Apr. 20 to May 20)
social. Someone at home may
Find a halfway point bet- be insistent on having his own
ween direct confrontation and
way.
escape from problems. Don't PISCES
hurt the feelings of someone at ( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
a distance.
Mixed trends affect cornmunication. One friend may
- be moody, another cranky,
21I to June 201".
ayIN
EM
9
(GM
Help you expect from others and a third cooperative. The
may not be forthcoming. Still, accent is on tact.
you're able to come up with a
solution by yourself. Listen to
YOU BORN TODAY are a
inner prorhptings.
natural critic of society and its
CANCER
values. Law, philsophy,
( June 21 to July 22)
teaching, writing, sociology,
A planned get-together may and science are some of the
leave you somewhat un- fields in which you can put
your fine intellect to good use.
fulfilled. Be content with
modest social gains. Dealings At times aloof and sensitive,
your best success comes when
with close ones are iffy.
you temper your critical
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 22)12
judgments with humor and
Don't be so sensitive. If the cheerfulness. Often you
boss doesn't seem overjoyed choose an artistic outlet to
about career progress, don't express your insights and you
take it personally. Avoid p.m. can succeed in painting,
music, and the stage. In
discord.
business you have an affinity
VIRGO
for banking and manufac(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
A follow-up call to someone turing. Birthdate of: Henry
Fonda, actor; Liberace,
at a distance may find the
pianist; and Wm. H. Seward,
person in a different mood
U.S. statesman.
than previously. Some people
are like that.
LIBRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
The business end of
MILLER GIRL
domestic affairs works out
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Miller
satisfactorily, but later, a of Benton Route 8 announce
family member could be the birth of a baby girl,
somewhat moody or out of Bethany Kylene, weighing
sorts.
eight pounds 1L2 ounces,
SCORPIO
measuring 19k4 inches, born
( Oct. 23 to Nov 21i
Thursday, May 10, at 3;45
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p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
beginning of togetherness,
County Hospital.
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SHAUN BAKER, 19 year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
, has bees
James L. Baker, 1300 Olive Boulevard, Murray
Kentucky
Miss
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selected to be a state
the University
World-America Pageant to be held at
y. June 9, as Auditorium, Murray State Uniersfrty, on Saturda
7:30 p.m. This is the official state finals to the Miss World
America Pageant, according to Ms. Connie Clark, state
poisedirector. Contestants will be judged on beauty of face,
Baker
Miss
tion.
competi
formal
and
t,
swimsui
personality,
will be sponsored by The Shoe Tree, Jane Lovett, owner. Her
hobbies include swimming, baton twirling, and singing. She
d"
has just completed her first year as the "Miss Firebir
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ng
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largest
second
the
with
twirler
feature
nation, "The Big Red Marching Machine" at Illinois State
University.
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Southern Kitchen's
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Tues., May 22rid
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Time Doesn't Heal
All 010 Wounds
life I
_DEAR ABBY: I was adopted as an infant. All 'my
two years
have wanted to know my natural mother. About
parents
ago I began my search. Fortunately, my adoptive
With
willingly gave me what: little information they,had.
,I
sources
other.
various
from
d,
gathere
I
what
plus
that,
that
located my mother iji Iowa. I was so thrilled and excited
it
I couldn't wait to phone her! I didn't realize what a shock
way.
would be for her to hear from the child she had givez.a
32 years before.
After a brief com.ersation she suggested that I. write to
my
her, so I wrote immediately, telling her all about myself,
a,
life, and how I was ready to fly to Iowa to meet her soon
is she gave-the word.
A week later I received this reply — no date, so salutation
and no signature:
You now have a life that adoption made possible so
count your blessings. I don't understand hos you
could believe that. contacting me would not make
trouble. I have had guilt and shame all my days and
now, 'his whole rriegs has been cc.orene'd
Count your blessings. No need for further corn
municationr
Abby, I can understand her shame, guilt, suffering and_
sorrow. The entire episode involving me is like an open
ly
wound that has been festering for 32 years'. Obvious she
ss
has never learned to deal with those feelings. But hat
s?
feeling
MY
about
-got
Abby. my mother wasn't an innocent teenager who
caught.- She was a 27-year -old Navy nurse in World War II.
the'
I want to know who my natural father was, and all about
out
find
can
I
.
mother
my
and
him
n
betwee
nship
relatio
through her.
I don't want to disrupt anybody's life. I just want the farts
that I feel I have a right to know.-Am I asking too much.'
I am not a bored, neurotic housewife. I've been happil:,.
married for 14 years and have an 11-year-old daughter and
7-year-old son. I'm active in volunteer work and hi.,
returned to college. so Fin no kook out to make trouble.
Your advice and the opinions of others who have been
through this would be deeply appreciated.
_ MRS. G. IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR MRS. G.: I understand your feelings and appreciate your "right" to know your natural parents, but
they, too, have rights. And one of those rights is the right to
,;ave up their
he left alone if they so choose. IMany girls :
d their
babies ler --adoption only because they were a
identities would never be revealed.) Many natural parents
would be thrilled to reunite with their children, but we cannot assume that ALL are.
I fully approve of searching for one's natural parents, but
I think a go-between should make the contact and the
reunion should be effected only if all parties want it
DEAR ABBY: I have read many letters in your column
from the family -of the bride resenting bitterly the family
the groom paying off their social obligations by inviting all
their shirt tail relative's, friends, neighbors and business ar
quaintanc('s to a wedding paid for by the bride's parents.
I recently returned from the Orient where Vattended a
.35scl_dtag.,And V4 as informed of their solution to the weddinv
guest problem. EachTa m itYinvirrs- as-rininy4-63Ts as ar7
wish and each family PAYS for its own guests. Clever?
WORLD TRAVELER
,
DEAR TRAVELER: Very!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•

Wedding beils in your futtire? Whether your lifestyle is
bridal gown or blue jeans, Abby lays it all out for you in her
booklet, "How to Have • Lovely Wedding." Send $1 and a
d envelope to Abb$
stamped 128 cent.) self add
90212.
('alif
Hills,.
Beverly
Drive.
132 Lanky
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Community Calendar Events

Friday, May 18
Wednesday, May 16
Thursday, May 17
Murray High School Speech
Murray Middle School Fifth
First United Methodist
directed
by and Theatre Department will
Church Men will meet at 6:30 Graders,
Margaret Porter, will present present the second night of the
p.m. at the church.
"The Electric Sunshine Man". play, "Beauty and Beast" at 8
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B.
p.m. at the school. Admission
Murray
Shrine
Club at 7 p.m. at the school will be $2.
Fennel
of Hardin and Mr. and
business meeting will be at 7 auditorium.
Mrs. Benjamin M. SheareP of
p.m. at the Murray Lodge
One-Day Journalism and Winchester announce the
Men's Stag Night will be
Hall.
Broadcasting
Workshop for wedding of their daughter and
held at the Murray Country
Senior Citizens Fair Day Club with a fish fry to be at high school students and their son, Libby Michele Fennel and
will be held at the West 6:30 p.m. Bill Furgerson, Ken advisors will be at 8 a.m. in Ronnie Mathew Shearer.
In the setting of a country
Kentucky Livestock and Adams, John McCage, and the 'Student Center, Murray
Exposition Center, College Tommy Carroll will be in State University. For in- garden the ceremony took
place at twilight in the court
formation call 762-2387.
'arm Road, from 10 a.m. to 5 charge of arrangements.
yard of the Fennel home on a
p.m. The public is invited.
spring day in the presence of
Saturday, May 19
Thursday,May 17
the immediate families.
Annual
luncheon
Open meeting of Murray
by
Hazel
East Calloway glemeritary
The double ring ceremony
Human Rights Commission School Parent-Teacher Club Woman:s Club for the Senior
will be at 5:30 p.m. at the will meet at 6:30 p.m. for open Citizens will be at 11:30 a.m, was performed by the Rev.
Courtney Fooks, pastor of the
Murray City Hall.
house in the classrooms and at the Hazel Community Benton
Cumberland
Center.
No
formal
invitations
the business meeting and
Wednesday, May 16
As the
Presbyterian
Church.
installation of officers at 7 will be sent, but anyone wedding party
and the family
Bowling for Senior Citizens
transportation
needing
may
p.m.
assembled, a program of love
- will be at 1:30 p.m. at Corvette
call any club member.
songs was played. Selections
Lanes.
Business and Professional
Square and round dancing include "Somewhere In The
Women's Club will meet at
Thursday, May 17
be at 7:30 p.m. at the Night" and "I Just Want To
will
Second session of Poetry 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Be One in Your Life."
Woodrnen
of the World Hall.
Reading and Workshop will be Restaurant.
The vows were exchanged
held at the Calloway County„
before
-a semi-circle of palm
Murray
Shrine
dinner
Club
Public Library at 7 p.m. This ''''Beauty and Beast" will be
centered
by a fountain
trees
the play to be presented by the and social meeting will be held
is free and open to the public.
entwined with garlands of
Murray High School Speech at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
greenery and cascades of pink
and Theatre Department at 8 Restaurant. Visiting Nobles
Episcopal Church Women
roses, flanked by twin tree
p.m. at the high school. are welcome.
will meet at the home of Rosie
candelabra with hurricane
Admission will be $2..........
altar.
Zimmerman, 1611 Wiswell
"Dance Fever" will be lamps illuminating the
Murray Women of the
topiary
Ftoad,at 7:30p.m. .
were
side
either
On
Moose will meet at 8 a.m. at presented by students of trees of pink rosebuds,
Lyndia Cochran Dance Studio
Alighting
_._ Home Department, Murray the lodge hall with the officers- it
7:15 p.m. at the Lovett camellias, and tulle.
to
at
meet
7
p.m.
dove
white
a
Woman's Club, will meet at
was
tree
each
on
Auditorium, Murray State
streamers.
the club house at 10 a.m. for a
satin
holding
pink
University.
This
is free and
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
business Meeting to be
The entire courtyard was
Ur. and Mrs. RonnW
open to the public.
bedecked with garlands of
followed with lunch at Paris Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
Landing Hotel and a tour of to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
pink roses and Angel's breath
Chapter M of P. E. 0. greenery and pink roses.
Bride's Dress
The Homeplace-1850 in Land Ellis Community Center. •
attached to an -antique wedSisterhood will have a noon%
The bride, escorted by her ding fan accented with pink
Between the Lakes.
luncheon at the lakeshore
Knights of Columbus will
home of Mrs. Harlan Hodges father, entered the court yard satin and ivory lace streamers
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 meet at 7:30 p.m.
with Mrs. Harry Sparks as as "Even Now" was being tied in love knots.
played. She wore an Alfred
Friday, May 18.
•
Order of the Eastern Star will
Daphne Palmer was the
assistant hostess.
Angelo original southern bell maid of honor and Amy
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
will have its monthly campout
hall.
Dance featuring The Sky gown, designed by Edythe Fennel served as junior
Vincent, of candlelight ivory bridesmaid. They both wore
at Kentucky Dam Village Ryders will be at the Murray
Betty Sledd Group of First State Pal* with Charlie and Moose Lodge No. 2011 from
overlaid with silk gowns of candy pink batiste of
satin
8
Baptist Church will meet at Gayle Adams as wagon- p.m. to midnight.
organza. Chantilly lace southern bell design and
the home of Cindy Turnbow at masters and Andy and Linda
enhanced the scalloped scoop carried- nosegays of pink
9a an.
•
Rogers as assistants. A
Oaks Couhtry Club ladies neckline and long fitted rosebuds.
Michael Fennel served as
_potluck supper will be served Spring Golf Tournament has sleeves which were etched in
Baptist Young Women of Saturday at6 p.m.
been rescheduled at 10 a.m. at lace secured with tiny satin best man for the groom.
First Baptist Church will meet
buttons.
Reception
the club. Members should sign
at the home of Debbie Smith at
The circular skirt fell from
Following the ceremony a
Land Between the Lakes up at the pro shop or call
an empire bodice and was reception was held in the
7 p.m.
activities will include Lantern Grace James.
encircled by a wide band of Fennel home.
Tour at 7:30 p.m. at The
Persons should sign up by
lace and a deep flounce ruffle
Extension Workers of First Horneplace-1850 and Natural
Those - serving were Anne
Baptist Church will meet at 2 Dyes Today at Empire Farm today for the sixth annual.. v'sweeping into a chapel train. Palmer and Patty Palmer.
"Belles & Beaux" spring It The two tiered shoulder length
p.m.
The couple left after the
from laa.m. to 2 p.m.
scramble golf tournament' veil of candlelight silk illusion reception for their wedding
was attached to.a tiara of pink trip to Phoenix, Arizona. They
. Hazel Community Center
Hazel Community Center May 26 and 27 at the Oaks
rosebuds.
will open at 11 a.m. with lunch will open at 11 a.m. for ac- Country Club. For information
are now residing on Hardin
.rved at 11:45 a.m. for Senior tivities by the Hazel Senior call Dale G. Nance or Jimmy
She carried a bouquet Of Route 1.
'Citizens.
Citizens. Lunch will be at'll :45 Lamb.
a.m.
Scout Expo 79 will be held at
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
Shopping for Senior Citizens the Murray-Calloway County
activities by the Murray will be held and call 753-0929 Jaycee Fairgrounds from 12
Senior Citizens. For in- by 9 a.m. for morning shop- noon to 4 p.m. This will be for
formation call 753-0929.
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for Calloway, Graves, and Fulton
County Boy Scouts. The public
afternoon shopping.
is invited and admission is $2.
.
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Miss Fennel Is Married
Tabil,:-.S1-traier At Home

HEALTH
Hives and allergies
I do enjoy a cocktail before dinner-and that's why I,
don't take but one Libriuni in the morning. Believe me
the cocktail works better.
This doctorand two others
before him have said I am
tense and need to relax but I
don't know how. What do you
suggest?
DEAR READER -=--You
probably have a communications problem with your
doctor since he's told you
that you have hives and your
description certainly sounds
like it. He probably knows°
full well that most hives are
caused by an allergy.
The most likely reason
that he didn't want you to
have allergy testing is that
most causes for hives are
related to food allergies and
the way you identify them is
from an elimination diet. All

VOTE

William R.
Furches
No. 12 On Ballot
City Council
r."7"'

DANCE FEVER
Presented By The
Students Of The

Lyndia Cochran
Dance Studio
,ftSaturday, May 19,1979
7:15 p.m.
Lovett Auditorium MSU
No Admission Public Cordially Invited

Aaron-1*k, son ot
and Mrs. Russeit Dowdy of
Murray, received his degree
from Oral Roberts University,
Tulsa, Okla., in the spring
commencement exercises.
Mr. Dowdy, a graduate of
Murray High School, is
married to the former
Melvonna Futrell, and they
have two daughters, Amy, 8,
and Ester Beth,3.
The Dowdy family will now
reside in Carlisle County, Ky.,
where he will assume the
duties as pastor of the Milburn
and
Pale t.inP
United
Methodist Churches there.
Attending the graduation

- 4eZdkliatulsa were Mr.
and Mrs. Russell Dowdy, Mrs.
Robin Haggard, and Ms.
Penny
Gardner
and
daughters, Lisa and Teresa.
all of Murra

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Debra Jean Rowe of Hardin
Route 1 was dismissed April 26
from the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Carolyn Carroll of Murray
Route 7 was dismissed April 27
from the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.

Don't Forget The

Southern Kitchen's
Cooking School
Tues., May 22ud

7:00 P.M.
at MSU Lovett Auditorium
See Page 3-3 for more information on prizes to be
given away and where to pick lop your free tickets.

Mathew Shearer

SINGER
LETS YOU
CHANGE THE
STITCHES AS
FAST AS YOU
CAN TOUCH
THE BUTTONS
WITH THE TOUCH-TRON
IC*2000
MEMORY MACHINE.

Here's a Singer* machine so simple to operate it lets
you forget about the mechanics of sewing and conentrate
only on creating beautiful things. It remembers any of 25
stitch patterns instantly with
the programmed length and
width. Model 2000.
• Flip & Sew* free-arrn:
panel
• Push-button drop-in
bobbin
• Built-in speed basting
• Adjustable maxi-stretch
stitch

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
would appreciate it if you
could tell me something
about hives. When I went in
for my complete physical
which I have every year4-I
bloomed all over. My dOCtbr
changed my blood pressure
medicine,but he said he felt
sure that wasn't the cause.
He gave me a prescription
for Librium but I still get
hives. He told me I had to.go
to a dermatologist and recommended one but I haven't
gone.- I can't understand
why I should go to a dermatologist.
I've heard there were
places that could test you for
allergies in one visit. I called
him and asked him about it
and he said it would be a
waste of -time and money that my problem was not
caused by an allergy.

Aaron Dowdy Graduate Of
Oral Roberts University

the foods that are thought to
be related to allergic reaction are eliminated and then
different foods are added
one at a time to see if any
reaction occurs.
In general, if hives are
irelated to something you've
eaten, they will appear
within minutes. They're not
-Caused by something you ate
one or two days before they
occur.

COORDINATORS for a Des Children's Project, sponsored
In addition to food there
by the Calloway County Public Library, are, left
to right,
are some allergens which
seated. Libby Hart and Beth Belote, standing.-Ruth Howard
can cause hives including
and Margaret Trevathan The project Is titled "Cultural
simple contact with the subAdventur'es In French" and will be involving children in the
stance that a person is allerthird and fourth grades. Plans call for a limited number of
gic to.
Some people who are senchildren to enroll in a four weeks' session of French
sitive to animal dander can
language, arts, and recreation.with the purpose of creating
have contact with fur or any
an awareness in international communication. Details on the
product from that animal
project will be announced soon.
and develop hives immediately. As a good example, an
individual who is truly allergic to bees may develop
hives simply, by eating
honey and the swelling of the
lips will occur Immediately.
You can also develop hives
in relationship to heat, cold
and sun rays. They can also
The Creative Arts Depar- displaying the art work.
occur in response to certain
drugs and chemicals that a tment of the Murray woman's
Ann Brooks. department
Club will hold its annuai chairman, said a very imperson takes.
The Librium may make brunch to observe the last portant business meeting is
you less tense and help you meeting of the
club year nn planned after the meal,and all
to relax but other than that it Monday,
May 21, at 9:30 a ri
those who have not made
won't do anything to relieve
the allergic response pro- at the club house. Members reservations are urged to do
note the change of date and so by calling Carla Rexroat,
ducing hives.
You asked.what I thought that the meal will be servnd 753,9331, or Eva Hopkins, 753you should do. My recom- ,promptly at 9:30 a.m.
5422.
mendation is.to follow your
Each member is requestci
Other hostesses will be Ann
doctor's advice. Go see the to bring
one or more items she Brooks, Pat Humphrey's,
dermatologist he wanted
you to see. Dermatologists has.rnade for all members and Marilyn Miller, Janice Nix,
are specialists in skin dis- guests to see. A special table Venela
Sexton, Toopie
eases. One of their areas of "will
be
available for Thomas,and Edith Garrison.
expertise is in managing
hives. If you need to be
tested for specific allergens,
he will be able to arrange it.
YOU CAN HELP prevent
aging and damage to your
skip. Readers who want
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL.
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
more information can serid
Collie Hill of Farmingto,1
50 cents with
Charles Norwood of Hardin
long,
stamped, self-addressed en- Route 1 was dismissed.May I has been dismissed rfil7fer
velope for The Health Letter from 314E-Community Hospital,- Lourdetliospitni.Paducah.
number 7-10, Your Skin: Mayfield.
Sun, Aging, Spots And Cancer. Send your request to Dr.
P4DUCAH PATIENT
PADUCAH PATIENT
Lamb, in care of this newsDoris Uzzle of Murray ha Dickie Seavers of Murray
paper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY been dismissed from Lourdehas been dismissed from
10019.
Hospital, Paducah.
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Creativ; Arts Department
Will Hold Annual Brunch

NOW NLY $18900
SAYE 4O' F
ON THIS ST
MACHINE
MODEL 543.

G. PRICE

—

• Free-arm with push-button
snap-in cloth plate.
• Six built-in Fashion'and utility
stitches,
• Front drop-in bobbin.
• Self-threading take-up lever.
• Presser bar pressure control for all types of fabrics.

ONLY $995°

FOR A ZIG-ZAG MACHINE.

This super zig-zag machine has all the basics, including at runt drop-in
bobbin that's easy to see and replace, extra wick zig-zag capability and ocn
a snap-on presser foot. Model 247.

100 MILLION PEOPLE SEW EASIER WITH

SINGER

Pittway Sewing Center-

• •
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Looking Back

Paa

10 Years Ago

FD1TORIAL

The advent of the computer
gave the Internal Revenue Service a new tool to deal with
careless or intentionally forgetful taxpayers.
And thousands upon thousands called upon to justify their
returns can attest to its effectiveness, after coughing up
_additional dollars, in' assuring
-that Americans meet their
obligation for living in a free
society.
But these are, for the most
part, honest taxpayers.
The IRS concedes, as related
in a recent issue of U. S. News
-and World Reptift, tharit -1s-unable to cope with a persistent
form of fraud — the fictitious
return, claiming a refund on
withholding taxes never paid.
the
agency
Although
acknowledges that the losses in
fraudulent refunds could
amount to $100. million annually, IR4 Commissioner.
Jerome Kurtz testified before a
House subcommittee last month that nobody can be sure.
-Obviously we do not know
what we are not detecting," he
said.
In those instances where
phony returns have been spotted, the IRS admits, with some
embarrassment, that, almost_

- ,
one-fifth came from prisoners
in jails or penitentiaries.
Professional tax-preparers are
responsible for 5 per cent — and
1 percent are from former IRS
employees.
In his testimony, Kurtz said
the needs of honest taxpayers
to have their refunds
processed expeditiously" must
be given priority over
elimination of the questionable
return.
Subcommittee Chairman
Benjamin Rosenthal, a New
York Democrat, shocked that
the IRS did not check returns
- against Social Security numbers of previous year's returns,
said, "This fraud produces
disrespect for the system."
The conscientious taxpayer,
reporting to an IRS office with
his burden of records for an
adiit, just might agree.

Bible Thought
There was a man sent from
God, whose name was John.
John 1:6.

Just as God sent someone
ahead of Jesus to tell about
Om, so he sends you and me
ifter Him to do the same.

Letter To The Editor

The Anzerican Face
Dear Editor,
We constantly hear about our problems Ofteday. Questions are asked, but to
often there arejaanswers.
I wanted to wrile about some of the problems, but do not have any solutions
either; however, I decided to try and express my fears and awareness of
today's situations in this poem and wanted to share it with you.
THE AMERICAN FACE
The events occuring in America today,
Are ofthe kind,to make us wonder and fear,
If things will be any better next year.
Hope has always been the strength within,
Holding us together and keeping us strong.
Now, we need it more than ever to go on.
_Inflation, ecology, conservation, and safe energy sources,
'These are some of the problems to think about.
They will have to be solved soon, no doubt.
We can no longer be complacent and think they do not exist.
Or that we will get rid of them in the next election year.
Something must be done now,to prevent the loss of all the things which we hold
dear.
For years now, We have been told of energy shortages.
But are loosing much of our resources in unexplained train derailments with
chemical spills and-oil burning on ships because tankers collided.
Oir technology is at its highest level today,
But these so-called accidents leave us undecided.
Then, a few weeks ago, the worst disaster yet,
On Three Mile Island, a nuclear energy plant began to leak.
This exposed hundreds of people to radiation, before help the managers did
seek.
Whether to stop or continue to build other nuclear plants.
Is a decision yet to make.
Even though, we should decide against further building for everyone's sake.
A demonstration was held in Washington last weekend, with thousands voicing
their opinions that no more plants be built.
The anti-nuclear demonstrators let it be known; they heard enough peanutbutter talk of nuclear plant safety.
They showed their concern, by being there, and speaking against the hazards
of radiation.
. There may have to be more of these to get the job done.
Now, we are hearing of gasoline rationing.
California depends heavily on the use of cars for transportation; so a shortage
problem was created there, causing long-waiting lines and higher gasoline
prices.
This is probably to frighten everyone into agreement for nuclear energy; so we
won't have to make further sacrifices.
The face of America is looking tireder, now.
With our natural disasters: storms,floods, and thoughts of war to scare us..
But, we're older and time has wrought its changes upon our crust.
This is the present-Today-but there was - Yesterday - with its may happenings.
People, on the move to something better-the-Adventurers-from their home
lands to America, then inward and across this great land; fighting the diseases,
and the unknown,and the Indians, and anyone that got in their way.
They had dreams and hopes for a better tomorrow, but for that day, lived by
their brawn. There was back-breaking work to be done, due to the lack of pushbutton conveniences: but these earliest of pioneers met the challenges which.
before them lay.
•

The foundation was laid for our prelent groVititifcrdevElbpment In v.xashistorys.
Yesterday.
We must beCome aware of events-and .Conchtions now, if we are to meet the
challenges before us.Tay-in an ecological and creative way.
-The future- Tomorrow - must be ?tanned carefully; so that we will have striaeturesand elements left for our children -for their Day.
Dottie McCuiston
Rt. 4, Murray, Ky.

Copley News Serb,Ice

IRS Fumbles
The Ball

The Murray Rotary Club present'ed
scholarship awards to Rita Chaney,
Calloway High, Bill Pasco, Murray
High, and Jay Richey, University
School.
Senior winners of the Calloway
County 4-H Speech and Demonstration
Events held May 10 at Murray High
School were Clair Eversnieyer, Judy
Kelso, Kathy Stubblefield, and Karen
Alexander.
Deaths reported include R. W.
(Wallace) Key,80, Ben H. Pinkston, 54,
and Mrs. Omie Spann, 69.
Mrs. Cordelia Erwin Hirst, retired
missionary from Korea, will speak
Sunday at the South Pleasant Grove
United MethOdist Church. She was born
and reared in Calloway County.
New officers of the Business and
Professonal Women's Club installed by
Jessie Shoemaker at the meeting held
at the Murray Woman's Club House
were Odelle Vance, Nadine Turner,
Doris Rowland, Madelle Talent, and
Reva Shelton.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Forres have
returned home after attending the
Malone and Hyde Grocery Seminai
held at San Juan, Pue&-ttieo.

-

20 Years Ago

RAFfirlrY

111EARTliNE.
.--effixonsaigra
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
.HEARTLINE: I heard that Medicare
will help cover the costs of purchasing
or renting an air conditioner if that air
conditioner is needed for medical
reasons. My doctor has advised that I
purchase an air conditioner as I have
respiratory problems. Will Medicare
help to buy one? — F.S.
No. Medicare will not help to pay_for
an air conditioner under any circumstances.
Heartline has a booklet that lists the
most-common things that are and are
not covered by Medicare. For Heartline's complete explanation of
Medicare, send $1.75 to Medicare
Guidebook, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
HEARTLINE: An insurance man
came to my home and explained about
his Medicare supplement policy. The
policy sounded good, but I always talk
insurance matters over with my son
before I buy a policy. This insurance
man politely insisted that if I was to
have his policy at all, I must take it out
then because he could not come back. I
almost gave in, but fortunately I have
your excellent booklet (Heartline's
Guide to Health Insurance), and I did
not, as your book suggests, let him
pressure me into buying. I just don't
understand why insurance companies
let their agents act that way. Can you
explain? — K.W.
These pressure tactics are common.
Most insurance agents selling Medicare
supplement policies are paid by
commission. In other words, no sale, no
pay. In many cases, the insurance
agent who insists that he or she cannot
come back really could if he or she
wanted to. The fact is, the agent
probably would come back if it appears
that you are really going to buy, but if
not, he doesn't want to waste his time.
Most insurance agents who sell
Medicare supplement policies work on
-some type of -lead" systern. The•
agent's philosophy is usually' If they
don't buy right away they won't buy
later. Why waste time when I have
other leads to follow?"
Many Medicare supplement agents
do work large territories, even as much
as a quarter of half of a state. There is
sometimes a situation where the agent
really cannot come back because he
might be 150 miles away the next day
and may not be back in your area for
.
I
ABOUT THIS PAGE
.
Editorials. mlumns and other
opinionated articles on this pa.,c
presented for the purpos,
providing a •frrruni for th.•
exchange of differing(pulp
-We at The Murray Led:. •
Times strongly believe that t• •
opinionated article,s to otil
which parrallel the editor
philos;phy of this newspaper w ,N •
be a disservice to our readers
Theriefoce, we encourage rraokr
who do mot agree with an eridori:i
stand or the ideas presented to.•
individual writer in a colunor, •
other articl(', to respond ,with tlli•:!
feeltngs on the particular issu,
being disi ussed. with a fetter
odttur-.--mps Hy the same token, if an issue h.
not been discussed on this page al., :
a reader feels that the issue merit,
the a ttentioin of the general nubh,
we welcome a letter to the editor
an auth(ored article on whatever tha.
topic might bc.

Cot4SctEfic€:
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months. These are only a few of the
reasons why insurance agents may
pressure the prospective buyer.
No matter what the reason, you
should not buy unless you are sure. In
most states, however, there are state
laws-that will protect you. These states
allow you a period of time, normally 10
days, to read your policy when it
arrives and return it for a full refund if
not satisfied. Heartline does have a
booklet on health -insurance, which is
available for $1.'75 from Heartline's
Guide to Health Insurance, P.O. Box
11934, Chicago, Ill. 60611. We also have
Murray Ledger & Times
free literature which gives you tips on
USPS 308-7001
purchasing health insurance. Send for
Walter I. Apperson
Tips on Buying Health Insurance, 114 l'utAisher
K Gene McCutcheon
litor
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
rtie m-iarrio Ledger & Times is published
July 4 Christ.
45381. Please send 25 cents when ,ry afternoon except Sundays,
New Year-A Day and Thanitsgmrig by recnbesting free literature to cover %Luray Newspapers. Inc 103 N 4th St .
Murray, K 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
postage and handling.
Murray Ky.4207I
HEARTLINE: I was hurt in a waterSUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas'served by
carriers $2 75 per month payable in advance
skiing accident and won't be able to go By
mail in Callow:iv county arid tolieniOn. Hat,
back to work for about four months. din. Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington. K y and
and Puryear. N. $1910 per
Can I get disability benefits from Social Paris.Byguetuirian
Mail to other destinations. 135 00 per
year
Security for the months I am uneble to year
Member of Associated Press. Kentu,ky Press
work"
B.B.
A3suciaLon and Southern Newspaper Publishers
From what you say, it appears you Association
The Associated Press is exclusively'entitled to
would not qualify. Under Social republish
local news originated by The Murray
Security, you are considered disabled if ledger & Times as well as all other APnews
NUMBERS
you have a severe physical or mental Business OffTELEPHONE
7031916
•
ice
condition which prevents you from Classified Advertising
733-1916
753-1919
Ihsplay Advertisuut
Retail
working and is expected to last ( or has Circulation
7S11914
7S11918
lasted) for at least 12 months or to News and Sports Dept
result in death
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An interesting observation is to flute the fact that the member. ship of the Association was closely aligned to the sympathies of the

Confederacy. Non-Association growers were identified more with
the Union. In_adJrtion, it should also be noted at this time that the
Union was identified with the Republican Party and the Confederacy with the Democratic Party. The traditional division of our
people will be reported later in this book, but suffice to admit the
clevage existed from the very beginning of the Civil NVar-until the
coming of the Mlirray Normal School in 1922.
Because of the mq,ssive effects the Night Riders had upon the
.historical development of Calloway, the events that fostettsd its birth,
existence and decline are entitled to a permanent record. The
inability of congressional representation from tobacco producing
states, including Kentucky, to match the influence of lobbyists representing the powerful tobacco manufacturing organizations resulted
in the creation of the onion of growers as a court of last resort to
better the lot of growers. Tragically, the original organizers. of _the
Association apparently were possessed with the identical greed
embodied in the tobacco trust in. an era of laissez-faire when few
holds were barred in gaining economic supremacy.' The cmuse
-pursued by the Association and - many of its overzealous followers
in the heyday->of the farmers union is not one in which the people
of this county might point with pride, but it is a significant contribution to how the west was won in dealing with—the .raw spirits of
a restless people determined to secure life, liberty and pursuit of
happiness.
The first incident of lawlessness in the struggle of tobacco. trust
versus tobacco growers paradoxically did not originate in the ranks
of the Night Riders. .An attempt was made to burn an Association
prizery, the Fruitima Company, in late November,. however the
Association directors had been alerted to the possibility that an arson
attemprivould be made here in retaliation of the burnings'of tobacco
prizeries in Ilopkinsville the previous week. A state detective by
the 'name of Marshall of Paducah was assigned to Murray to
apprehend any suspected arsonists. As ti result of his investigation
one Ethan. (Sly Ed) • Owen wai charged with the attempted
burning of the Fruitima sva.rehouse and placed in 'jail in default of
bond._ I* identification was based on his association with tobacco
trust prizeries in Murray in addition to his reputat on. Owen was'
released from the punt jail on the charge he had set .fire to the.
Associationbuilding the night'of Nov. 29, 1I07, in a hearing before
Judge Thomas Cook on Jan. 13 under a writ of habeas corpus with
bond set at $750.
..•••V
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To Be Continued

City Clerk Charles Grogan and his
wife, Deputy Clerk Pansy Grogan,
resigned their positions last night at the
meeting of the Murray City Council.
Grogan has been city clerk since 1930
and Mrs. Grogan has been deputy in the
office for 20 years. Stanford Andrus has
been named as the new city clerk.
Eileen Rohwedder, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Rohwedder, is
valedictorian, and Marilee Easter,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Easter,
is salutatorian of the 1959 graduating
class of Murray High School.
Mrs. Xera Robertson who joined the
Woodman Circle in 1900 and has been a
continuous member ever since, was
presented a 50 year membership pin at
the dinner meeting held by Grove 126 at
the Murray Woman's Club House.
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Parker announce
the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Rheanette
Jane, to Charles Autry Coleman, son of
„Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Coleman.
Edgar Howe, president of the Pony
League of the Murray Baseball
Association, has called a meeting for
May 19 of all interested parents and
citizens to ready the field for play this
summer.

30 YearsAgo
Jeanette Paschall, Marilyn Walker,
Swann Parks, Gene Summers, Luble
Parrish, and Edward Palmer are
Calloway County 4-H Club winners of
the 4-H Spring Rally held at the Murray
High School. They will attend, with all
expenses paid, the Junior Week activities at Lexington June 7-11.
Deaths reported include Ben Rhea,
83, and Mrs. Nannie E. Me, 90.
James M. Overcast of Hazel will
receive his Bachelor of Science degree
in pharmacy from the University of
Mississippi on May 30.
Mrs. W. R. Barnett was honored at a
dinner held at her home in celebration
of her 75th birthday. .
The Bisbee Comedians will open a
one week engagement here tonight at
the tent located at the corner of North
Ninth and Olive Streets. Two shows are
planned nightly, according to J. C.
Bisbee, manager.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is "A
Connecticut Yankee" starring Bing
Crosby, "Rhonda Fleming, William
Bendix, and Sir Cedric Hardwicke.

Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, May 16, the
136th day of 1979. Them are 729 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1871, British C,OhIttibia
became a province of the Dominion of
Canada.
On this date:
In 1639, English coIoniits founded
Newport, Rhode Island.
In _1770, Marie Antoinette was
married to King Louis the 16th of
France.
In 1953, the Communist government
of Czechoslovakia released Associated
Press correspondent William Oatis
after holding him in prison for nearly
two years on,spy charges.
Ten years ago: A Soviet spacecraft.
Venus Five, reached the vicinity of
Venus and dropped a capsule that
relayed back new information on the
planet's atmosphere.
Five years ago, Helmut Schmidt was
sworn in as Chancellor of West germany, succeeding Willy Brandt.
One year ago: The U.S. military
command in South Korea said a controversial American withdrawal
already had begun, and 2,600 support
troops would have left ,,,for home by
summeK.
ALLor
Fonda is 74. Republican Sen. .1gewell
Weicker of Connecticut is 48. Former
baseball 'manager Pilly Martin is 51.
Poet and.teacher Adrienne Rich is 50.
Thought for today: Some of the
hardest things to keep up with are easy
payments. -- anonymous.
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PUFF WHITE

FACIAL TISSUE

200 ct.
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PORK STEAK

LB.

FAMILY PAK

PORK CUTLETS

79c

LB.

REELFOOT

BACON ENDS & PIECES

FOLGERS

COFFEE

T:

1 LB§

DETERGENT
MACI & CHEESE

/".

KRAFT

7/
1
4 OZ.

99c
3/$100

119

25 LB. BAG

KELLOGG

CORN FLAKES

79c
18 OZ.

HEINZ REG. OR HICKORY SMOKED

ic

BARBECUE SAUCE

BOUNTY
TOWELS

16 OZ. %,
IGA

Ta112/79c CRACKERS

11 OZ.

59c

BAGS

Family Pack

LARD
STEAKSo

4 L.D. CT. $1

OSCAR
79 -Finis

$29

99'

•

801.

gi
lk
l i Own

PRODUCE SECTION
STRAWBERRIES
896
CELERY
29c
•
OKRA
$129
49c
APPLES
FRESH

STALK

LB.89c

5 LB. BAG

LB.

CASCADE IIISNWASIIING

HEFTY LAWN CLEAN-UP

LB.

ORANGES

JUMBO ROLL

DETERGENT

FRYER
BREAST
Is.Ifood Pure

PURINA

DOG
CHOW

3 LB. BOX

COUNTRY PRIDE

TREND POWDERED

MILK

irnbia
Jon of

59

303 2/89c

HA WHITE PLAIN OR SELF RISING

1GA TABLERITE

the
v1eft

FRESH LEAN

RAFT AMU*,MEIN DitSWISS

do, $199 CHEESE SINGLES
1GA QUARTERS
lOCT

$1 79

MARGARINE

MINUTE MAID PURE

ORANGE JUICE

1 LB.

DESSERT
CUPS

59$

DINNERS

640Z. $41 19

BUNNY

IGA

ORANGE JUICE

16 OZ.

IGA CRINKLE CUT

FRIES

INSTANT

MAXCO
HOUSE sr
SHORTENING

ited
99c Asso
BANQUET
2/89c

120Z.

89c

5 LB. $1 69

BANQUET
t .

• PIE SHELLS

•

IGA TABLETREAT SANDWICH

3 LB.

MEAD

,.• 2/9 OZ. 2/89c
11/2

L11:2/$1°9

PSI

PAW

0 AP

-

I

Chris Leonard stretches for a shot during his title match yesterday at No. 2 singles in the OVC tennis championships
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in Cookeville, Tenn. Leonard lost 7-6, 3-6, 7-6. The Racers finished third in the overall competition.

Sports

Stel poets by Testy Wises
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Hi!Hoppers Return OVC Track
To Ky.; Murray State Takes 4th
Peay won in 1976 before
By TONY WILSON
Middle captured back-to-back
Sports Editor
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. — It titles in '77 and '78.
The Blue Raiders finished
was just a matter of who
would peak at the right time, with 105 it, points, followed by
..,.Western Kentucky may Austin Preay 102 I-2 ), Murray
even have reached that lofty 13), Eastern Kentucky (52),
Morehead f 39 ) and host
term.
:
'
The Hilltoppers rang up a Tennessee Tech 61
"They just ei-Ploded,"
whopping 166 points to easily
outpoint runnerup Middle . Murray State . Coach Bill
Tennessee and win the 31st Cornell said of Western.
Ohio Valley Conference men's "Every team hopes to do what
track and field championships they did." What the Hilltopyesterday.
• pers did Monday was nearly
The-victory alSo brought the •, _double the scoring of their
OVC title back to a Kentucky neatest rival in running up 53
university. After Wester!, won pointThei they rode the firsts
the championship 12 straight
tears from 1964-76 Austin yesterday Of the 440-yard

relay team, Don Douglas in ran a great race."
David Warren, like Odlin a
the 400-yard intermediate
hurdles-, Maarion Wingo in the sophomore from Essex,
200-meter dash and Larry England, was the only Racer
Cuzzort in the 5,000 meter run. to win a track event. He ran a
Cidzort set an OVC record 3:46.9 to take the 1,500 meters
with -a time of 14:11.90, but he and heat Cuzzort by over „- a
was pushed hard by Murray's second.
"He just played right into
Jerry Odlin, who finished
my hands," Warren said of
second in 14:13.88.
°dim fell behind by as much Cuzzort. laid back, because
as 50 yards during the race,'1 know I have a good kick, and
but he took the lead two-thirds he took just the right amout of
through the race and held it lead for me to wait until the
right time."
until the final lap.
Stan Simmons won the shot
"Jerry . got some bad
blisters on his feet yesterday with a toss-of 514 Monday for
in the 10,000 meters, and he the only other victory for
was afraid to start out too fast Murray. That, along with the
today," said Cornell. "But he Racers' Morris Smith placing
in the pole vault tfilth,, was
the only positive surprise,

Cornell said.
"I didn't expect anyone to
run away with it like Western did," Cornell said, whose
Racers finished fourth for the
second stringht year. "And I
expected us to take three of
the top four spots in the 1,500."
But Austin Peay's Zafar
Ahmed finished third in the
1,500, ahead of both Murray's
Davi() Rafferty 13rd, 3:51.0).
andPat Chime!!(4th, 3:52.41.
Cuzzort, in winning the 5,000
meters in an OVC-record time
of LS:11.90; joined teammate
Dave Murphy in the record
books.-Murphy won the 10,000
meters Monday in a leaguerecord time of 28:39.64, ahead
of (Alin and his 29:16.43
clocking for second.

Swarting, Willie Capture
Region Race
Singles Titles As Racers Murray High Squares Off
Against Hopkinsville Today
Grab 3rd In OVC Tennis
By TONY WILSON
Leonard trailed Short, with Vandish 6-1, 6-3 for fifth at No.
Sports Editor. .„..
whom he had split two mat- 3.
COOKEVILLE,Tenn. ches during tie 'regular
Mike Costigan beat Warren
many LITTLE-things hke. e to
season, 4-2 inlitelirral set. But. Lock of Austin Peay 7-6,6-3 for
go VW -says Bennie Pun .ell,
he broke service to even the fifth place af No. 5. In other
that hick can play . as big a
match at 4-4, then broke again doubles play, Persson and
factor as, say, the number of
Jerry Odlin held the lead on this lap of the 5,000 meters yesterday, but David Cuz:ors (rear left)
three spectacular Leonard, after losing Richard
with
individual victories.
caught Odlin on the last lap for The victory in the OVC track and field championships.
passing shots and served for Leslie
and
Dhanishaw
And
despite
sir,..'ys
Western Kentucky won the team title, and Murray was fourth.
Shapurji of Morehead in the
the match at 6-5.
Stuff *rits by lomy Whoa
championships from two
But a double fault and two semifinals, beat Jeff Zinn and
players, Purcell's Murra.
volley errors forced a nine- Mark Holstein 6-2, 4-6, 6-1 for
State squad finished th,r,1
point tiebreaker, which third place at No. 1.
behind champion WM.,At No. 2, Swarting and
Leonard lost 5-1. "My serve
Tennessee and runnerup
really hurt me," Leonard„,who Costigan Lost to Peter HefMorehead yesterday in thy finished with a 26-7 mark. "It fernan and Tony Fernandez of
Ohio Valley Conference terir,i.•
would be on one game and off Middle 6-1, 4-6, 7-6 before
championships.
ousting Den Briseoe and Rich
ttie next."
Middle. bolstered_by
Neither Swarting nor Willie Vandish of Eastern 6L2, 6-1 for
victories at no.'s 1 and
had many problems with their third place.
sioglos and.l_and 2 doubles_
In other championship
apponents though they did
stringing together rounds of was Rob Lou of Austin Peay compiled 48 points to narp,..4,..
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky.
during the regular season. matches, Pete-r-Ntatmaaaa.01Outdistance the Eagles I.'
Austin Peay's Richard Smith 72-71-76 for a 219 total. Fifth '2221.
Swarting split two matches Middle beat Richard Leslie of
and Murray(37.
shot a final-round 74 to take a
with Roberts, while Willie lost Morehead 6-4, 6-3 at No. 1;
Western Kentucky 128
•
two-streak
victory
for
to Fones in three sets in the Scott Sapot of Austin Peay
fourth, followed by Aut.4.i.. to ptayers' only meeting.
ousted ..Hakki Ozgonel ...of
medalist honors and push the
Peay 23.5), Eastern K.
Governors to the team title of
-I told Steve he'd better not Western 6-3, 6-7, 7-5 at No. 3; z
tacky i,13i and Tennes.wc. lose, because he was the best Watts
the Ohio Valley Conference
whipped
Andres
Tech (6.5).
golf championships yesterday
player at No. 6," said Purcell. Thomsen of Western 6-4, 6-3 at
"I figurAdit would bed
No: 5: Stuart Thompson and
at Kentucky Dam Village
'And he didn't let me,down."
STARKVILLE. Miss.---- Murray State, the Ohio Valley
and when it is this close,
State Park.
Willie, in running his record Roberts of, Middle dumped
Conference champion, plays Tulane, the Metro-7 victor, at
have to win almost al: •
28.6, played sonic of his best Leslie and Shapurji of
Austin Peay finisheclat 893.
1:30 p.m. Friday in a game that opens NCAA South Regional
matches you figured you ‘c,•!, tennis of the year. "I just did Morehead 6-3, 6-2 for the title
two streaks bettIkr than
baseball play.
supposed to win," said
eterYthing
pretty
con- at No. 1 doubles; and HefEastern Kentucky 895
Host. Mississippi State, 43-9 and ranked sixth nationally,
cell. "We almost got it ,1-- •
sistently, which was what I fernan and Fernandez of
goes against New Orleans, 48-12 and ranked 13th, at 7 p.m.
Other teams and their scores
'though."
Middle stopped Nicholas Lee
was after," he said.
The losers and winners will face each other Saturday
were Middle Tennessee, 899;
He did get it done at N,
and
Phillip King of Morehead
And he admitted that the
before the finals on Sunday.
Morehead, 910: Western
singles, where Finn Swar! ,
7-6, 4-6,6-0 at No. 2.
gusted
which
miles
to
20
wind,
Murray, 25-8. will face a red-hot Tulane club r33,711 It
Kentucky. 92.3: Murray, 928;
a freshman from Su
an hour or better at times,
upset Florida State,.which hosted the Metro-7 tourney, by
And Tennessee Tech, 954.
whipped Peter' Flotx•Tt5.
helped him, too. "I was able to
beating the Seminoles twice. •
Middle 6-4„ 6-3; and at
Reggie Jackson
Smith edged Dave(;aer and
to it and even use it to
adjust
Murrhy bombed Morehead 12-3 in the OVC final.
singles, where another froSOISI.
advantage,"
Willie
1)a ve Clement. both' of
The South Regional champion voill advance to the - eightmy
man, Steve Willie, stop;,.
Is AL's Top Player
Facter:, Kentucky. The pair
team College World Series In Omaha,Neb.
He and. Roger Berthiaume
John Mark F'ones of Wes). • 6-4
7-6.
decision
to
a
dropped
finished at'218. two:over-par.
KentuckY 6-2,6-2.
Martin Watts and•Car I Nyberg
terarfitattosebest finisher--•
By the Associated mress
And Chris Leonard.
I
.
zsiyAv yOIK, 1AP)
blatehe4..iP
New
was Bill Berg, who fired
ells1410.7-2 IfirAtits-rital,7-T,'
-- .
match.
'VOA VankFes'SIO-gger
retincts of 4746-75 for a 220,
came within a few point., .. doubles title
In other matches involving Jackson, who belted three._
winning his title mat:.
total Larry Patton had a 79Racer players yesterday, home runs and knocked
79-74-232, followed by Toni
Leonard, a Festus, M..
Terje Persson beat Jorge runs last week, - earned the'
Counselor William Pratt would like to
Fischer. 78-77-78-233, Brian
senior, dropped a sp. •
honor as the American league
_
tingling 7-6, 6-3, 7-6 decisu.,- • Alemparte of Western 'KenMcDonald. 81-75-77-233: and
announce that there will be a clean up
match
6-4
6-4,
in
a
5-7,
Player
tucky
of the Week, while Brad Boyd,84-78-78-240.
Dale Short of, Middle 'I
day Thursday and Friday, May 24 & 25.
for fifth place at No, singles, Cincinnati Reds shorstop
nessee in the' last sir
Mike Reynolds of Morehead
and Berthiaume whipped Dave Concepcion earned the
was fourth individually.
match of
day.
Eastern Kentucky's Mitch . honors in the National League.

Smith Leads Governors
To Conference Golf Title

Breds Open Play

WOTICE

Hopkinsville, a 10-5
winner over Lyon _County
yesterday, takes
on
Murray High today at 4
p.m. in , Second Region
baseball tournament action
at Regan Field.
In the-rtrst game at 2
p.m. today, Caldwell
County played Marshall
County, a 5-4 winner over
Trigg County yesterday.

"We'll have to hit the
ball, because obviously
they can hit," said Murray
High Coach Cary Miller.
The Tigers are '14-1 and
riding a 12-game winning
streak.
Miller indicated that
Brad Taylor, a senior,
rightbander who is 5-0 on
the- -season,- will be the
likely starter for Murray
High. Marshall County and
Trigg were forced to an

extra inning after completing seiTn innings in a 44 tie. Kevin Holt started the
Marshals' rally in the
eighth by singling to left.
He advanced to second on a
passed ball, advanced to
third on a wild pitch and
scored on Pat Solomon's
game-winning single.
Hopkinsville rapped 11
hits off. Lyon County
hurlers and went ahead on
catcher . Bill. Joiner's
booming homer in the
second inning.
Today's winners will
play for the region title
Thursday at 4:30 p.m
Admission to the event is
$1.
Murray High is the
defending champion.

Marshall Co

109 003 014 it" T103 009 00-4 0 1

Tr0tit
Lyon ro
-

010 201 1-6 9 2
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Eastern Kentucky Zooms
To Women's Track Title;
Murray A Strong Second

.• 4̀S— '
41Ps

••••41
oft.' •

By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. What it came down to, says
Margaret Simmons, was
Murray State's having to do it
all alone. And Eastern Kentucky was just too strong.
"We needed a team in there
that could knock out some of
their distance runners," said
Simmons, the Racer women's
track coach.
The Colonels had just four
first places, but they used
outstanding depth to capture
the inaugural Ohio Valley
Conference women's track
and field championships
yesterday.
Murray (143)
was a solid second, fokiied
by Western Kentueky (99),
Morehead (79), Austin Peay
( 48, Middle Tennessee (14)
and Tennessee Tech ( 4).
The Racers had beaten
•
Glenvira Williams took the hasidoff of the baton from Murray State teammate
Eastern twice earlier Susan McFarland and helped the 440-yard relay team win yesterday during the
during both the Kentucky
women's Ohio Valley Conference track and field championships. For that,
Women's
Intercollegiate
Williams received and congratulations from Betty Fox (left) and Koren Wilson
Conference
championships
(partially hidden).
and the Murray State
Stuff pbots by 'Noy Whop
Invitational - but a stronger
field overall was present to
help the Racers offset
Eastern's solid lineup.
Eastern's biggest individual
performance came from
Paula Gaston, who won both
Middle School eighth-grader, that kids were missing too Creek was a distant second at the 1,500- and 10,000-meter
races and finished second in
shot a 90 to stand all alone in much school when we had the 375 while 'Corbin
an
the
3,000 meters.
14th place. • '
two tournaments," said Elizabethtown were tied for
Other double winners were
manager
John
tournament
third
397.
at
In boys' team competition,
Murray's Allison Manley, who
Defending champion
defending champion Trinity Hackett. "It dnesn't matterlo
won the long jump and upset
tourney
is
me,
think
the
but
I
Louisville
.
Ballard
was
12th
held a comfortable lead at 314
Eastern's
Denise McCoy for
other
the
kids and the
and apparently out of confollowed by Madison Central for
the high jump title; Austin
tention.
at 327; Bowling Green at 331; format was better.
Peay's JoAnn Arnold,,who
"There's no way to have 22
Rbunding out the girls' team
and Louisville Central and
took the 100-meter and 200teams ( the winner and run- standings were Owensboro,
Lexington Lafayette at 333.
meter dashes; and Western's
nerup from each of the state's 406; Madison Central, 408;
Anita Jones, who captured the
The format for the boys' 11 regions) plus the individual Johnson Central 423; Ken- 400-meter dash and 400-meter
tucky
qualifiers
and
get
a
course
to
Country
Day,
424;
Lone
tournament is different than
low hurdles.
in recent years when two state hold the tourney," Hackett Oak, 425; Glasgow,426; Adair
The Racers' Betty Fox was
tournaments - one for team said. -It would tie up the County, 428; Ballard, 430; involved in two other viccompetition and the otheicto course too long. But under the Henderson County, 444; Boyd tories. She captured the 100determine an individual new format, we are cutting out County, 451; Owen County, meter high hurdles with a
457; and Jessamine County,
cfláñipion - were held a week some good Learns."
14.43 clocking, then teamed
Notre Dame Academy held 459.
apart.
"What's happened is that the edge in girls' team corn
some principals complained petition with a 367. Tates

with Karen Wilson, Susan
McFarland, and Glenvira
Williams to win the 440-yard
relay in 46.85, a time good
enough to qualify them for the
AIAW nationals.

Wendy Slaton, second in the
800 meters and third in the
1,500; Cindy Farrand, third in
the high jump; Jenny
Oberhausen, second in the
shot; Brenda Geiger, third,
The team won't be able to and Debbie Klaproth, fifth in
the shot put.
compete in the nationals,
Glenda Calabro finished
though, said Simmons,
fourth in the 10,000 meters and
for
because the deadline
qualifying was last week. fifth in the 5,000; Sharon Macy
"They really surprised me was fifth in the 10,000 meters;
the two-mile relay team was
with that win," Simmons said.
"They had been up around 50 third; Manley was sixth in the
(seconds) or 51 most of the 100-meter high hurdles; Diane
Holmes was fifth in the 400year."
meter dash; Williams and
Karen Harding wi the McFarland were 4-5 in the 100pentathlon by compiling 3,297 meter dash; Slaton finished
points to outdistance the only second in the 800 meters; —
other CoMpetitor, Western's
Fox was fifth in 400-meter
Joyce Fowler. The 880-yard hurdles; Williams was fourth
relay team, composed of and Glore, sixth, in the 200Slaton, McFarland, Williams meter dash; Becky Beckman
and Glore, also won in 1:47.12. was sixth in the 3,000 meters;
Other Racers That placed in and the mile-relay squad was
two-day event included: fourth.

A Victory...And A Hug

'Sonics Silas Says Game
Seven Is Already Over
By the Associated Press
SEATTLE - The Seattle
SuperSonics are grateful for
second chances. They plan to
make the mostof the extra life
they were given by the
Phoenix Suns in the National
Basketball
Association
Western Conference finals.
"Game 7 is history," said
Sonics forward Paul Silas
prior to the showdown at the
Seattle Kingdome. "They're
going to be a little tentative on
Thursday, just like we were on
their court for Game 6."
In the sixth game on Sunday, Phoenix had several
shots at clinching the series in
the final seconds only to fail
and allow the Sonics to knot
things at three games apiece
with a 106-105 victory.

Beard Leads State Golf; Fike Disqualified
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By the Associated Press
High school golfers from
Louisville held the advantage
today as the state girls' and
boys' high school golf tour,
naments entered the final.
round.
Louisville Trinity's Scott
Beard shot a 2-under-par 70
Tuesday to take the lead in the
boys' tournament at Fort
Knox's Anderson Course while
Betty Baird of Kentucky
Country Day took the girls'
individual lead with a 1-under
74 at Spring Lake Country
Club in Lexington.
Second place in the boys'
competition found Phil Hatchett of Russell and Eddie
Overstreet of Owensboro

Apollo knotted at 72 while
Trinity's Phil Osborne was
fourth at 75. Tommy Fike of Calloway
County Shot a- 75 to tie for
fourth, but was disqualified
for turning in an incorrect
scorecard. Greg Cohoon, a
Murray High junior, tied with
John Kernohan of Bowling
Green for sixth.
Baird, who three times has
been runner-up, buttever has
captured the individual title,
was the only golfer to break
par
Tuesday.
Nancy
Bohannon of Lexington Tates
Creek was three strokes back
at 77 and Henderson County's
Sue Clements was third at 78.
Velvet Jones, a Murray
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Major-League Umpires Should Be On The Field This Weekend
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-"I'm saying we're going to
win," added Silas."I know it's
going to he a war, but I don't -feel they can beat us at
home."
"W:Nlever hap-penS; at least
it +Ali be the last time we'll see
each other for a while," said
Phoenix guard Paul Westphal.
Thursday's winner will be seeing either the defending
champion Washington Bullets.
or the San Antonio Spurs in the
NBA finals. Washington beat
Seattle in the finals last season
but trailed the Spurs three
games to two in the Eastern
Conference championship
round heading into tonight's
contest at San Antonio.
Seattle
Coach
Lenny
Wilkens epressed confidence
in his squad.

- By the Associated Press
NEW „YORK - Major
league baseball umpires are
expected to return to work this
weekend under terms of an
The
that
agreement
Associated.Press learned was
reached between their union,
and the two leagues Tuesday.
Details of the agreement
ending the dispute that has
kept the regular umpires on
the sidelines since spring
training were presented to. a
joint meeting of the major
leagues in Chicago today. The
settlement was expected to be
announced officially Thursday. •
Both sides have been
pressing for an end to the work
stoppage and meeting almost
daily for the last week. It was
a .marathon bargaining
session that started Monday
afternoon and lasted into the
early morning hours of
Tuesday that apparently
signaled the breakthrough of •
the final issues.
Both the National and
American Leagues denied
thatany_linal settlement had
been reached but confirmed
that talks were making
progress. '
"We still have a way to go,"
League
American
said
President [Re MacPhail. I
would prefer reale discussthe
issues."
But MarPhail agreed that
the atmosphere between the
two ,sides. has improved

considerably.
-We're a lot closer than
when we started," he said.
We were eons apart then.
Obviously, we've been trying
to get it closed out and it's
been a good faith effort on
both sides. I'm hopeful,
certainly more positive about
this than I've been until now."
Richie Phillips, attorney. Forthe umpires, said, "We afe on
the threshold of reaching a
comprehensive
agreement
between the umpires and
major league baseball whieh
should satisfy all patties and
insure labor peace for at least
three year's and beyond."
Terms of the settlement
were navailable although it

was understood that as part of
it, the leagues had agreed to
employ an extra crew of
umpires, allowing each of its
officiating units to have some
time off during the -regular
season.
The umpires also had been
seeking improvements in
salaries that range from
$17,000 to $40,000, and increases in their $53 per diem
expense allowances.
Technically, the umpires
were not involved in a strike.
Such an action is barred under
terms of their collective
bargaining agreement that
lasts until 1982. But the effect
of their work stoppage was the
same, forcing baseball to use
minor league and sandlot

umpires as replacements.
At the start of the season.
players and managers were
instructed to go easy on
the
with
arguments
replacement umpires, but
tempers have grown shorter
in the last two weeks with
ejections and arguments
growing.
There were bench-clearing
incidents in Atlanta and
Minnesota last week and 17
playe'rs, managers and
coaches were ejected in one
night. Players on two clubs.
the Kansas City Royals and
Cincinnati Reds made formal
requests of the leagues and
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn to
get the regular umpires back
on the job.

Gassed-Up Bat Of LA's Baker
Dooms Braves; Cubs Romp 7-1
By the Associated Press
- Don't tell the Atlanta
Braves about the gasoline,
shortage. For them, the lines
at the pumps aren't long
enough.
Angeles outfielder
•
Dusty Baker missed the
Dodgers' team plane to
Atlanta because -he couldn't
get gasoline. But it didn't take
him lOng to find fuel, arm he
was able to catch a.corn-

SEASON PASSES
Passes are On Sale At

The Murray-Calloway
Co. Park Office
10th Paine St.
Purchase prito Pool Opening arid
Save;5.00

Single Pass — $20.00
Family Pass — 45.00

mercial flight an hour later - since the opening week of the
arriving in plenty of time to season.
make --the game Tuesday- night.
Mets 3, Pirates 0
Craig Swan scattered six
hits, beating the Pirates with
NATIONAL LEAGUE
ninth-inning relief help from
Joel
Skip
Lockwood.
Youngblood supported Swan
Once there, he provided the with a two-run homer in the
power that gave the Dodgers fourth.
their eighth straight victory,
."I noticed in the first celip:e
slamming a leadoff home ...run of years I was with-the Mets
in the 10th inning as Los that good pitching would take
Angeles defeated Atlanta 54.
the team out of any ba , i
There was no question about slumps," said Swan.
Baker's blast, a 400-foot shot Tom Seaver, Jon Matlack
to left-center off Adrian Jerry Koosinan, the t
Devine.
maybe wouldn't play as
In other National League., as it could, but they would
games, the New - York Mets the other teams and win 1-4o r
blanked the Pittsburgh 2-1."
Pirates 3-0, the Chicago Cubs
beat the Philadelphia Phillies,
Cubs 7;Phils 1
7-1, the St. Louis Cardinals
Former Phillie Barry F,edged the,Montreal Expos 1-0, obtained by the Cubs the San Diem.Padres trice- preseason trade for, jt LI
--TAO tli Eitici1104k,Reda..;-_1_
slqued the fir4
and the San Francisco Giants grand slam home run of
defeated the Houston Astros 8- career as Chicago beat
_ 1.
_
Philadelphia.
. the Dodgers' victory lifted
"It's a good* feeling," said
them one game over the .500 Foote, "not a vindictive type
mark at 19-18, the first time of feeling but just a good
they've had a winning record feeling.

White's Camper Sales
Rt. 3, Box 118, Highway 94 East
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone(502)753-0605

Register EACH DAY for
valuable pnr,o be given
away. YOU do not have to be
present, to WIN. WINNERS
WILL BE ANNOUNCED ON
AIR.

700..
4*A1,, _ .?t•
---a•ozp,
•

Three Value Packed Days.
'Friday, May 18-Saturday, May 19-Sunday May 20

%,
s,
4,
0

WNBS Will Be Broadcasting Live From The Premises
From 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. Daily
AlPal
P‘
.
1.11.
4
41051.46P'
.

A Road Ranger representative will be on hand to
demonstrate the Road Ranger line of travel trailers
and 5th wheels. The Starcrafts will be shown by your
local dealer.

Parts-Accessories
Electrical-Plbg.
Supplies.

;

On all Road Ranger or Starcraft
Travel Trailers sold on these 3
days only - COMPLETE HITCHLITE-BRAKE HOOK-UP only
$200.00.

-

EAZ-LIFT or REESE
• ,. Home For The Night
Wherever You-Light-La-

ad

Come
STARCRAFT
On
Our
MORE THAN A
Out
CAMPER.A GOOD TIME.
And
See
For Yourself.

cp

FIFTH WHEEL

—ILlip*

TRAVEL TRAILERS

A&E RV Awnings
Virginia & Ernest White
Owners & Operators

Your Bank Cards Welcome

a
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Finn Sworting (left) and Steve Willie were watchers late yesterday afternoon, but earlier, they each won Ohio Valley Conference
singles title to help Murray State to a third-place finish in the team standings. Swarting won at No. 3, while Willie took honors at
Stets pbote by Tony Wilma
No. 6. Both are freshmen.

These Items Specially
Priced On Display Only

,Texas Batters Reliever Marshall;

Lipton Instant

Tea

John Wins 8th Game For Yanks
By the-Associated Press
Things have suddenly
turned sour for Mike Marshall. But Tommy John's
pitching is as sweet as ever.
Marshall. the Minnesota

Twins' relief ace, has been
beaten twice by his former
Texas teammates in two
gas. On Tuesday night he
took the mound in the eighth
inning and threw gasoline on a

Tiger Netters
Fall To Flash
Lor.e oak snapped a
-match Murray High winning
streak in downing the Tigers 72 yesterday in a boys high
school tennis match.
Both the Tiger boys and
girls played at Mayfield
today. The Murray High girls
beat the Purple Flash to run
their record • to 6-0 ,on the
season.
Brent. Warner lost to Stan
Schurnaker 8-6 at No. 1;
Mickey Cochran fell 9-7 to
Kevin Ezzell; Mark Overbey
was beaten 8-4 by Chris

Houser: Paul Austin fest' 8-1 to
Scott Bratten; and" Mike
Cappock lost 8-5 ;in Ken
Hancock.
The Tigers' lone- singles
victony came with Russell
Edwards' 8-6 triumph over
Greg Dunker.
Warner and Cochran-fell 8-6
to Schumaker and Houser at
No. 1 doubles; Austin-Overbey
were beaten 8-1 by Jay
Latham and Ezzell; and
Cappock and Greg Morton
were defeated 8-2 by Hancock
and Braaten.

Rangers rally, yielding a runscoring double by Jim Sundberg and a two-run single by
John Ellis as Texas beat the
Twins 9-8.
John, meanwhile, continues
to work his magic for the New
York Yankees. He has won
eight games and has yet to
lose one. He twirled a sevenhitter against Detroit Tuesday
night and rode Chris Chambliss' two home runs to an 11-3
romp over the Tigers.
In the rest of the American
edged
Boston
League,
Baltimore 3-2 in 10 innings.
Cleveland beat Toronto 5-3,
the Chicago White Sox shaded
Oakland 2-1, California nosed
out Milwaukee 2-1 and, in a
double-header,
.twi-night
Kansas City defeated Seattle
7-4 in the opener before Seattle
won the second game6-2.2'..'"
_
Yankees 11, Tigers 3
John, who finished with five
strikeouts and one walk to
match his personal high of
eight straight victories, had a

8 Pk.
16 Oz.
Plus Deposit

three-hit. shutout going until
the eighth inning when the
Tigers scored their runs on a
walk to Lance Parrish and
singles by Aurelio Rodriguez,
Ron LeFlore and Lou
Whitaker.

NBA Playoffs

3 oz

Fr/skies

(Limit Two)

Dog Food

$589

25 lb

Nestles

Imperial Stick

Red Sox 3. Orioles 2 -.
Dwight Evans walked, stole
second and raced home *on
Jerry Remy's single to left in
the 10th inning to propel
Boston past the Orioles.

MARGARINE

SoupTime

59'

4 pkg

Kounty Kist

Corn

17 oz

3/89'

15 oz

3/89`

Showboat Bloc keye

Indians 5, Blue Jays 3
Shortstop Alfredo Griffin of
Toronto threw _away Duane
Kuiper's bases-loaded
grounder in the eighth inning,
allowing two runs to score as
Cleveland beat the Blue Jays.

Peas
Fontastik Spray

39
1 Lb.
Qtrs.
(with coupon
below)

Jerry Garvin walked AndrP
Thornton, threw Ron Pruitt'
bunt to second too late tryini.
for a force play, then wallsec
Toby Harrah to load the base
before Griffin tossed Kuiper
double-play
potential
grounder past second.

Peter Pon

Cleaner

1601

HuntsTomato

Sauce'

15

$1 59

Salmon

I 7 oz

55c

Stokely

Gatorade

Baseball Standings

79`

oz 1/79'

Ship & Sea

Sports At A Glance
Ohio Valley Track Results

Prises Rood
May 16th
*re
May

32 oz

Paramount Hamburger

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Women's OVC Track Championships
Best of Seven Series
Men's OVC Track Championships
EAST
Team Totals - Eastern Kentucky • E..
Eastern Conference Flnais
Team Totals - Western Kentucky 1W
W
L
Pct. GB
216; Murray .M.. 143; Western Kentucky
Game I
Austm
166. Middle Tennessee(MT)105
688 Peay
Austin
79:
22 10
'Mo.,
Philadelphia
W,99, Morehead
San Antonio 114, Washington 97
102 N, Murray ( SC,83, Eastern
Peay
14;
613
2N
MT),
r
19
12
,Tennessee
Montreal
„Middle
48
4,
'
Game
Kentuck-y E ), 52: Morehead (Mot, 39,
4
1
4
18 14
4
St 1.4X11.1
Tinnessee Tech 'Ti,
Wastungton 115. San Antonio 96
Terinessee Tech (Ti, 6.
Chicago
6,17
15
LSO METERS - Paula (Gaston (E),,
Game 3
9
400
18
(Mt)),
414.76:
12
4:34.5; Allana McCarthy
San Antonio 116. Washington 114
SHOT - Stan Simmons (Mi. 51-5.
355 10,
1
11 T 20
wts
New York
Game 4
Dennis Graham (El, 51-2N; Brian Dowds :Wendy Slaton (Mi. 4:442.02; Peggy
445.15; Vicky Renner f E.
Pariter
San Antonio 111r, Wastungtoo 102
(El. 4911N .-. Van Faster ,E), 49-2; Larry
588 20 11
Cincinnati
4:445.3; Diane Long (Mo., 5,242.
Game 5
Cantor (Mo. 46-2; Lee Wildman (EL 46556
1
20 16
Houston
HIGH JUMP - Allison Manley (M),54:
Washington 107, San Antonio 103
514
24s
19 18
US Angeles
Denise McCoy (El, 5.7; Cindy Farrand
Wedoesday's Game
34
17 18
466
San Francisco
M ), 54. Diane Villeneuve 1Mo), 54,
Washington at San Antonio,(n(
LONG JUMP - Greg Artie ( MT, 25405
6‘1
15 22
San Diego
Fr1day's Gigot
114; John DoDoo (MT, 24-10. Forrest --Kelly Barbour )41.. SzT;Tifiri-Jane Gates
V.',
.t.
z2
Ga
109
Atlanta
San Antonio at Washington. (n), if riec(S1 1. 5-4.
Kilebrew W., 24-6N, Everton Cornelius
JAVELIN - Slane Gaiter E., 12134; eSSary
(M. 24-144; Keith Burton E. 73-941,
Chicago 7, Philadelphia 1
Janice Treztor I El, 116-7; Geiger(M), 111Tony Warrick IA I, 23-8N.
New York 3, Pittsburgh 0
0; Leigh Ware SU, 104-5; Donna Byrne
Western Conference Phials
JAVELIN - Kerry Whitman Moi, 224Los Angeles 5. Atlanta 1, 10 tr,
30-10.
Lido),
Game 1
11. JceBcnrker .A..2174; Van Foster (El.
San Diego 2, Cincumati I
9110'r - Del Roan Ross 'Mc.I,
Seattle 106, Phoenix 93
1052. Jeff Chappell ,911. 180-11; Dave
St Louis 1. Montreal 0
Game!
Jenny Oberhausen (rni, 3711N; Pet Hill
Parrnley (Mo., 1784. David McCracken
San Francisco 6, Houston 1
St°, 37-0; Gender .E), 36-10'N. Debbie
Seattle 103. Phoenix 97
CE;, 177.6
WI.
Wedoesday's Games
Leonard
Carla
344;
(M.,
r,
Klaproth
Game 3
HIGH JUMP'- Jun Durrant '91 6-9;
34.41
San Diego (?Aura 2-11 at Cin,r..'.atr
Phoenix 113 Seattle 103
Dan Holmes (W., 15-9; Roger Fitzpatrick
--.43onham 1.0)
. 37,13.2;
16,660 METERS - Gaston
Game 4
441 1. 6-9. Rose° Kidd (MT., 6-7; Bill
Philadelphia (Carlton 3-5 at r'4
banner E., 37 • 260 Honey Caudill (MG),
Phoenix 100. Seattle 91
Bradford 'Mi. 6-7. Jim Lester (A. 6-7.
(Remiche! 2-41
(M),
39.50.0;
Calsbro
(W..
Glenda
37.420,
Murphy
Came 5
ICON METERS - Dave
New York (Kobel 19, at htt4t,:wh
Phoenix 99. Seattle 93
Sharon Stacy , Mi, 40- 25.2; Kathy Good
38,39.64; Jerry Odlin (KG, 29i,113.43; Jim
12% in
Game
'El, 41:565
Groves W., 2 311.7: Richard' Charleston
19-4:
lAs Angeles (Messersinith 2-2
LONG JUMP - Manley
Seattle 105 Phoenix 105
(M., 79 53.4; Tim Brooks )34 1, 30:07.8:
1
Uinta
2-1i, f n
r
Solomon
11;
1159
.4),
Arnold
194w..
W
r
Bradley
Thursday's Game
Steve Gamey (Mo.. 30,C0.0
Lee 4-1. at St
Montreal
.
'0
Walker Z(E1.1113.11N.
Scope: •
Phoenix at Seattle, (ni
444-YARD RELAY - Western Kentucky
&Forsch 0-3). in
Sour'
(Wallace Stanley, Ben McCleod, Marton
San
4-2
(Mi.
Frannie°
Harding
(Knepper
-- Karen
PEN 1 01,1:
Wing°, Dori Douglas), 176; Middle Tenn.,
4 Williams 0i,. in
3.237 points, Joyce Fowler tW,, 2.669.
41.82, Motehead, 42.45; Murray, 42.75.
5,414 METERS - McCarthy (Me,,
Lna METERS - David Warren (MI.
17,34.6; Painter (E., 16- 419. Caudill
3.46 4. Cuziort'Wi. 3,47 P7. Zafar Ahmed
‘Mol, 18 525: Renner (E., 19 03.2,
(A, 34956; David Rafferty I M., 3110.
19 17 7, Macy ( M ). 19'33.4.
E),
Morgan,'
Bill
Calabro (
Pat Chimes 1M., 3:52.4;
TeAfflIAIL-- •
monunclirrtnirait
WM MEDLEY RELSY - Murray,
no time
National Football League
EAST
147 12; %ICU, 1 4836. SITS1J, 1 49 95 AP,
Berl
BILLS-Signed
Pet (.8
BUFFALO
I.
W
116-METER HIGH HURDLES -- Pat
1.50.9, F.KU, 1 560, fl', 2:017
placelticker
667
Yeprerman,
71 11
Boston
Eougerty 'Ai, 1411, Tony Warrick (A
SMILE RELAY - Western. 9 11 75.
Rickey
Signed
BEARSCHICAGO
12
647
n
Baltimore
14.58; T.J.
1416; Wallace Stanely
EEC. 9 28 03. Murray, 95652, AP, no
nd Bob Wrigtt,
recetver,
wide
7
571
Watts.
15
20
Milwaukee
Greg
14.97;
(W),
Swan )E ), 14.64; Douglas
time
4
cifensive lineman.
543
19 16
New York
Wilson (W.. 160
444-YARD RELAY - Murray Karen
Robert
-Signed
COWBOYS
448
13 16
DALLAS
Detroit
446-METER DASH -- FA Stegall M.
Wilson. Betty Fox. Sussn McFarland,
and
contract
ftveyear
a
to
center,
1
194
Show,
20
13
Cleveland
4725. ii. Musgove ( Mi, 4610. Mike
Glenvira W internal, 46.0, EKU. 1746,
25(
I
9 27
Aaron Mitchell, cornerback, to•fouryear
Toronto
Davidson (Ti, 48.13; .ter Washington
WPM. 47,96. AP, .310; Ti'. 52.1
contract
WEST
Mo r. 48.77; Eddie Burton (Mo., 4616;
116-METER HIGH HURDLES --- Fox
Kent
-Signed
BRONCOS
DENVER
657
22 11
Minnesota
Jeff Wallace .4 no time
M 14.43. Foster (E., 14 50, Arnold f A
Campbell, defensive end, Stanley Rusin
565
20 14
Teas s
145; Amos 1E.. 14.60. Seippel (El, 14.17,
Lbren, linebackers, Raye
Gerald
and
S7:
15
20
orrua
Calif
Manley (M., 15.24
Credit,
Keith
554
Williams, defensive back,
20 16
POLE VAULT - Glen Colivas A 15.6,
Kansas City
Jones 'V/i. 5653.
OD METER DASH
running
Davis.
Bob
slid
recerter,
Marwide
406
16 17
Dough Zimmerman iAi. ISO. Rob
Chicago
McCoy E. 57 32.(Store (M., 57.66. Kemp
12 13
back
_343
144; Mark Richrds 'Mo., 144,
shall
Oakland
Holmes (M., 512, Vaughn
55
CITY CHIEFS- Signed
KANSAS
297
26
.11
Morns Smith (M., 14-0
Seattle
'MT,. • 74
Gerald Jackson, safety Acquired Tom
DISCUS - Lee Wildman Wi, 159-8N.
GSM'S
181M1 LER DASH -- Arnold A 1214,
Harris,
Michael
and
centergusrd,
!amen,
John Burrell A 1, 454.4N, Van Foster(E
Roston 3, Baltimore 2, 10 inning,.
Walk, I., 1233, Bradley (341, 1236;
running back
1497N, Brian Dowds .iEi, 1474. Stan
Cleveland 5. Toronto 3
'M., 12.31; McFarland'Mi.
DIEGO ('HARGERS- Signed
SAN
Simmons (Mi. 136-11. Charles Youngren
New York IL Detroit 1
1356 iravis (E), 13 37
Hank Hauer, running back, Pete Show,
(Mr, 134
Texas 9. Minnesota It
846METER RUN - Seith (W), 21633.
linebacker,
Morrell,
Guy
and
safety,
free
Kansas City 7-2. Seattle 44
211177; Pendygratt
Slaton
to a series of one-year contracts
Chicago 2. Oakland 1
2 1900; Bartlett El, 2 21 M. Good (E.,
44136117TER INTERMEDIATE HIIR.
REDSKINS- Released
WASHINGTON
. Milwaukee 1
:
Califotia 7
2 22 14; Norttungton (A., 2226
Douglas Wi, 52 39, Tom
DIFS Bill Kilmer-cluerterbock
446-METER LOW HURDIF-S - Jones
Dough ROsenbeck IA
Wamek A 53
W 1 01 06.,.White 'El. 1 02 116. Amos
9436. Pete Williams (WTI, 5456, Chester
1 03 55, Seippel (E 10$ 0; Fox (MI,
Ramsorn (MT.. 55 7, T J Swan F,), 55 8
1 07 35, Boykin 'A(,1 011 1 "
Marlon Wing°
284-METER DARE(
286-METER DASH - Arnold (A), 25 M.
W 21 24. F,d Stegall MT 21.85. Johnny
44.
%Warns 'Ai 2165, Robinson(WTI. 21.69," Walker (Et, 3654. McCoy IE1656.
Wasiniareo al&
Laronso,..Williarna.4M), Z.40.,,TAW1s E. 2312.
Glove (Mi, 26 26
Cooper ) MT ), 21 13
LOS METERS - McCarthy (Mo..
SOS METP3471 - Cunort ( W 1.14'11 90
Western Kentucky
Lang (140).
5457. Gaston (E), 10 1906;.
9
(kiln
Jerry
new OVC record..
Middle Tennessee
1034,76. Rainier ‘Ei. 10:60.07: IlBalwer
1413 ilk cave Murphy 4W+, 11 1 1123,
(F., 10 5006; Beckman (M). 11.176
90
Richard Charleston (fit,. 14 40 91, Dave
fasten; Kentucky
FZU,
6.
53
3
WKU,
REI.AY
Bowman (Ho), 14 450. Warren
2
/
791
AP.
Morehead
67,
04
4
Murray,
75,
00
4
56
3
MT,
6;
14 495
4-4140. T1'. 4 50 5
78
Mobile Tenn .Cooper,
MILE RELAY
Peay
Austin
DOCUS - Merchant 4E), 11610N .
Stegall. McCutcheon. Musgove., 3 19.16.
70
State
Murray
114.10%.
(Mo),
1.911
Rartlett ( Ri. 115-24,
AuiCp Pray, 3 11117. Western, 3 3035.
Se,
Byearildo), 1116, Oberhsusen ( M ). 112Morehead, 121 11, F-asterri Kentucky,
TennesseeTech
944. Rosa iMoi. 111-10N
72.5k, Murray, 3250

Transactions

T

Slices

32 oz

79`

Fresh Like

Veg-All

16 oz

2/69`

FRESH PRODUCE
Red or Golden
$139

Apples

3 lb bog

Green Onions
Yellow Corn

SAVE
60°

5/1 BANANA
5/79'

Cabbage

"NM

coupok

COUPON

COUPON

Limit 1 Per Family

Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON

Limy 1 Per Family

Wisk

'Country
_ Time
Lemonade Mix

Limit 1 Per Family
Dishwasher

Ohio Valley Conference
Final All-Sports Trophy Standings

49.1.

All
$109
IN

Exp May 22

Good Only Al Storey's

Lie. Ditargeit
$249
4.i.
Exp May 22
Good Only Al Storey's

$1199
Good Only Al Storey's
Exp May 22

- Alf
59

ta oz. $1
Exp May 22
60011 Only As Storey's

•
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More PurchasingPower Here
<Compare Our Low SheffPrices>
Weekly Frozen Food Specials

Pick up your Free
Game Ticket and Collector Card when you
visit your participating
store! The more
tickets you collect, the
better your chances of
winning $1, $2, $5,
$10,$100 or $1,000!

sea,test
Sherbet

qt

Jeno Thick or Think

Pizzas

13 oz

89c
99c

Kounty Kist on the Cob

Corn

"6 pk

Treasure Isle Bait

//y
fly

Shrimp

1SAVE40°LA

Limit 1 Per Fom.
MO.$10.00 Add. Order
Exciuding Tobacco & Dairy Products

Yorkshire
•neless

60 ct

Ore Ida Golden
Crinkle French

Fries

2 lb

$589

59c
89c
BBO Pork Plate

89c

Waft
Half $1.69 Lb!

79`

vEtoo

/19`

Fresh

PORK
STEAK

sl"
55'

BAKERY TRCATS

Family Pack

1" Spice
Cake

19'
/69`

2

$339
• 6/99C
$1 49

Home Owned & Operated
Hyde Pork Canned

Whole Boston Butt

Pork Roast

lb

Pork Cutlets

lb

Pork Ribs

lb

$559

Bacon

lb pkg

$139

Roast

Franks

12 oz

89'

lb

89'

lb

89'

lb

Bologna
Fields

Lain Pork

Chops

lb

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

Limit I Per Family

Limit 1 Per Family

Limit 1 Per Family

Limit 1 Per Family

Dove_

Lifebouy

Imperial

Saran
Wrap •

99'
Exp May 22
Good Only Al Storey's
-

We Accept
U.S. Gov't
Food Stamps

Riverview by the piece

Fresh Pork Loin End

to

3 lb

Campfire

9Country Style

•

Ham
Hyde Park Sliced

Boneless Fresh

'may

i9

Yum Yums
Banana
Nut Loaf

— Atai)

Stick

Margarine
I

—11

Exp. May 22
Cloot Only Al Storey's

39'

Exp May 2
Good Only Al Stordt's

4

Salt.
Ex. May 22
Good Only Al SiOn0

5169

..41111. •

88'
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Atkins Says Carroll
Using Taxpayer Funds
To Promote McBrayer
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
HARRODSBURG, Ky.. AP)
Democratic gubernatorial
:,Tandidate George Atkins has
*harged that Gov. Julian
!rarroll is using taxpayers'
•arioney to try to buy the
Terry
for
;41omination
.
!4.4cBrayer.
- The state auditor said in an
-interview here Tuesday that
:the governor's power stems
.:from his control over billions
of dollars in the state
treasury.
• ••We must take the magic
- checkbook away from the
'
- -gOvernor," he said. "It's election year — you're
seeing that happen," Atkins
-continued.."You're seeing this
administration try to buy the
nomination with taxpayers' •
money— a bridge here, a road
there, a grant from a contingency fund here."
_ Atkins said the administration has delayed
providing services that
Kentuckians need until just
two weeks before the election.
In a speech later on the
courthouse steps, the former
Hopkinsville mayor said
...„McBrayer is planning to spend
$2 million in his campaign for
the Democratic nomination.
"If I was McBrayer and had
already spent $1 million and
not won it already, I think I'd
take the other million and a
state airplane and go to the
Bahamas," he said, jabbing at
his opponent's endorsement
by Carroll.
Neither more money, more
arm-twisting nor more roads

will " win the election for
McBrayer, he said. "The
nomination is not for sale."
Atkins said he would
independent
provide
leadership, and would not be
controlled by special interests. -No one's laid a hand
on my head and said 'you're
the chosen one'," he said, in
another reference to Carroll's
endorsement of McBrayer.
Atkins said the weakest
area of state government is
that "too many decisions are
based on politics rather than
right, or wrong...too many
governors have sold their
souls" and have to pay off
their campaign debts when
they take office.
"The major issue in May of
1979 is who can best restore
honesty and integrity to state
government," he said.
Atkins reiterated his sup-'
port for increased emphasis
on coal, and said the federal
government must make a
massive committment to
using coal — something on the
order of the national spice
exploration program.
He said it is irresponsible to
continue building nuclear
power plants until safety
questions have been answered.
In response to a question
about abortion, Atkins said he
believes it is a personal issue
and has no place in the
governor's race.
"There's very little a
governor can do about it," he
said. Atkins said he personally
is opposed to abortion.
Atkins also campaigned in
Boyle and Nelson counties.

Brown Claims To Be
Ahead Of McBrayer

Photo by Kaye Peebles

£11.4

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— The Westinghouse Corp.
will pay the Tennessee Valley
Authority $32 million in cash
within the next 30 days as part
of a lawsuit settlement. TV A's
chief lawyer says.
TVA Counsel Herb Sanger
said the cash payment is included in the settlement approved Tuesday by U.S.
District Court Judge Robert
Merhige Jr. in Richmond, Va.
Overall, Westinghouse
agreed to a $1313 million settlement with TVA over
uranium Westinghouse was to
have supplied for two TVA
nuclear plants.
TVA was one of 13 utilities
which sued Westinghouse
after the firm announced in
September 1975 that it was
reneging on contracts to
supply them with uranium.
Ten of those suits eventually

were consolidated into one
case at Richmond after the
three others were settled out
of court.
In selling nuclear reactors
to the utilities in the late 1960s
and early 1970s, Westinghouse
had agreed to supply them
with 80 million tons of
uranium for the initial fuel
loadings.
The company. however,
said it had only 15 million tons
of uranium to fill the orders
and claimed during an 88-day
trial last-year it could cancel
the contracts because of
-commercial
impracticability."
Westinghouse blamed the
situatton on the Arab oil
embargo and an international
cartel of uranium producers
which, it said, artificially
inflated the cost(of the fuel fair
beyond
anything 'con-'
templated when the contracts

were signed.
reactors for its Watts Bar
Westinghouse and TVA have plant between Chattanooga
suits pending against 13 and Knoxville in 1970.
members of the alleged cartel,
TVA is one of six utilities
charging that they conspired with lawsuits totaling $2.5
to fix the v'vorld market price billion that have now settled
of uranium. In order to gather with Westinghouse. Utilities
evidence only, those suits which have not yet reached an
have been consolidated in a accord are Long Island
federal court in Chicgao.
Lighting, South Carolina
Merhige, nonetheless, rulta?‘ Electric, Florida Power &
that Westinghouse
had Light and Northeast Utilities.
illegally breached its conThe
utilities
which
tracts. But the judge, saying previously reached setno one would win with further tlements are Alabama Power
litigation, urged the utilities to Co., Texas Utilities Service,
reach settlements before he Houston Power & Light Co.,
began hearings scheduled for Virginia Electric & Power Co.
this July on damages to be and Wisconsin Electric.
awarded.
Westinghouse will deliver
TVA contracted for 3.2 560.000 pounds of uranium to
million pounds of uranium TVA at the $8.24 price
with Westinghouse when it specified in the 1970 Watts Bar
purchased two reactors from contract, Sanger said. The
the firm for its Sequoyah difference between that price
nuclear plant near Chat- and today's estimated market
tanooga in 1968 and two price of 143 per pound is about
$19.6 million.
Westinghouse also agreed to
other provisions, including
transferring to TVA its interest in 16,000 acres of
Gary Auxier, Gov. Julian conducted, but his brother and uranium mining leases and
Carroll's press secretary, campaign coordinator, Kyle claims in South Dakota and
denied that the governor has Hubbard, denied that the guarantees that TVA will find
ordered any such
in- campaign received any illegal at least six million pounds of
uranium on the property.
vestigation. Carroll favors donations.
former state commerce
-ecianan-i-a-a-terief rrat
McBrayer in the May 29
primary.
According
Branto
denburgh, the investigation
was prompted by "a law
enforcement official in the
eastern part of the state... who
indicated he had information
about illegal campaign ('ontributions."
Brandenburgh said information gathered in the
investigation' has been
referred to the Kentucky
Registryi.of Election Finance
and "other criminal justice
agencies." He said revealing
the names of those agencies
would reveal the course of the
.......
investigation.
Hubbard ' could not be
reached for comment after
Brandenburgh confirmed that
an investigation had been

gubernatorial appointee and a
recipient of gubernatorial
favors."
The reference obviously was
to W. B. Terry of Lexington, a
soft drink executive appointed
to the University of Kentucky
board of trustees by Carroll
after .1978 legislation which
paved the way for the
governor to do so.
Mentioning other controversies,Sloane said:
"There are overpayments
on trucks and buses to a crony
of the governor. There are
overpayments on leases for
Land the state owns.
"The governor says there is
no wrongdoing. So did (former
President) Nixon. You be the
judge."
Sloane said the Department
of
which
Finance,
traditionally has been the
watchdog over state spending,
is in the position of "the fox
guarding the hen house."
"Look at the record," he
said. "The Pepper warehouse
deal, the overpayments, the
rent paid on state-owned
property, the deposit of state
funds in a friend's bank
without interest. It's a
disgraceful record."
Sloane pledged if elected to
dismiss summarily any state
employee "who abuses his
power of office."
He said he would ask
prosecutors
to
pursue
vigorously all . cases of
misconduct, rnisue of public
funds or illegal activity.
He told reporters he favors
independent audits for each
state agency, - while commending State Auditor George
Atkins, a rival Democratic
candidate against the administration, for the job he
has done.
"I hope the next one is as
aggressive as he is," Sloane
said:
Later, Sloane and some
followers walked into the

$

I
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L&N Cars Derail
At Elizabethtown
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.
(AP) — Six cars of a
Louisville & Nashville freight
derailed Tuesday but no injuries were reported.
Officials said most of the
cars were loaded with grain
and that no hazardous
materials were involved in the
accident, which occurred on a
railroad siding.
The track was expected to
reopen today.

TO MURRAY

CITY COUNCIL
Your Vote And Influence
Will Be Appreciated
Porrtical
paid for by Dave Wires 203Spruce St.

4

Save150on,
our new larger mesa_

For Information
Regarding

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

Call 753-8856

Good news! The coupon below is
worth 15c off your next purchase
of Honeycomb" cereal.
That's our way of celebrating the
introduction of our new bigger sizes.

PADUCAH I

.4.,And because they're bigger, there's
more of that great tasting
Honeycomb for your children to enjoy.
-.So clip the coupon and save a
big 15C on Honeycomb.

MN INN IMO MN MI NM MIN MIR MM.IN=

INE Min ME Ma MI NM NM

STORE COUPON

()UPON DAY.

This eoup-orrgo)d forany or
all advertised coupon items
at participating
Retail Merchant Association Stores.
Check with each merchant for complete details
Effective M AY
Only

18 - 19

I

i

when you buy any
size Post'Hbneycomb*
Cereal.

!L
:I

v

..

4

DAVE WILLIS

•
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annex and visited Atkins'
office briefly. The auditor was
elsewhere campaigning.
"It's too bad more than one
person can't win," Margaret
Nance, an Atkins aide, told
Sloane.
The Louisville candidate
also visited two state office
buildings on the other side of
the Kentucky River, toured
the Franklin County courthouse and held a rally in West
Frankfort at the end of the
day.
Until the last few days,
Sloane had been holding to the
middle of the road, keeping
clear of the administration
while criticizing it only occasionally.
Three major Kentucky
newspapers • - have .endorsed
Sloane for governor, and
Sloane said he is "pleased and
flattered."
He said he believes the
endorsements by The CourierJournal
Louisville,
of
Lexington Herald and Kentucky Post would make a
difference this time because
the current gubernatorial
contest has so many candidates, none with a commanding lead.
Sloane said he thinks Terry
McBrayer, endorsed by
Carroll, is the rival he must
defeat.

Re-elect

Hubbard Says Probe Aimed At Him

DOWNTOWN
PADUCAH
COUPON DATS"\VI
May 18-19
Friday & Saturday

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Likening alleged corruption in
the state administration with
the Watergate scandal,
Democratic gubernatorial
candidate Harvey Sloane has
launched
his strongest
broadside yet against Gov.
Julian Carroll.
"Today we have a similar
situation ( to Washington a few
years ago) in Frankfort," the
former Louisville mayor said
in a statement handed to
reporters Tuesday on the
steps of the Capitol Annex.
"Day after day we read of
massive FBI investigations
into
corruption
and
wrongdoing in state government. But instead of explaining the situation, the
governor stonewalls." Sloane cited "unexplained
checks sent to (Gov. Julian
Carroll's) family from a

Westinghouse To Pay TVA Sum
Of $32 Million For Settlement

I DOWNTOWN

.ii

P-

TO COMPETE — (Seated, from left) Debbie Geurin and Mark Austin, both of
Murray
High School, are among 16 students across the state who are eligible to
compete in
the National Speech Tournament that will be held June 18-22 in Cincinnati. The
selection was based on Geurin's victory in dramatic interpretation in the Kentucky District
National forensic League and Austin's win was in the same category at the
Kentucky —
High School Speech League contest. Mark Etherton, Murras High speech
coach, is
shown with the students.

sonal income tax returns to
the voters because they win
reveal that Brown is not the
outstanding businessman he
claims to be."
Brown said his record
"speaks for itself. Kentucky .
Fried Chicken was a major
success. The Democratic
telethons
iwbich
he
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP I
organized) raised $19 million.
McBrayer — questioned Lums was one of the most Carroll Hubbard says a state
Brown's business skills successful turnarounds in the police probe of contributions
•Tuesday and accused his rival history of the fast fcsod in- to a gubernatorial candidate
The
Kentucky was aimed at his campaign.
-of a cover-up because he has dustry.
Hubbard claimed during an
not released financial data. Colonels was a community
McBrayer also called on venture, but I was one of the interview Tuesday inian'thern
Brown to release copies of his very few owners viho did not Kertiucky that -the investigation is politically
personal income tax returns lose money.
"If I were the candidate of motivated, a charge denied by
for the past five years.
He said that would answer an administration that has state police.
State Police Commissioner
questions such as: "Is it a fact been investigated by 40 FBI
that Mr. Brown has paid little agents, I don't believe I'd be KenBrandenburgh
the
inor no income taxes to the talking about cover-ups," he acknowledged
federal government? Is it a said. "All I know is I've never vestigation and said it Conpossibly illegal
fact that Mr. Brown has paid been questioned by them. I cerned
no property tax here in . have been in business for 25 campaign 'donations. He
Kentucky? What is the extent= -years and never had a would not name the candidate
being investigated.
of his husi-ass holdings dad do lawsuit."
"All kinds of pressure have
Brown said he was not
they pose a possible conflict of
been
put on people who'conreleasing
tax returns because
interest if he were. elected
he has never held public office tributed to my campaign,"
governor?"
Brown said at Leitchfield, or "made a dime of the tax- Hubbard said. "The governor
"Obviously, .Mr. McBrayer payers' money.. America of Kentucky has sent state
has come unglued." He said allows a certain amount of detectives to talk to people
his own campaign ••has moved privacy, and I do not want to who have donated to me," he
well in front" and McBrayer is make a circus out of my said.
"desperate and is resorting to private financial position. The
PAINTSVILLE,Ky.(AP) —
IRS has never accused me of Classes were to resume today
gutter tactics."
McBrayer said he did not not paying my fair share of at Paintsville High School
have evidence of a conflict of taxes, and only last month I
after the students received an
interest or failure to pay got a substantial refund for
unscheduled
vacation
taxes, .and was raising overpayment."
Tuesday.
He
said
he
would comply
questions,
makipg
not
Picric acid, a highly exwith
all
disclosure plosive chemical, was found in
charges.
McBrayer said Brown "has requirements if elected.
a storage room at the school
publicly admitted being a higheTh•As to my owning any in- and classes were dismissed at
stakes gambler,- but has left terest in any gambling noon before representatives of
unanswered questions about establishment, that is an in- the federal Department of
his ownership interests in sult and utter nonsense," Alcohol,
Tobacco
and
gambling enterprises and the Brown said. And he said a Firearms disposed of the
gamblers he counts among his McBrayer claim thattiarTTITatit substance.
spend $2 million on his
closest associates."
Authorities said the acid, if
was
He said businessmen he campaign
exploded, would have caused
We've 'a blast equivalent to that of a
would not identify say Brown "misrepresentation.
"refuses to release his per- spent far less than he has."
quarter-pound of TNT.
LEXINGTON, Ky. iAP) —
John Y. Brown Jr. says his
campaign has moved well
ahead of ..that of Terry
McBrayer in the race for the
Democratic gubernatorial
nomination. And that, Brown
says, is the reason for
McBrayer's comments on his
business skills.

Sloane Launches Broadside At
Gov. Carroll On Capitol Steps

to the Wolter Genera/ roods Corporation witl
reimburse you for the face value of thIS coupon
Pius Sc for handling if you roreiye 4 on the sole
of the specited product and r1 upon request you
submit evidence thereof sest,sfot tory to General
f" Foods Corpbrot on Coupon may not he
assigned, transferred or reproduced Customer
..---chusl.posi.dovaalestait Vod where prohibited,
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We Reset ve the
Right to Limit
Quantities

Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

We Accept U.S.
Government
POOd Stomps
as

'Id

Downtown Shopping Center

te
'ce
of
ed

Lower Overhead...
Means Lower Prices!!

—t

HOURS:

7 a. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-SW

Prices Good
Thur. May 3 thru
Wed. May 9

"If You Match Our Quality... You Can't Beat Our Price"

.on
ocky
:nd
the
erle,
ena

Home Grown

Strawberries Qt.
New Green

Cabbage
try
by
u.st

3 Oz. Save 14'

lb.

U.S. No. 1 Idaho

Potatoes

10 lb bag$139
Bush

New Crop Yellow
y•
a
ght

Onions

n #
3 lb bag

41‘
1

Relish

Hot Dog, Hamburger, Sweet Relish

Baked
Beans
10% oz.
Cans For

the
ous
the
.n a
to

1111111
.
Sta riuf

gt_ FROZEN
OODS

$100

Save 53'

Fabric
Softener

Hyde Park 12 Oz.

Orange Juice

69'

Banquet 10 piece

Hormel

Fried Chicken

Ham Chunks

21b

$239

Frosty Whip 9 oz.

Dessert Topping

si

59'

Frosty Acres 20 oz bag
Cut Corn

Van Camps

69'

Beanie Weenees 73/4 oz. Save 9'
C
Yellow, White Devil Food

S,
a
iftimigo
MIN

Kraft

Cheese Slices
$1 19

gal
Save 16'

Save 30'
12 oz.

Philadelphia

Cream
Cheese

Worthmore Sliced

Bacon
Rozpkg

Save 10'

). Field Sliced

Field Pro-Leaguer

Wieners

89c

8 oz.
Hyde Park liquid

Detergent
Save 20'
Lean Boneless

Fields

1

Beef Stew $149
Meat Lb

Picnics I'91b

Save 20'

--- No Waste'Botsaless
24's
Save 30'
Hay Fever & Alleregy Medicine
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Prices Good Thru
Sunday May 20

DOOR BUSTER1- -1.

DOOR
OL
:,irt`

Quaker
State
Motor
Oil
Quality Blend
Quaker State Oil

BUSTER

I

_

CHILLY

CreSr

Cre5t Rog.
or
list
Crest
87c

hilly Pops

For1
2$
DOORU6STER

r—
DOOR BUSTER

Sill

Brazier Grill

Rog. Sr Save sg.

Liail 2
Bs I.E.
Peek

4.1
"
$888
Says $1 11

Doon BUSTER

(DOOR BUSTER

_aro'

Zebco 33
Reel

Rog. SO'

-DOOR BUSTER--

20"
Electric

Zebco 202
Reel $397

Fan
Reg. $19.77 $
1677

°Don

C DOOR BUSTER

Rag.
$12.97

Save
$2.09

Reg.
$11.88
Save $1.00

BUSTER

BUSTER

Doon

10"

Reg. $5.27

Save
$1.30

Save
$U*

Reg. 99.88

Char-Broil
GAS GRILL
$8800
Fen* ea, cooking gra
tomboys
mobile/patio
base. 20-1b LP tank artd

$397
DOOR

(Ivan, steel grates
with handles Also
stainless steel burner
and cool handle

BUSTER \

12 Inch
3 Speed
Oscillating

Boat
Cushions
Reg.
$5.97

SIVE
$21.17

Life
Vest

/ DOOR BUSTER

BUSTER

-f-DOOR BUSTER -

DOOR BUSTER \

DOOR BUSTER

Boating
Vest
$1088,

11)!OR BUSTER

000n BUSTER

l0

WWII

Pair

C

Sass 16'

DOOR sawn= \

Fan

$497

PaperPlates
Pack of 100
Reg. V'

:DOOR BUSTER=—7

Murray
Walking
Mowers

Save 19'

Reg. Save
$83.97 $11.00

7DOOR BUSTERE7----Doon

Imperial

BUSTER

DOOR

BUSTER

99

DOOR BUSTER

Funny
Face
99
,

Clothes
Post

Wizard
•

14

DOOR BUSTER

c DOOR BUSTER

23 Ounc

arcoal
Briquets
10 lb

$7297

Charcoal
Lighter

3/9-oo

$1088
ROSE'S ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISE POLICY
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•••••••••LE.1.024
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=
•
.
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Roar s s rowrs epic

(OR BUSTER
vo,

T

DOOR -BUSTER

4 Ounce Qt.

Tanning
Lotion

Reg.
Save
$115.97 $16.97

9900

DOOR BUSTER

$177

Central Shopping Centev, tarden.122
9-9 Mon-Sat
Hose
1-6 Sunday
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DOOR
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DOOR BUSTER

DOOR OUSTER

Final Net®
Hair Spray

WD-40

STP Oil

Reg. S1.87

Stops Squeaks

Photo
Album
No. 630 topen

Non-aerosol. Reg. or ultra hold.
fl. oz. .

remove

Roses' Brand
Absorbent
Paper Towels
or
Hi-Dri
- Towels

Helps stop squeeks, protects metals, loosens
rusted parts.9-ounce(net wt.).

Reg.'$1

77'

Reg. $3.88

c000le BUSTER

Dome esusvesel-

BUSTER

Treatment

WISP

$129

Reg.$1.44

7
ADOOR BUSTER-

Nylon Line

Grass
Trimmer
MODEL #8206

$1099

Limit
2

Each

No gum-up when you treat
your car with STP.

DOOR BUSTERff

Safer than a Model New spool design
easily advances SO ft. of line. quick
spool replacement. Neat, fast, efficient!

Dome BUSTER

C1:10011 BUSTER

Reg.
$4.99

Heavy duty paper towel-'
ing, extra absorbent for
everyday use!

with 4 position dial
covers up to 220 sq.ft.

Oscillating
1.
. •
Color print and solid bath towels
NI super soft velour and terry.
22x40' or 24x44" towels that
are 'extra absorbent Slightly
irregular •.

tam
Lawn
Sprinkler 4'0

BATH 487
TOWELS

:7•9; 2/ 3®

DISH DRAINER
$J97

Matching dish drainer with
dish tray and silverware
Tough
compartment.
durable plastic in white,
or
avocado
yellow,
chocolate colors.

Wicker Plant
Stand

==DOOR BUSTER
7

$397
Reg. $4.97
30" tail fern stands, holds up to a
10" pat.

GYM
SET

•

Four exciting activities to keep
children occupied for hours Set
includes two svnrigs, two-seater
glide; trapeze "U" bar, and side
entry platform slide Top rail
measures 8'6" with '2" tubing -

Household Plastics

Table
Umbrella

Reg. $56.00

411111

DOOR BUSTER

$168

87
1414

DOOR BUSTER

DOOR BUSTER

-

1_16 Fl. Oz.
Flee

MENNEN'
Speed
Stick

Balsam
& Protein
Treatment
Shampoo

littlest
'.11aluzie*

r -pool' BUSTER
AGREE'
CREME
RINSE
411
(
.

53
$1

DOOR BUSTER

till!
I

Gawk. I

RIGHT
GUARD

$1 47
Economical, Fiall
protection. 10
oz.

$125
•••••••

No. 7711

f

$2497

DOOR BUSTER 'N

f DOOR BUSTER

DOOR BUSTER

DOOR BUSTER

SECRET
SPRAY

=_
IDOOR BUSTER---

by
"Chilton"

Right GuardP
Family
Spray
Deodorant

Rayalar, ay or
sitzs loser. I11. assess.

1 jegOALtt
THERMOS

2/$1

NAPKINS

T.V. Trays
1st. Sl,V

Household plastics you'll
use almost everyday.
Choose pail, dish pan, laundry basket, tub, brush and
holder or wastebasket. Little necessities that help
with essential jobs.

ROSES
BRAND

Reg. $19.98

BUSTERf
-j.7DOOR

Lightweight 53-qt. cooler
has rugged, easy grip handles, rust proof construction
and comes with handy
gallon jug

DOOR BUSTER

DOOR BUSTER

/
Budget
Priced
Reg. $1.97

Your
Choice

Aluminum
Ware

=-.11)0OR BUSTEFUT

-i,(Jose•

°
•c‘

000.00,r0 00.00,

.00 •••0

,,

Boys

'74
plefr
\
$t

Fashion
Jeans

BAR-B-Q TOOLS
Stainless steel
with hardwood
handles Turn
er. - fork and
.ongs
\t

' SAVE $2.88

SAVE $1.00
$297

Charcoal
LIGHTER
Safe,
quick
sure way to
start charcoal
\Without fluid

'

CLOSE-UP
TOOTHPASTE
Serer whitening
noontime* Mil
Is
learthwesh
ass. 6.1 oz.
Oat art)

Reg.
or

$100

Super

Reg.17.81
ROSEi-111DVFJITISING
IMERCHAPICNISE POLICY

$309

ea Noo *wry
TN wary el INN•
.
odosnord No in ON RN looto

'or

4 a Nr1
:70
:
.4C:
5
4
.
111.1
" C.70
111:A
114
51=
.
.
a No oNo Woo o•ow loo NonNondloo
earomileo
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GINN. NI to oNorod if • co.
INN NONNI Nos I.Me NNW
Now• ie backup as
VioNon
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Oary
ADE."
FlOef S STOWS NC
•

Central Shopping Center
- 9=9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

40's

Tampax
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E45'
Sale Prices Good
Thru Sunday May 20
Today Girl

DOOR BU

Girls

Gym
Shorts

1 Circle
Rack

Ladies
Knit

Satin Finis6
Size 7-14
lhod, Oleo, Geld

Tops

Similiar To Illustration
,**

Assorted Styles
And Colors
Reg. $6.99

Panty DOOR BUSTER-11
Hose
Boys
Printed
2
1/
Price T-Shirts Reg $1.09

96
$2

54' $257
01.••••

Ladies

°°
$5
Save ;1.99

Slacks

Assorted Sizes
•

7_
-f-DOOR BUSTERLadies Fashion

Shoes

1 Rack

Ladies
Spring

$400

- Open Toe
Assorted Styles

Dresses
2
1/

keg $9.97 NOW $

Reg. $11.97)10W $888

Pastel Colors
Sizes 8-16
Reg. $5.88
SAVE $1.88 pr.

pr.

88

Reg. $1.91 NOW $488

Men's

Girls
7-14

Price

Knit
Shirts

Shod
Sets

-7-11:00OR BUSTER—=-7
Girl's

SO% Polyester
• 50% Cotton

Men's
65% Dacron

SunDresses

50% Polyester
SO% Cotton
Solid Bottom
Printed Tops

Assorted Sizes
& Prints

Size
SA-L

$347

$

96 to
2
$

$596

_

Similiar To Illustration

7_
( DOOR BUSTERToddler

Men's

Gym
Shorts

Tank
Top.

65% Polyester
35% Cotton
Perm Press
Solid Colors

Solids or
Stripe
S-M-L

$247

$196
Sun
Suit
Sizes 2-3-4
75% Polyester
25% Cotton

DOOR BUSTER7

$218

Toddler Boy's

NEW

WW1

11111111msamin

ROSE'S ADVER1I54440
MERCHANDISE POLICY
"N• 0ohr y gnaw la le hew Nary
,• n 1.006
soc

$218

Rom • we
~OM 0 me W
rue• min °Pea.0,rouse NO car
b• Loon to purches• the ANniwnds•
•,.. 600,1 o.to• +OWN 100 wowalunes•
• N•liel• or 00•001100
rA0011110 we 00 0.00,110 40 • c00

ow•IN 'educed prune It•Iv
ntennon 0 Roes S to boo. Iteuv
onic• o/ 3•11•0010, tkanrewast

Similiar.To Illustration

NOM S STORES NC

S.

All Sites

Men's
Printed

T-Shirts

(1)
tlo
,14

Assorted Designs
Sizes S-M-L

$297
Men's

Tube
Socks
2 Pair To Pkg.
One Size
Fits All

$100

06

Gym
Shorts
.40 •si-V

Short Sets
Solid Bottom
Wit% Printed Top
Size 2-3-4.

Polyester
351% Cotton /

DOOR BUSTERE

Infant 2 Pc.

4

---DOOR BUSTERI
=

tentral Shoping.center
9.9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

Men's Fashion

Dress
Slacks
80% Polyester
70% Cotton
Washable
Some Hove Belts
Reg. $11.97 to $13.97
46,

•

nit* a

Residential Garbage Pickup Rules Listed

Murray Middle School fifth graders direped by Margaret Porter will present the
musical 'The Electric Sunshine Man' at 7 Oh. Thursday in the school auditorium. The
musical is about the life of Thomas Edison, who will be portrayed by John McMillan.
Pictured are (from left, from) Julie Bartlett, Richard Jones, (back) McMillan and Mark
West.
Photo By Kaye Peebles

Nancy
shown
rehearsing a scene from 'Beauty and the Beast' that will
be presented at 8 p.m. Thursday and Friday at Murray
High School. The play is sponsored by the Speech and
Theatre Department of the chool and is directed by
Mark Etherton. Debbie Geurin and Rich Simon will be
featured in major roles. Admission is $2.
Photo By Kaye Peebles

NATIONAL
CHICAGO tAP) — Three
American psychiatrists have
decided
that
Pyotr
Grigorievich Grigorenko,.the
Soviet general exiled after he
became one of the Soviet
Union's leading dissidents, is

perfectly sane despite what
Soviet doctors said about him.
American , doctors
The
reported Tuesday at the annual meeting of the American
Psychiatric Association.

Now Enjoy Our

Spaghetti Special
at
Two Places!

-sapping away the strength of
our nation," and Americans
have been unwilling or too
timid to deal with the
problem, says President
Jimmy Carter. Carter's
remarks came as some
California drivers lined up for
12 blocks to buy gasoline at
99.9 cents a gallon, and New
York Gov. Hugh Carey asked
motorists-16 reduce their
driving this month by 100
miles and ordered state
agencies to cut their mileage
by 5 percent.
•
Philadelphians nominated
former federal prosecutor
David Marston and former
congressman Bill Green to
face each other a November
mayoral election, and citizens
of Denver voted to keep Bill
McNichols as their mayor. In
Philadelphia, the question is
who will succeed Mayor
Frank Rizzo, the former
police commissioner who has
served two terms and is now
barred by the city charter
from seeking a third.

IPAGLIMS

most cases same-day service
will be available but that
residents should allow up to
three days for special pickups.
The rules also point out that
there is no charge for city
residents dumping residential
garbage and refuse at the
landfill if there is a Murray
city sticker on the vehicle's
windshield. There is a charge
for tires and construction
material, however, the rules
say.
•
(1978 Murray City Stickers
expired at the first of this
month. 1979 City stickers are
now on sale at the city clerk's
office in City Hall at a cost of
$15 each. Penalities will be
assessed after May 31.)
The rules for regular
residential pick up are:
— All containers shalim be
placed at the back wall of the
dwelling and at the driveway
end of the house. Container
shall be of metal or plastic
cans of not less than 20 gallons
nor more than 32 gallons
capacity.

Teaching Statistical Choice
via Interactive computers.
Roy Helton — Coordinated
Freshman English Research
Teaching Materials
Joe M. King — Development
of a Manual and Audio-Visual
Aids for General Botany.
and
Lipmann
Judyth
Dorothy Mason — Workbook
for Class Piano Students to
Aid in Development of
Keyboard Sightreading.
Allan Beane and Tom

McKnight
Modular Campatients to Teach Regular
Education Majors to Deal
Effectively with Exceptional
Youngsters in the Regular
Classroom.
Julie H. Lovins — Handbook
for Services and Resources for
the Elderly in Western
Kentucky.
Awards were made on a
competitive basis and in
keeping with predetermined
criteria, the spokesman said.

nationwide gas crunch, a
Federal Trade Commission
official contends.
Alfred
F. Dougherty.
director of the FTC's bureau
of competition, said Energy
Department actions seem to
be -Making the shortages
worse instead of easing them.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Supreme Court Chief Justice
Warren E. Burger and Justice
William H. Rehnquist are, in
effect, ignoring a new federal
financial disclosure law
thanks to a ruling by a lower
federal judge in New Orleans.
Before U.S. District Judge
Robert Collins could issue his
order Tuesday afternoon.
however, six Supreme Court
justices complied with the
Ethics in Government Act by
making public detailed
financial statements for the
first time in the court's
history.

y
2

DINING FOR
380 PEOPLE

Workshop On Clinical
Hypnosis Is Scheduled
A two-day workshop entitled
"An Orientation on Clinical
Hypnosis" has been scheduled
at Murray State University
June 7-8 as an offering of the
Center
for
Continuing
Education on the campus.
Designed specifically for
physicians, nurses,
psychologists, and people with
master's degrees in mental
health, the workshop will
include sessions on the history
of clinical hypnosis, its
current use, ethics, law, and
specific practice with induction techniques.
Dr. R Thomas McKnight.,
assistant professor of special
education at Murray State,
will conduct the workshop. He
did advanced work in clinical
hypnosis with the American
Society of Clinical Hypnosis in
Seattle, Wash., and has
practiced, written, and spoken
widely on the topic.
McKnight, who earned the
Ph.D. in psychology at
Mississippi State University,

Big Savings I No Limit!
$2.00 to $2.91 on every gallon of LUCITE® Paint
you purchase. $2.91 to $3.00 from Our Store, $1.00
STORECHECK* by mail, from Du Pont, redeemable in merchandise at Our Store.
You Save

•Du Pont Service Mark

$1 2"

Price

Sale Price -Less Du Pont
STORECHECK*

Includes As Always
"WWIII C ON OgrAjto:

NOW LUXURiOUS

— All household type refuse
;mist be in approved con-

— Wet garbage must bi
tamers. All foodwaste must be
in cans mot by the curb in drained and wrapped II
bags). Newspapers, card- paper. Garbage or trash wi
board Dr shrubbery trimmings not be collected if frozen tØ
may be in plastic bags, tubs or containers or if containers ar#
securely tied bundles. Bundles frozen to the ground. (Gat;
shall not exceed 48 inches in bage will not freeze to conk
length and 30 inches in any tainers if properly drain
other dimension. Only two and wrapped.)
— Containers shall not bi
extra bundles or bags will be
collected each week and must overfilled so that the contenti
be. placed at street side on fall out when handled. The
Sanitation Department wail
collection day.
not be responsible for refusp
being strewn for any reasop
over which it has no control.
— Not more than a total of*
gallons of refuse in specifiee
containers will be collectee
from a residence during h
weekly pickup, unless an
is also a member of the application and fee for p
Society of Clinical and special pickup has beep
processed.
Experimental Hypnosis.
— Any container that is
He noted that the workshop
is introductory, and net violation shall be tagged tp
designed to train the par- describe the violation. Tht
ticipant to practice hypnosis. resident will be given (ink
However, he said it should week to make necessart
provide a sound foundation for corrections in order to receive
persons
interested
in continued service.
— There will be no collection
developing skills in the area of
of stumps, tree logs, building
clinical.hypnosis.
A registration fee of $15 material, furniture, • air
covers a luncheon and pliance, broken concrete,
workshop materials. Con- scrap metal or any other larte
tinuing Education Units or foreign materials.
— All containers must t*
(CEUs) are also available for
professionals who wish to earn placecl outside of fenced ai•elis
them for participation in the which are locked and if plaCe
inside unlocked fenced areas
workshop.
Participants must make they must be immediately
their own arrangements for adjacent to a gate. Collection
overnight accommodations. will not be made where any
Anyone wishing to pre- animal is confined.
— Sanitation personnel are
register may contact: Dr.
Philip Deaver, Center for not allowed to enter private
Continuing Education, Sparks dwelllings to pick up material,
Hall, Murray State Univer- therefore, all material to be
sity, Murray, Ky., 42071,(502) collected must be in an outside
area on collection day.
762-2716.

Regular Price

4 to 10 p.m.

Can't Eat This Good
at home for 99'

Containers shall have a
handle on each side and watertight lids that are kept intact
at all times. No collection will
be made where rain or snots.
and ice are allowed to collect
in containers. (The.Sanitation
Department will not be
responsible for breakage of
plastic cans.)

PRESTONSBURG, Ky.
AP) — Classes resumed
Tuesday at Prestonsburg High
School but adjustments had to
be made during the lunch hour
since hot meals couldn't be
served.
The kitchen was destroyed
by an explosion last Friday.
Sandwiches, milk and fruit
were brought from an
elementary school and some
students carried lunch from
home.
The kitchen isn't expected to
be in service again before the
end of the school year and
officials said they were
studying the possibility of
bringing in hot meals.

Wednesday Night

You

•

INTERNATIONAL
SAN
SALVADOR, EL.
Salvador (AP) — Police expanded their roadblocks
around El Salvador's capital
WASHINGTON
after terrorists killed three
WASHINGTON (AP) —, police
officers and troops
Federal policy decisions killed
at least two demoncontributed to the West Coast
strators north of the city,
gagbline shortage and may raising
the toll to 44 dead since
soon trigger a more severe,
May 4.

Price On
With Garlic Bread ond
Combination Salad vv,leo Meal'

Super Special For Kids
Spaghetti and Salad

The Center for Enhancement of Teaching Effectiveness at Murray State
University has announced the
recipients of the W79 Summer
Grants for the Improvement
of Instruction Program.
The program is designed to
encourage the development of
new and innovative approaches to instruction, a
spokesman said. Projects
designed to develop a course,
to implement a new course, or
to improve an existing course
were
encouraged
the
spokesman added.
The purpose of the program
is,to provide financial support
for time spent in the completion of projects related to
the design and development of
instructional procedures and
materials. The following
projects were funded:
Marilyn Condon — Assistive
Institutional Media for
Anatomy and Physiology of
the Speech and Hearing
Mechanisms.
Frank Blodgett — Revision
of RTV 450, Broadcast
Announcing II.
Franklin Robinson
—
Faculty Workshop in Interdisciplinary Teaching in the
Humanities.
Mark
Cunningham
—

residential
Rules for
customers of the Murray
Sanitation Department have
recently been clarified by
Jerry Wallace, department
superintendent.
In the rules, Wallace pointed
out that the hours of operation
at the Murray Landfill near
Coldwater are 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday.and 8
a.m. to 12 p.m. on Saturdays.
The landfill is closed on
Sundays.
Wallace also said in the
rules that the Sanitation
Department offers a "special
pick-up" service to city
residents. The special pick-up
service includes those items
not handled by the regular
reftele compactor truck on a
regular route and is offered at
a minimum cost of $5 to the
resident.---:
"The sanitation department
realizes that such a service is
needed in the city and will
make an effort to hold the cost
to a minimum," Wallace said
in the rules. He said that in

No. 1 On The
Ballot
For Murray City Councilman
I Will Listen to the Voice of the People
advertts•ment paid by William Bailey, candidate

YOUR
.
—c- NET'EuST‘
After STORECHECK*

$997
'
$1°
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Carter Says Energy Problems
Are Sapping Nation's Strength

Deaths and Funerals I
Mrs. Edwards Dies
Tuesday; Rites To
Be Held Thursday

Claudia B. Venable
Dies At Hospital;
Rites On Thursday

Claudie B. Venable of Fern
Mrs. Vaudie Edwards of
Kirksey died Tuesday at 6:45 Terrace Lodge died Tuesday
p.m. at the Westview Nursing at 7:20 p.m. at the MurrayHome. She was 89 years of age Calloway County Hospital. He
and the wife of Ezra Edwards was 88 years of age and a
retired farmer.
who diedApril 5, 1955.
The deceased was preceded
The deceased was a
member of the Locust Grove ° in death by his wife, Mrs. Ruth
of
Church of the Nazarene. Born Cook Venable, on April 15
this year. He was a member of
Nov. 13; 1889, ,,in Calloway
County, she was the son of the the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church. Born Aug. 10, 1890, in
late Mack Alexander and
Calloway County, he was the
.
Alexander
Mary Calholin
Mrs. Edwards was also son of the late Brovai Venable
preceded in death by one and Alma Johnson Venable.
Mr. Venable is survived by
daughter, LaVelle Edwards in
sons, Glenn Venable,
three
Rudy
sill,
dne
and
192,
Nov.
Murray. Route 1, Herman
Edwards on Dec. 14, 1958.
Venable, San Jose, Calif., and
Mrs. Edwards is survived
by three daughters, Mrs.. Freeman A. Venatale, Warren,
dren:
La Verne Doores, Kirksey, Mich.; four grandchil
dren.
grandchil
great
three
Mix.
Mrs. Bill ? Mebble
be held
Mayfield Route 3, and Mrs. . The funeral will
at the
a.m.
11
at
Thursday
Reda Adams, 821 Glendale,
-Coleman
Murray; one sister, Mrs. chapel of the Blalock
Rev.
Felta Perry, Nashville, Tenn.; Funeral Home with the
one brother, Denny Alexan- Heyward Roberts officiating
Jr., as
der, Indianapolis, Ind.; 10 and Gus Robertson,
in
grandchildren; 10 great soloist. Burial will follow
.
Cemetery
Spring
Sinking
the
grandchildren.
Friends may call at 'the
The funeral will be held
home after 3 pa
funeral
ttie
at
p.m.
2
at
Thursday
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman today ?Wednesday).
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Gerald Tabers and the Rev.
Fred French officiating.
Providing the song service
will be singers from the
Kirksey Church of grist with
Joel Smith as leader.\
Pallbearers will be Lynn
Mrs. Jeanie Keene of Hazel
Doores, Steve Alexander,
Tuesday about 12 noon at.
died
Mike
,
Alexander
Richard
State Hospital,
Western
the
Adams, Randy Edwards, and
was 65 years
She
grandall
Burton Edwards,
Sept. 15,
born
was
and
age
of
sons. Burial will follow in the
, N. Y.
Rochester
in
1914,
.
Cemetery
Kirksey
Survivors include a step
Friends may call at the
Mrs. Linda Mary
daughter,
-p.m.
6
after
home
funeral
n, D. C., and
Washingto
Lewis,
tonight (Wednesday).
one step son, Joe Keene,
Kuttawa.
Graveside services will be
conducted by Bill Dillon at the
Hazel Cemetery on Thursday
at 2 p.m.
The funeral for Rural R.
. The Miller Funeral Home of
Jones, 804 Broad Extended, Hazel is in charge of the
Murray, is being held today at arrangements.
1 p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Julian Warren and
the Rev. Glenn Elliott officiating, and the choir of the
United
Chapel
Brooks
the
in
hous-e
Open
Methodist Church, where he classrooms
East
at
was a member, providing the Elementary School will be
music and song service.
held at 6:30 p.m. on Thursday.
Serving as pallbearers are May 15, prior to the meeting of
Larry Jones, Barry Jones, the East Parent-Teacher Club
Danny Hopkins, L. A. Travis, at 7 p.m.
Mark Ramsey, and Rex
Dan Kelly, president, urges
Ramsey. Burial will follow in all parents and interested
the Brooks Chapel Cemetery. persons to attend the meeting.
Mr. Jones, 69. died Monday
New officers to be installed
at-11:45 a.m. at the Murray- are.Frosty Miller, president,
Calloway County Hospital. His Harold
vice
Bynum,
wife, Mildred, died Jan. 7, president, Cindy Carroll,
1978.
Miller,
Sue
secretary,
He is survived by his treasurer, and Carol Boaz,
stepmother, Mrs. Mamie, reporter.
two
Murray;
Jones,
daughters,. Mrs. Maxine
Cunningham, Murray,and
Valentine.
Harry
Mrs.
Phoenix, 'Viz.:none son, R. C.
Jones, Murray; three sisters,
The annual ham breakfast
Mrs. Nellie Ramsey, Mrs. will be held at the DexterTom Ed Travis, and Mrs. Hardin United Methodist
Charles Hopkins; three Church, located on U. S. Highbrothers, T. P,, Cantrell, and way 641 at the CallowayWilliam Arlie Jones; 10 Marshall County Line, on
grandchildren; one step Saturday,May 19.
great
two
grandchild;
Serving will be from 5 a.m.
grandchildren; one step great to 10 a.m., according to the
grandchild.
church pastor, the Rev. Steve
Shapard. The public is invited
to attend,the pastor said.

By CHARLOTTE PORTER
Associated Press Writer
Energy problems are "sapping away
the strength of our nation," and
Americans have been unwilling or too
timid to deal with the problem, says
President Jimmy Carter.

Carter's remarks came as some
,California drivers lined up for 12 blocks
to buy gasoline at 99.9 cents a gallon,
and New York Gov. Hugh Carey asked
motorists to reduce their driving this
month by 100 miles and ordered state
agencies to cut their mileage by 5
Percent.

•

Campaign..•
(Continued From Page I
was campaigning. Atkins stumped
Mercer, Boyle and Nelson counties.
Sloane assailed the administratiotf
from the Capitol Annex steps.
Hubbard was in Boone, Kenton and
Campbell counties. Mrs. Stovall cancelled her appearances to stay in
Louisville, where her husband,
,Raymond, was operated on for a throat
malignancy. He was listed in stable
condition, following the surgery
Tuesday

OUTSTANDING PAPER AW/RD - Dr. Gilbert Mathis (second
from right), professor of economics at Murray State University,
has been awarded the MO Outsanding Paper Reconithon
Award by the College of Business and Public Affairs for the
1978-79 school year. He is shown reviewing the paper with:
(from left) Dr. R. B. Barton, associate professor of management
and chairman of the six•member selection committee; Dr. W.
Frank Edwards, chairman of the Department of Economics; and
Dr. David Eldredge, dean of the college. Entitled "An Economic
Survey of Western Kentucky, Including an Estimate of an Investment Strategy for the Purchase and Pennyrile Areas," the
paper by Mathis was one of nine submitted for consideration by
faculty members in the college. It was prepared for the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway Authority and the Kennedy
Development Cabinet.

interests.
On other issues, he said federal
government must make a massive
commitment to using coal, on the order
of the national space program, and
called it irresponsible to build nuclear
power plants until safety questions are
answered. He said abortion is a personal issue with no place in the
governor's race. He said he personally
opposes abortion but "There's very
little a grivernor can do about It."
Sloane
Sloane compared alleged corruption
in Frankfort with the Watergate
scandal: "Day after day we read of
massive FBI investigations into
corruption and wrongdoing in state
government. But instead of explaining
the situation, the governor stonewalLs."
He cited "checks sent to (Gov. Julian
Carroll's) family from a gubernatorial
appointee and a recipient of gubernatorial favors . overpayments on
trucks and buses to a crony of the
governor .., overpayments on leases for
land the state owns..."
overnor says there is no
wroitigng. So did Nixon. You be the
judge," Sloane said. He said he.would
dismiss any state employee "who
abuses his power of office" and ask
prosecutors to pursue all cases of
misconduct, misue of public funds or
illegal activity.
Hubbard
Hubbard, in 'Campbell County,
replied heatedly to a jibe by former
Gov. A.B. "Ilappy" Chandler at
McBrayer rally Monday night
Hubbard saw the letters "PC"4n a
vision and took them to mean' reach
Christ" when they really me L.-"Plow
Corn." Hubbard said as a çmpaigner
and officeholder he was us,dto political
and personal criticism/but "...when
someone ridicules my, ligion and my'
religious beliefs, that'is an insult that
should not be made..." '
"I call upon former Gov. Happy
Chandler to retract the statements he
made in Louisville about my religion
and apologize to the thousands of
Kentuckians who chensh their religious
beliefs -andnare insulted," he said,
adding that he had preached Christ and
plowed corn and was proud of both.
Nunn
,'Nunn, asked on a talk show on
/WKYT-TV in Lexington if he favored
increasing the state sales tax, said, "I
would hope we haven't spent out state
government into bankruptcy again. I
don't think we have."
. He repeated his theme that the coal
industry needs relief from tough
federal regulations, which he said
w,ould increase the price of coal by $5 to
$15 a ton, and that a new state division
of coal* would prompteRentucky coal.

lighmtPaigned in Fayette,
Grayson and Breckinridge counties and
Whitrin Munfordville and Hart County.
McBrayer
-McBrayer asked "Is it a fact that Mr.
Brown has paid little or no income
taxes ... (and) ... Repaid no property
_tax here in Kentucky? 4Nhat is the
extent of his business holdings and do
they pose a possible conflict of interest
if he were elected governor?" He said
Brown's tax returns would provide
answers.
He said that he was raising questions,
not making charges, but that Brown
-has left unanswered questions about
his ownership interests in gambling..."
and has had "one business failure after
'another,.. including H. Salt Fish and
Chips, Lum's, 011ie's Trolley, the
Kentucky Colonels, the Buffalo and
basketball teams..."
Among the tiocal persons Boston
Then, asked if he would support
About 20 craftsmen. and signed up to participate in the
artists in Murray are mem- • fair are Harry Furches,-Clara Brown it Brown were nominated, he
bers of the Kentucky Guild of Eagle. Fred Shepard, Ed said. "Definitely." He said he would
Artists and Craftsmen which Watson, Wayne Bates" and the support whoever is nominated.
Brown
will hold the 1301-annual fair West Kentucky Glassworks,
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Mrs. Jeanie Keene
Dies Tuesday With
Services Thursday

Artists And Craftsmen Fair Will
Open; Murrayans Featured'

4opkinsville.

Funeral Is Today
For Rural R. Jones

East Calloway PTC
To Meet Thursday

Honor Roll
Listed For
Southwest

Sears Loses Case
Involving

Ham Breakfast Will
Be Held Saturday

Troy Nickles Dies
At Local Hospital
At The Age Of 76
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Start The Summer Season With
Sonic Sunshine.

Hog Market

Highway 641

Meanwhile, there are indications the
government is partially to blame for
the gasoline crunch in California, a
federal official says. And these were
signs of new pressure for a world oil
price increase.
These and other energy worries add
up to what Carter on Tuesday termed
"one of the most serious threats to our
nation in peacetime that I have seen."
Carter was to meet today with
California Gov. Edmund &own Jr. who
Tuesday signed a law to keep gas
stations open on weekends in an effort
to make an even-odd rationing plan for
the nation's most populous state
workable.
Brown said state police would enforce
his order, but added it would be hard to
tell if a station was closed or simply out
of gas. And he said it would be "totally
inapproprate" for dealers to close their
stations in a four-day protest against
federal priie controls.
"They misread the temper of the
people if they think they can close down
with impunity," Brown said.
Six outraged drivers in Los Angeles
pummeled two station attendants when
four
the station ran out of fuel. A
yearpersons were injured when
in North
old man waiting in a gas 1
Hollywood suffered a seizure and lost
control of his car.
Jim Campbell, the California Service
Station Association official who
spearheaded the protest movement,
asked his members Tuesday to postpone the shutdown for 30 days "and
listen to what the Energy Department
has to say."
Department officials are considering
whether to relax controls on gas
dealers' markups.- Currently, dealers
are allowed an average markup of 7.3
cents per gallon - the 1973 rate - plus
a three-cent allowance for costs.
Meanwhile, other dealer associations.
worried that a shutdown would spark
customer reprisals or prompt Ow
Justice Department to seek antitrus,
action.
"This would not hurt the r vartment
of Energy or the oil compan.es and it
would hurt the consumer and in turn
would hurt the service stations," said
Maurice Langelier, executive director
of Massachusetts' Bay State Gasoline
Retailers Association.
"If stations are closed down it will be
because they're out of gas," said James
Cresente, executive director of the
Northern Ohio Petroleum Retailers
Association.
Carter praised efforts of business to
reduce eneinni consumption but said
"among the average American consumer that has not been the case." He
said Congress showed "a remarkable
demonstation of political timidity" in
rejecting his plan for standby gas
rationing authority.
The president challenged Congress
last week to come up with a plan of its
own, but House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill said he saw no way to meet the
president's 90-day deadline.
"Right now, the votes aren't there for
any type of plan," said O'Neill, who
turned down an invitation to join Senate
leaders in working on a new proposal.
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State Gas Dealers Decide Not
To Support Station Shutdowns
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Members of the Kentucky
Gasoline Dealers Association
have decided not to follow
other state associations in
supporting organized station
shutdowns.
. After only 16 of some 60
an
rnembezs attending
association meeting Tuesday
night indicated they •would
support a shutdown, the group
decided to wait until mid-June
before taking any action.
Gasoline dealers in Indiana
joined those in several other
states Monday in advocating
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TENNIS CENTER - The inside of the Kenlake Tennis Center has not yet been completed although dedication of the complex was
held Tuesday. The indoor courts ore climate controlled and have a latex-ite surface. Completion of the courts is scheduled within
the next month.
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But Probus said that if the
results we want, we would
probably do it too," Probus Energy Department does not
•
cooperate.within the next five
said.
Addison Nabb, president of weeks or so, he and many
the state association, said, other state association
'We all agree that the dealers members would be in favor of
are getting a rotten deal, but a a shutdown.
four-day shutdown will not
Probus said the gasoline
help; we are closed enough as
dealers are asking for the
it is:'
right to add as much as 30
Probus said he hopes
percent' tothe after-tax
negotiations between the
wholesale gasoline price. He
of
Congress
National
current • federal
said
Petroleum Retailers and the
allow increases of regulations
will
Energy Department
half that much,
only
about
prevent station shutdowns in
with the allowance varying
Kentucky.
greatly from station to station.
"The National Congress
The wide variance in
in
come
may
relief
says some
the next one or two weeks," allowances puts some stations
Probus said. He said the at a disadvantage and makes
national group has also it difficult to determine who is
Dr. D.D. Schiebinger, scheduled a protest in and
following
not
is
director of the Cedar Lake Washington.
regulations, Probus said.
Lodge at LaGrange, will be'
the guest speaker at the
Murray Civitan Club at 7 p.m.
Thursday at the Seven Seas
Restaurant.
Schiebinger will speak on
the physically and mentally
handicapped. Cedar Lake
Lodge is a home and school for
children and adults disabled
by problems of mental
retardation.
A . doctor of sociology,
Schiebinger received his
degree in 1965 from Purdue.
He is a member of the St.
Louis County Citizens Committee, the White House
Advisory Council on Aging
See Page 3-8 for more information on prizes to be
and has been a member of the
St; Louis Board of Kiwainas
given away and where to pick up your free tickets.
for 12 years.

shutdowns to protest limited
supplies and price regulations
by the U.S. Department of
Energy. The Indiana group
voted to begin a four-day
shutdown Thursday.
Emmett Probus, president
of the Kentucky group's
chapter,
Louisville-area
predicted earlier Monday that
the association would not
recommend the shutdowns.
"We're really sympathetic
with their effort and if we
thought it would achieve the

Dr. Schiebinger

Is Civitan Speaker
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MHS Seniors Awarded
Home Ec Scholarships
4
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Two graduating seniors at
Murray High School — Karen
Lynne Bailey and Dana
Mansfield — have been
awarded home economics
scholarships to attend Murray
State University for the 197980 school year'
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spark
the
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Miss Bailey, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Bailey of
1108 Main, was selected to
receive the $400 Ruby Simpson
Freshman Scholarship in
memory of Miss Simpson, who
rved as a home -economics
se—
chairman on the campus. Miss

tment
and it
I turn
said
rector
oline

Bailey was president of the
Murray High Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of
America (FHA).
Miss Mansfield, daughter of
liejr. and Mrs. Paul Mansfield
of Murray Route 7, was chosen
as the recipient of the $225
Tennessee
Kentucky
Distributors Scholarship. She
served as president of the
Region I FHA.
Both young women plan to
major in home economics at
Murray State.
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GUEST SPEAKER — Bruce Montgomery, commissioner of the Kentucky department of parks,
was the guest speaker at Tuesday dedication ceremony of the Kerslake Tennis Center. In his
speech, Montgomery reflected back 412 years as commissioner.

Do you sometimes say
"just half-a-cup" to good
coffee, because you're trying
to cut down on caffein?
The WM cup could be your
answer. Because Brim is
always full of the deliciously
rich flavor v()il loke. But
w.ithouustetthfieet
nOn to saVe
35' on Brim cronnd or
Freeze-Dried.
t
And
.kir.
Del Purcell, former Murray State University netter, will be the tennis pro for
CENTER PRO
the new Kenlake Tennis Center Purcell will be in charge of all instruction, the pro shop and all
aersonnel
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University Commencement
Exercises Award Degree

A total of 795 students -86
from Calloway County- were
among
those
ass a r(iPd
degrees in the 56th annual
spring commencement
exercises at Murray State
University on Saturday, May
12.
Among that number were
613 for bachelor's degree, 138
for master's degrees, 9 tor
specialist's degrees, and 35 for
associate degrees.
Speakers for the 10 a.m.
ceremony in the university
fieldhouse were Rebecca
Christina Myers of Mortons
Gap, Outstanding Senior
Woman, James H. Long, Jr.,
of Desloge, Mo., Outstanding
Senior Man, and Dr. Constantine W. Curris, university
president.
Along with the spring
gteduates, 399 mid-year
graduates also participated in
the cap and gown ceremony
since no formal corn-

mencement program is held
following the fall semester.
Candidates for degrees in
the spring class represent 26
states and six foreign countries.. Among the candidates
are these from Calloway
County.
Bachelor's Degree
Eve Adams, Valentine
Oluropo Akeredolu, Janet G.
Allen, Janice Marie Baggett,
Laurie Jean Beatty, David
Blivin.
Charles
Linda
Fuhrmeister Bridwell, Norita
Ann Cassity,
Kenneth Dale Cleaver,
Mary Kim Davis, Alan Kurt
Dietsch, William Lee Dodson,
James Craig Dowdy,Judith A.
Eldredge, Elaine K. Eversmeyer, Coy Edwin Garrett,
Jr.,
Patricia Walker George,
Ricky E. Harris, Judith
Adams Henry, Jimmy Lee
Herndon, Ronald E. Hobbs,
Warren Keith Hopkins, Mary

Jannette Jarrett, Barbara
Joan Kemper, James L. Kirby
Marsha Eldredge Lackey,
Mary Jane Lamb, Amy Marie
Lane, Raymond Eugene Lane,
Terry Len Lax, Gary Philip
Liebert, Robert Floyd Mason,
Robert D. McClure,
Linda Jo Morgan, Rebecca
Hall Morgan, Kelvin S.
Murphy, Judy Marksbury
Nall, Jerry Don Nance, Roy
Loyd Oliver, Nancy Jane Orr,
Rita Alene Paschall,
William Judson Pitman II,
Vicki L. Roberts, Martha Gay
Crass Robison,
Gene David Smith, Jr.,
James Robert Stedelin, Jo
Dillard Tanner, Bryan R.
Terhune, and Alison Danette
Wilferd.
Master's Degrees
Anthen!, Tunteye Alabraba.
Marshall Fate Campbell,
Sandra Tucker Cantrell,
Munire Mine Coskuner, Karen
Leigh Devries, Julia A.
Ford, Inalu Barnes Francis,
Benigno Fulton Gonzales,
Cynthia Lee Henley, John
Wilson Hunter, Thomas
Steven Keaton, Janey N.
Kelso,• Julia Ann Krizan,
Vicki Pat Lamb, Randy
Boyd Linn, Ann Pennington
McKeel, Edward Sunde
Nyamusa, Judy E. Overbey,
Yvette. Watson Pyle, James
Akpan Umoh, and Charlene
Davis Ward.
Associate Degrees
Rickey Neal Clark, J. Lynn
Wilson Crattie,. Leah Vance
Evans, James R. Nance,
Raymond Hugh Rodden, and
Beverly Rogers Wylie.

Kennedy Health Insurance Plan
Draws Administration Warning
WASHINGTON (AP) —Sen rexulations and huge new
WHO PAYS: The proposals of existing private insurance
Edward M. Kennedy's plan costs,"
are similar. They would coverage..
for national health insurancen,. Backers
of
the combine payments from
MEDICARE: Both plans
for all Americans, regardless -Ilassachusett Democrat's employers, employees, the
of age or income, has drawn a proposal include leaders of self-employed and the federal would inunediately expand
warning from the ad- labor unions, organizations for government. The states would health coverage to the elderly
ministration,
the retired and minority continue to chip in to help pay and disabled.
Joseph A. Califano Jr.. groups.
MEDICAID: Both plans
for the poor.
secretary of health, education
improve
health
would
Here is a comparison of the
Kennedy would have a
and welfare, said Monday that national health care proposals graduated payroll tax on coverage to the poor. But
Congress would only approve offered by Kennedy and employers. HEW Secretary Kennedy's plan would do
a more limited approach,such President Carter:
Califano says the ad- away with the title Medicaid
as the administration's.
KIND OF BILIS: Kennedy ministration is not leaning and wrap the expanded
Rut he said apart from the would offer a single bill to toward a payroll tax, but benefits into the overall
"basic difference in ap- Congress. Carter would offer a rather a "flat fee."
national health care program.
proach," the administration bill for Phase I only and come
DATE FOR BENEFITS TO
QUALITY STANDARDS:
and Kennedy "are addressing back later with other bills to START: Kennedy's benefits
The plans are similar. Carthe same problems and we include more segments of the for all would begin in the third
ter's Phase I would establish
have many of the same population.
year after the bill's enact- mandatory standards for
goals."
WHO
IS
COVERED: ment, Tentative statements private insurance coverage
The Kennedy plan was Kennedy would cover all from the administration also
provided by employers. For
immediately criticized by the Americans, regardless of
have that starting date for its instance, standards would
American
Medical wealth or age. Carter's first
limited coverage under Phase include hospital and physician
Association, which said the phase would cover the aged,
services, X-ray and lab tests.
''inevitable
would be the_poor, the unemployed andl_ _ PRIVATE SECTOR IN-rationing of health - rare those suffering from medical VOLVFMF.NT.: Both plans
CONTROLS: Kennedy's
services,
federal catastrophes.
new
would build on the foundation plan includes-

controls on hospitals and
PhYsticiaris. Carter's proNsal
is predicated on congressional
passage of his current bill that
would curb rising hospital
costs.
COSTS: Kennedy says his
bill would cost a total of %211.4
billion in fiscal 1983, and of
that $79.6 billion would be
federal money. Initial cost
estimates for Carter's Phase I
plan amount to $10 billion to
$15 billion more than is spent
today on health care.
WHEN BILLS TO BE INTRODUCED: Kennedy says
in a few weeks. Califano has
not introduced the Carter plan
yet and many details have not
been formally announced.
CATASTROPHIC: Both
Kennedy's and Carter's plans
include _overage _for expensive, major illnesses.
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How To Transfer Your Prescriptions
Simply bring in your old prescription bottle or phone in the
prescription number. Our Pharmacist will handle it from
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Browning Gives
Approval For
Nursing Class

Chris Egan, an environmental education intern at Land
Between The Likes, demonstrates how paper is made
from pulp to a group of second graders from Robertson
Elementary School in Murray. ApproximItely 800 students witnessed the demonstration and learned the importance of managing our natural resources.

Mrs. Pauline Browning,
Manager of Manpower Serformerly
vices,
the
Employment Service has
announced the approval and
funding of a class for Licensed
Practical Nurse to be conducted by the Murray Area
Vocational Center, Murray.
The tentative starting date for
this class is August 6, 1979.
This training is funded
under the Comprehensive
Employment and Training
Act of 1973 and is administered by the Department
of Education-Region One, with
the recommendation and
endorsement of the Regional
Manpower Task Force.
This is the eleventh class of
this type to be held in Murray
and will accommodate 20
trainees. The duration .1:4 the
course is 52 weeks, 30-35 hours
per week. Training and Transportation Allowances are
paid to trainees provided they
eligibility
meet
the
requirements.
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BRITTLE
Too,

LIMIT 6

• FIGHTS CAVITIES
AND FRESHENS BREAM

This i . . . savings at Begley's

BEGLEY S
DRUG

STORES

1
,
C01101

6D1

All interested persons are
urged to contact the local
Manpower ServicesOffice, 319
South
Seventh
Street,
Mayfield, Ky., _as_ soon as
possible.

NVD
AG
OIT

i

0 RASHES, INSECT BITES,
PREPARATION H
SUNBURN.
LANACANE
HEMORRHOIDAL
NHA.ELRAIRRITATED
CREME
"..0"
1C,A
OINTMENT
0zT ON SK N CCONDITIONS

• PACKAGE OF 100
• FAST, NON-ASPIRIN PAIN RELIEVER

Deadline For
Workshops Has
Jennifer Collins, a second grader at Robertson Elementary, tries to speed up the drying process of a piece of
"homemade" paper. Jennifer's class was participating in
' "From Pulp to Paper" at Empire Farm in TVA's Land Between The Lakes.

Micflael Simpson (left) and 1Vdirtiii Paftister, Robertson
Elementary second graders, feel a piece of paper made at
Empire Farm in TVA's Land Between The Lakes during
"From Pulp to Paper."

Been Extended
FRANKFORT
The
—
deadline to register for
nutrition education workshops
has been extended to June 1,
according to Mickie Hudson,
nutrition education consultant
for the Kentucky Department
of Education.
The workshops will be held
in July at eight universities
throughout the statet More
than half a rnithon dollars in
nutrition education funds will
be available to Kentucky
schools during the next two
years. School districts that
have a team trained at the
workshops will be eligible for
these funds.
School districts may send
elementary, high school and
middle school teachers, school
administrators and food
service directors, Hudson
said. Each will receive
graduate credit for the
training if eligible. Because of
extra space, schbols may semi
more representatives.
School districts with an
interest in the nutrition
education workshops and
grants should contact Mickie
Hudson, Nutrition Education
Consultant, Department of
Education, Capital Plaza
Tower, Frankfort, Ky. 40601,
or call (502) 564-2601. t

BAUSCH EtLOMB
SALINE
SOLUTION

DEXATRIM
DIET CAPSULES
PACKAGE OF 28

*

•

SUDDEN TAN
BRONZING
LOTION
402
• TAN LASTS FOR DAYS
• TAN', ON TOUCH

ALLERGY
Tablets

REvioN
Natural
Wonder

• FOR HAY FEVER
ALLL tit,Y SYMP'()N“,

HAWAIIAN
TROPIC
PROFESSIONAL
TANNING OIL

oil blotting makeup and
moisturizing makeup
Creamy Ivory
Cream Beige
Soft Beige
Tawny Br:sge

• SPILLPROOF
• HYGIENIC
• PROTECTION.
FOR FALSE TEETH
• WATERTIGHT

CHLORTRIMETON
ALLERGY
TABLETS

8 02
• FOR SOFT CONTACT LENSES
• CONVENIENT, PREMIXED "1.-+'
AND PRESERVED
• STERILE PRESERVED

• CONTINUOUS
'IMED RELEASE ACTION
• APPETITE SUPPRESSANT
• HELPS ELIMINATE WATER

DEN-SHUR-CUP
DENTURE BATH

'fresh-all-day

reash-aidav

moisturizing

makeup
••

(

moisturizing
makeup

long wedt.ng
'lawless coverage
Never feels heovv
or greasy

•A RICH BLEND OF TRIPE!
'RICH TANNINt OILS to at
— USED AFTER THE TAN HAS
STARTED FOR THE ULTIMATE
IN DARK TANNING
II 07

Dermotologst tested

BEGLEY'S
NATURAL
VITAMIN A
• 25000
PACKAGE OF 100

EASTMAN
ADHESIVE
REPAIR Et ASSEMBLY
• FOR .
• BONDS RUBBER,
`PlASTICS, METALS,
HADWOOD, CERAMICS
11 07

Store
Hours
9-9
Mon.-Sat.
Sun. 12-7

MENS
SHORT
SLEEVE
SPORT SHIRTS
35% COTTON
ONE POCKET

THE MURRAY,Kg., LEDGER & TIMES

PLAN TO ATTEND ProgressiveFarmerR

SOUTHERN KITCHENS,
COCIKING
SCHOOL

1.4
ci
be
•
1
to
nt
I N- •
y5
Ian
not
oth
.n3
ex-

Tuesday, May 22nd
7:00 P.M.
Murray State
Lovett Auditorium
* FREE
ADMISSION *
with TICKET ONLY

Free Gift Bags For All
Plenty Of Fun ...
And Prizes For Everyone!
Murray Appliamce 10 Pc. Microwave
Murray Ledger & Times' Free Subscription
Cookware Set
Pier I
$10.00 Gift Certificate
Local Grocers
20 Free Bags of Groceries
Murray Sewing Center Deluxe Monogranuner Machine

FREE TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:

Murray Ledger & Times
Peoples Ban
Ward-Elkins
Storey's
_
IGA
Big Johns
Parker's Market
Pier I Imports .0

PRIZES!
ENTERTAINING
IDEAS!

Bank of Murray
Murray Appliance
Kroger
Owen's
Dunn Furniture
Kopperud Realty
Murray Sewing Center
Purdoms Inc.
-

/

,

0

Co-Sponsored By

Mreieray
Ledger 8c. Times
And Local Merchants

PET
Wortien.

mig-r
k D.

• *****

st;Browrts

jt
•

4

r

•

+I
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ADVERTISED um PSUCY
Each of these advertised items is required to be readily available for sale

in each Krogef store, except as specifically noted in this ad. If we do run
out of on advertised item, we will offer you your choice of a comparable
item, when ovoiloble, reflecting the son* savings or a raincheck which
will entitle you to purchase the advertised item pt the advertised price
within 30 days.

EVERYDAY IN EVERYWAY.

••

Prices effective thru May 22nd.
Quantity right reserved.
Copyright 1979.
...The Kroger Co.

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice Beefab#ecii

SHOULDER SWISS

STEAK
$1158
lb.

COST CUTTER COUPON

0g, COST CUTTER COUPON

WORTH 25' OFF 1 i WORTH 20' OFF I.

—
=
— toward the purchaseof ea. i.; E toward the purchase of ea. —
1 LB pkg.of Fres-Shore =
--=
pkg. of Oscar Mayer
—E
_
=

.

i FISH-N-BATTER 1
i
... ..
FISH STICKS
▪
=

MIP
▪,

WIENERS OR
FRANKS

-

-4
:I

with this coupon.

==

with this'coupon.

E

Expires May 22nd.

F.• =

Expires May 22nd.

=

ri1111111111111111111111111111111116
v,,,

PORK
STEAK
$149

TURKEY'
S
DRUMS

.ill111111111111111111111111111111116

C

99c

lb

1

U.S. Gov't.
Graded Choice Beef

SLICED
BACON
$109

KROGER'S
PRO

ENGLISH
ROAST

12 ox.
moszoopill
tg.

sl69

BONE
IN

lb

lb

-.
41'ssr
tes

‘. i
q
'77

Kwick Krisp

Beef,. Hydrated
Soya Protein Mix

Family Pak

Meaty,Tender

Fresh Picnic Style

PORK
ROAST

:
1 a

40
44/
ss
't.CA Lunchtime Favorite

SME
Nik
c D
PICNICS

0
4YSERVE

CANi
i
ED
HAM

V
I
Countr Club '
- 1 k •srTER

&SAVE

WIENERS

99,

89

L

99
WATER 5
ADDED

12oz.
pkg.

3 lb.
can

_

4i.
If011f FARAIS

TINDER REEF

% /UST NEAT SIRVE

LI 254

Fryer Backs
non FOR RAR-11-0

TENNESSEE PRIDE
FRESH
Pork
Sausage
FISH
WNW WOOD — WATER AMID
DEPARTMENT
Hams
•Fresbly afiggit, 'i..imosAml &A Ice im sockFil coollemers

Short Ribs
U.S. Gal.-GLIDED 010ICE 1110 ROW.E SS

Boston Roll Roast
FPISaISUCSD

Beef Liver

APPLES

Leg-O-Lamb
COUNTRY QUI

ti $1 79

Ham Patties
lb.

CAN

POND RAISED

OCEAN PERCH OR

FRESH
CATFISH

HADDOCK
FILLETS

$179

I

HOLLY FARMS

49c

lb.

L. 794

Fryer Livers

II

5

II

14143
1/ $ 1

94

FROZEN TASTY

Fox Deluxe Pizza
FIST SNORISSEADED

Shrimp Miniatures
OSCAR MAYER FAMILY PAR

II

DELI—BAKERY

$1 31
AVG.

Jumbo Bologna

$199

lb.

$ 1 79
Le

KROGER BY TN! P11(1

•Iholted Ellrecnv
grew frees reliable feet Celt fisheries
-•lisservisly labelled sp•ciss *Olive dosed N.
freshaess. Arallable
& SoEu,CIOY 0^,Y ,

U.S.D. A .(VOICE

984

1110Z
PIG

Tyson Corn Dogs

Fresh Link Sausage

LI $225

HEALTH AND BEAUTY

FOR FUN IN THE SUN
LET THE DELI DO IT

WATERMELON

4..
14
;
-ifr
'

rpv

Li=

Juice Lemons 12

FOR

only

FANCY CALIFORNIA

Artichokes
RED LEAF 01 BOSTON

Lettuce
GREEN TOP BUNCH

Carrots

PEPsi

9 %.4 a1

AMERICAN °,AMMO

Potato Salad

flintily Pride

GLAZED
DONUTS

to

00(04W MAIM

,Egg Bread

to

113 il
pig.n

$279
79'

1

Kroger Family Pride

BABY
OIL

300 ct.

Wnr/
.;
•
Si Made fresh Daily 4
0.

16 or
btl

77

$139

All WRITE MEAT

Chicken Roll

KROGER
ASPIRIN
C

wITH PuricftAst,

KANN'S

Liver Cheese

-

S
btl.

-

t. 89'

1.TIEft

1

V° E.
PM SE
TOMATO
F5110

FRESH SUNIIST 200 SIZE

BAN
ROLL-ON

ban

STEAK
SANDWICH :
LEAr
rr"M
NUSTA ND

CALIFORNIA FANCY

Cauliflower

*VW/
Jumbo
.

s11%.:•:,
Regular or Unscented '• *army

01_

Sunny days catl for,good food and fun. Let the
Kroger Deli prepare your picnic. Choose col
or hot fried chicken, roast beef, baked ham,
beans, salads, desserts - the whole works,
wittvthe work done for you*

b___4
:
414d
1oz a

LOAF

COlgatel
IMSTANT
SHAVE

Delicious Pineapple

UPSIDE
DOWN CAKE
$279

Es.

In-Store Baked

HOMESTYLE
PLATE LUNCHES
AVAILABLE
DAILY!

GOURMET DIE/GIIT

Can

MO'

Gillette

ea.

ATRA
BLADES

DOOM PAN GOMM

Turkey Breast Roll LI S 289

Fried Chicken

LEAN TENDER

WWIISAO

Boiled Ham

1 1 ot

PEACH
PIES
$1794

3

to S 99

Cheddar Cheese

:(1.$1 59
1 0 ct

pis

$233

Rev on ex

BALSAM
CONDITIONER
$ 49

I'AGE 5-B THE MURRAY,Ky.,LEDGER & TIMES, Wednesday, May
IS, 1971

•

CUITIE

COLONIAL 5
SUGAR
lb.
bag

CUT YOUR FOOD COSTS!

•

with this coupon and $10.00 purchase-excluding items pronubited by
law and in oddition to the post of ,,oupon
merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes, limit one coupon. Expires May 22nd.

moinumounuoioneemimimios

Kroger 2%

OlPt*
ure Cone *

Bathroom

FRESH
MILK

1109er

COLONIAL
SUGAR a

SOFT'II PRETTY

TISSUE

1
79
plastic
gallon

bag

F.

ILSOGER i00. PURE

ASSORTED FLAVORS

Orange Juice

' GALS 1 19
OW.

OAR E

9

Natural Lemonade

as

Cottage Cheese

Country Club Ice Cream
SIG VALUE

GALS 1 00
PLS.

24 OZ
TUB

Fudge Treats

II CT.
PKG.

MEIER MEIER

99"

Twin Pops

12(1.
PKG.

ci

GREEN GIANT FROZEN BROCCOLI I. CHEESE OR

99'
79"
69'

GAL.
. CTN.

NABISCO CO CO

Broccoli Spears

10 OZ.
PKG. 59

, oz $ 1 09
PIG

Chocolate Chip Cookies

GREEN GIANT FROZEN

NABISCO

Salisbury Steak

9 OZ.
PKG.

85"

9 OZ.
no.

794

1301$ 1
PIG

Chips-A -Hoy Cookies

GREEN GIANT FROZEN NOODLES IL MCKIM OR

09

FRITO LAY DORITO

Chicken Chow Mein

Tortilla Chips

7 801
BAG

69'

S
i

SAVE
Assorted Styles

ER

w.

50c

HEINZ
KETCHUP

LARGE EGGS

72c

14 oz.

DO/.

bti.

FROZEN

984
. 1 79

13:
1"
89'

3 ,Tms 00
794
2 .02. 89"

;
ISCM
Ui;i1Fl̀g
o
v Otsurt

i
k tim Milk
KROGER

Sour Cream Dips

Mexican Dinners

Its.
PIG.

4

113GaileAgilk Biscuits

6 OZ
CANS

Pimento Spread

GOLDEN
CORN

9c

41`
\\1 601.
CANS

WAS
$ 1 25

KROGER SPANISH JUKE GLASS

Olives

*02. JAR
WITH LEMON & SUGAR INSTANT
12 OZ. S 1 1 9
JAR
I

Lipton Tea

KROGER NISTANT

Margarine

mina REIM

Fudge Sundae Bars

I'ill. 83'
1 le. $ 1 03

KC

I

ER
wa.•

/ 374

1302.
BTL.

Pine Power

890

DIXIE

ASSORTED FLAVORS

Wagner's Drinks": 53
'

200

Refill Cups

45"

no.

ir

65

Hawaiian Punch "At 51'9
BoRDIN s
1602 $15 1
Cremora
JAR
LIVER & CIIKKEN DRY CAT FOOD

9 Lives

LE Vienna Sausage

$1 17

S

RID

i
ri
0ASSORE
TEsHEINZ
EINZ
y

$2

5

KILL VS

c' GRA
NowVY
WAS.
530

102.
CAN

51'

EMBASSY PANCAKE

S.
1 29

Syrup

2401 60TILA

ECONOMICAL

79'
89"

NOW

2

$144
EACH

HAYOL1NE 10W40

Ice Cube Trays

2001$ 100
LOAVES
UA

120!.
JAR

Cocktail

44 OZ. CAN 75

LIPTON

KRAFT
32 02.

.111R

$ 1"

BATHROOM TISSUE
Lady Scott

1201. 1 SUPER SUDS
CANS
Detergent

"A: 930
17 01: $ 107

Blue Vanish

Tea Bags
1",gi 5239
mice, RICH
Hunt's Ketchup':51'
Mayonnaise

Windex Refill
AUTOMATIC

"Ott
PKG. 59

16 OZ.

.... Box

52'

$1 09

$149
989

49c
99.
89.

1202. JAR
2 ROLL
PKG

99,

94c

NT
P GIA
TIDE
AMERICA1FAVORITE

WAS
s531

NOW

$A75

17107.
BOX

Corn Beef.
Beef Stew
Vienna Sausage

Pie Filling

•

950

2402

$

39
1CAN
.

$134

9 01

CAN 894

87C

LUCKY LEAF

.56

-

M.
WAS

NOW

I 5 02
CAN

670

65c

201
PIG

19'

18'

32 01
JAR

"1"

CHEF BOY Al DEE WITH MEATBALLS
15 OZ
, CAN

69'

25
JAR
02.
.•

794

LUCKY LEAF LIMON
20 02
CAN

81 4

15 02
CAN

69'

CHEF BOY.AR 011

Beef-0-Ghetti

Cannelloni
MARTHA WHITE

Spudflakes
FOR SPAGHETTI

Ragu Sauce
Spaghetti

63`

GREEN GIANT FROZEN

Brussel Sprouts 1141 79C
9 02
PAG

1 09
I

99'

NOW

93K

ARMOUR

Apple Sauce....

BAG

15 01
CAN

ARMOUR

$

IDES.

220!.

Frozen Lasagna
WAS

Qk CHARCOAL
49'
‘BRIQUETS „
1°
r/ WAS. $1113
r5

990

GREEN GIANT WITH MEAT

ARMOUR NASH

2"

2/79

69c

CHIP BOY Al DEE

03

CHEF'S PRIDE

NOW

88'

KROGER STRAWBERRY

NOW

69'

DA
DI WN
LIQNOWUID

wAS

Gala Towels

69

2(1
PIG 88 C

o

WAS

$1 59 Preserves
TWIN PAK

(TN

RUBBERMAID

NOW

84"

El

At

Premium Motor Oil

. PKG.

Buttercrust White Bread

MIZE

$109

$1 25

Preserves

IBOGER VEGETABLE JUICE

WAS

LOAVES ‘4
,

,00z. 99

KROGER VILLAGE IMRE WMITE OR

WAS

NOW

$1119

NIBLETS
CORN

ICE TEA
PITCHER

16 oz 118K

Apple Fruit Strip

2002.
PKG.

NOW

GREEN GIANT

Bread

Mt:S imi°

ROYAL VIKING APPLE BUTTES COME CAKE OR

94

PIG.

Shoestring Potatoes

WAS

101

41
$19
49

IR9GERCROZEN

EMBASSY GRAPE

2702 $ 1 93
JAR
F

FLEISCNNANN'S QUARTERS

Margarine

1
Fruiti-Grain

CAN

WAS

WIEAKFAST DRINK

FLEISCHMANN'S SOfT DIET

3
2

FOR

ANCHOR HOCKING 74 OZ

You'll find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items
throughout our stoore. Plus each week
you'll find cost-cutter weekly od specials for extra savings on grocery
items, dairy, frozen foods, health &
beauty aids, meats and produce.

Coffee Crystals b OZ. JAR
Instant Tang

KROGER

NOW

WAS

ICE TEA
GLASSES

2001$ 100
LOAVES

Brown & Serve Rolls

$10
0
4.

ANCHOR HOCKING 16 OZ

COST CUTTERS!

STOKELY CREAM STYLE

•e

White Bread

16 01
PIG.69'

Orange Juice

14 01.$ 109
TUB

120Z.$ 100
PKGS.

KROVI BUTTERMILK OR

TIMMER FROZEN

49'
59'

Or-

Tin
('at

2

Hot Dog Buns

69'

14 OE
PIG

Purple Hull Peas

KROGER

$22'

KROGER JR. SANDWICH SUNS OR

99

STILL WILL

TUBS

anrTlany"Margarine

22 02 $1
PIG

ASSORTED EL CHICO

GAL,
CTN.

39c

6.4 oz.
tube69

BAKERY

waft FROZEN

Corn Dogs

Refreshing

AQUA-FRES
OOTHPASTE

Thick, Rich
U.S.D.A.
MARKET BASKET

12 oz.
pkg.

A

•
4

KROGER
LARGE EGGS

TOTINO'S
PIZZA

AL

g

6.

75c

79c
67c

GREEN GIANT
FROZEN MILERS

N-ON
ipCOR
THE-COB
6
WAS
89`

n:
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ME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

311. PETS-SUPPLIES34. HOUSES FOR RENT
DOBERMAN PUPPY, good
FURNISHED HOUSE for 3
Phone 753-3027
bloodline
WANT TO do daytime track and record player with ccfliege
girls, for fall
OPEN,iNG 500N. Digg
between 7 am and 1 pm.
babysitting in your home, a speakers, like new, 5150. semester Near University,
All type
"LEGAL NOTICE
Sleep World
DO YOL OWN ANY
Monday through Friday, 7 Call 753 8200.
TOY
POODLES, apricot,
Call 753 4974.
mattresses arta box spring
DARK till. 5. Call after 5 pm,, 436
weeks old,
IF YOU
WANTED:' HOUSE to rent. gray and brown,6
The Board of Directors of the WESTERN does
24. MISCELLANEOUS
Innerspring. foam, flotatio
"IDLE"
5.578
1097.
759
$50.
ON
ASSOCIATI
excellent
near
Large
campus,
GROWERS
prices
THEM
NEED
SORS,
TOBACCO
Discount
CbMPRES
AIR
FIRED
e3
fe6400
rences. Con 753 3713 or 41. PUBLIC SALES
procedures for
area Sealy a
10. BUS.OPPORTUNITY
Quincy, Ingersoll Rand, etc 7r5
489-2414 selection this 211
Airport
hereby give notice that the rules and
Let us reset
Wood St
CARPORT SALE! Friday,
Koil.
King
and Service. 442
Parts
Board
the
Sales.
by
G
POOL
amended
SWIMMIN
been
have
Directors
.753-9332
G
for
Nat
Ambulance
voting
May 18, 7 am till 6 pm and
Paris, TN. (Next to
U.RENT OR LEASE
distributor has surplus brand 9396.
1979.
Awn in lovely
9,
May
,
Wednesday
us
see
on
and
Board
Saturday. May 19. 7 am till 3
Wait
the
753-6622 Office)
Care
Comp.
at a meeting of
new
quality
first
above
commercial
SALE
FOR
election may be
pm Lots of nice items, new
-Ear Resistible"' ground family pools corn fans
753-1441 you'll be glad you did
Phone 753 9104
The rules and procedures of such an
Fire (City) .
picture frames, chilclren'S
regular ofMini
F itter. ladder,
during
piete with
time
any
at
members
by
.753-6952
reviewed
clothes, stereo and radio
Fire (County)
Sun deck, stairs, pump, MAN'S SCHWINN bicycle, 10
Warehouse
French
.
ons,
Association
combinati
STRAWIERRIES
753-5362
fice hours of the
completely installed only
speed, $80. cost new $150
Foster Parents
members of the
telephone, African violets.
Storage Space
.
8200.
No
$796.
753
terms
down,
Call
money
,
SALE
FOR
Notice is further given that
753-5131
Hospital
503- Poplar Street, Murray,
Association in
arranged to fit your budget
en
AGE
NEW
1978
For Rent
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
XY.
U-Pick or We'll Pink
Hum. Rts. Corn. 753-0849
Call warehouse toll free in
5400. 759 1078
the
of
cyclopedias,
East
I
County,
Calloway
753-4758
District No. 4,
CARPORT SALE, 9 to 12,
Kentucky area 1 800 292 9438.
759-4141
Will deliver in Num*
after 5 pm
May 26, 1979, -Humane Soc.
May 19, 514
Saturday
Elsewhere call collect (502)
Railroad) will meet at 2 p.m. Saturday,
753-2288
LAWN mower, 3
Read
Watseld,
RIDING
To
Learn
Brooks
the
Whitnell
complete
458.1562.
to
director
for
cut.
candidates
36
start,
speed, electric
FOR SALE or lease. Former
to nominate
753-NEED
Needline
FIVE PAR rtY' garage sale!
Kirksey
1980.
WE E K LX* Call 759 4459, after 5 pm.
5180-5480
Diggs Furniture location
unexpired term of al. Craig ending August
18th and 1..9th,, at.
753-1792
SELLING information by
Anon.
Parents'
Murray
the
6.4tb
at
opened
489-2455
12,000 sq. It heated and May
sale.
for
be
DUST ,
SAW
SnOp,
Body
Williams
Saturday, June 9, 1979, polls will
Free
mail
details.
Write
tile
floors,
and
753-7588
carpet
cooled,
Corn
Control
Poison
Lumber
Railroad
222,
Rodgers, R1.5, Box 427, E5, Shoemaker
location Ready logo., Industrial Road Furniture,
prime
same location (Storage Warehouse No.
.19011
TN.
McKenzie,
qare
is
best
THANKS
OF
party,
CARD
3.
do
753-1621
WE
WHAT
clothing, and
Hope, Arkans-f- 714111
until 4 p.m. Police
Excellent established. for , children's
Avenue, Murray, Kentucky) from 9 a.m.
352 5777
I WOULD I ice to thank the 14. WANT TO BUY
753-6952 Needline, 753 6333
members to Rescue Squad
niture 'location. Jim Diggs, -many other items.
for
provided
riding
be
will
LADIES
ballots
Schools
County
TAILORED
official
Calloway
and
GARAGE SALE, EN A
Diggs Rental, Paris, TN 642
753-0929
Senior Citizens
Athletic Booster club for HALF ROUND, light treated Suit, for English or Western 9641 or 642 9200,
Bagwell, Saturday, May
elect a director.
Year" wood fence posts: • any showing. Coat and slacks
the
of
753-3151
"Fan
with
their
Sheriff
dispensed
19th, 9 am till dark. Twin
be
shall
Call
753
amount.
8156
Worn
The election of June 9, 1979,
$15
very
12,
it
11
size
yellow,
award. I appreciate
beds, dishes, clothes and
and such State Pol. .1-800-592-5401
Hear Wedne
U u
C.AR S. Call after 5 pm, only twice, very nice Call
ruN
K38
much. I salute the Lakers, 4
in the event there is only one nominee
miscellaneous items.
Warehouse
for
telephone
director
753
of
and
5
list
till
8
coaches.
elected
This
and
from
'/so
753
1916
duly
Lakers,
,
Lady
Thursday
declared
and
nominee shall be
GARAGE SALE! Friday,
and good WANTED. TO buy: standing 6331 after 5 pm
dedication
Storage
Their
published
is
Committee.
numbers
Saturday, Sunday, May leth,
differient
District No. 4 by the Election
many
makes timber, top prices paid„ 489- VICTOR ADDING machine.
sportsmanship
19th, and 20th. New and used
Space
through the cooperation of
WESTERN DARK FIRER TOSACCO
watching ever' game en
2334.
call
753-5734 from 9 am till 5
59?",
churches
clothing and other Items. set
&
LaVerna
Ledger
N
Murray
Mrs.
ASSOCIATIO
joyable.
The
GROWERS
For Rent
WANT TO buy: wheat straw. om•
N 18th Street.
Hardie.
4444 or Child n's
437 4)55.
Times and the Social
26. TV-RADIO
- SALE! May 18th
Mom,Ramodliy."
GARAGE
storing house
for
Ideal
our
express
to
WISH
WE
RESPONSIBLE
is. ARTICLES FOR SALE
and
WANTED
Story, "Batt of
19th, Friday
and
Concerns Committee.
cars,
heartfelt appreciation and
furniture,
of
full
on
party to take up payments
Overbey.
1304
,
,aturday,
are urged to clip
Readers
to all of our friends,
759-4445.
thanks
Kings,"
NOTICE
2.
Music.
B
&
J
t.v.
business
and
color
toys,
2540TICE
2.-1
Children's clothing,
antiques,
neighbors, and relatives for
the list and keep., handy
753.7575.
other items.
etc Phone
overflows,
all the kind deeds, prayers,
near the telephone.
27. MOB,HOME SALES
BAMBOO settee,
SALE:
food and the beautiful
bailed Edition
753-7618 after 5:00 p.m.
U-Pick
mahoganey' tables, cleanup SALE, 1974 3 bedroom,
was bestowed
FOR
that
flowers
Road
It's
farm
College
plants,
With
equipment,
shop
home
death
mobile
s
Holland
sudden
all
Ken
electric
Strawberrie
upon us it) the
4
1
Strawberries, U-Pick,/
Fat "
100 X 235 lot, near 'East LAIGE. TRAILER lot for baskets, pots, Avon, trinkets
or our Mother and Grand•
U. NIN oad Peer Far. Read.
Prints
Elementary School. Phone rent in country, 9 miles from May 11th, 18th, and 23rd,
_another, Auda.May Thweatt.
Hickory smoked bar-bemite west of Calloway
Free ft
40' w4t.
town Call 753 3928 after 4 24th, 25th. 10 am tilf 6 pm
753 9573
Thanks ever so much to
Series IISegisoil
TS34110S
Oine am. to 7 p.s.
que, 25 years exHigh. 753-4498.
only. Corner of Less Todd
his
for
Hicks
Brother John L.
ALL pm
Wrapping
1974 GRANVILLE
after
1
4
3
3-6
5
7
Call
Road and Highway 210 E.
perience. Roberson HillWords of comfort, to the
electric mobile home, ex 37, LIVESTOCKAUPP,
ly A Sper.
100 p.m.
singers, also Jr. Cleaver for
cellent condition, new car. FOR SALE' Registered YARD SALE,I418 S 9th, 8 30
Burger Inn, 413 S. 4th
I Starks rdware
leading the song service. We
completely Polled Hereford bulls, cows till 4 per, Friday and
peting,
St. 753-9151.
want to thank every one who USED
memory remodeled
I m
with calves, bred and open Saturday:Male and 19.
_
.
. 9970.
_ 753
12th & oplar
home
funeral
the
by
came
8 family.
To the 1978 MODELLIBERTY,12X Ceders Phone (901) 247 5487. v-6,-4 In- SALE
typewriter, $3500
1227
and each sympathy card that highest bid, 1970.1 door Rebel 60, 2 bedroom mobile home, FOR RENT
pasture for Clothes to fit all ages. Avon
was received If we miss Rambler, standard tran all electriC, well insulated,
FREE ARKING
excellent grazing, bpOleS, luggage, glassware,
anyone with a -thank you smission and a 1966 school with Kenmore refrigerator horses,
fed
creek water, good Antiques, pots and pans, nic
spring
Puzzle
to
s
Tuesday
answer
or
flowers
us
of
gave
card- who
2 Goddess
,ACROSS
Call Kentucky and ice maker . Take over shelter $25 per horse 'per nacs, tupperware, baby
type bus
please
any
way,
in
healing
us
helloed
1 Permit
Sheriffs Boys and Girls payments, Call 753 0270 or month, firm Phone 436 2136 things, shoes, coal and wood
E..4
FTA T RIP LA
accept this as a personal Ranch, 362 8660.
stove, furniture, tape player,
4 Equipment
753 5696.
after 6 pm.
ERA1
• thank you' • tor it was truely
3 companies
RI PEN
138
8 Satiate
Homes FOR SALE. Registered and toys. North on 121 turn
WE BUY and sell used air TWO . MOBILE
to
We
want
appreciated
Free Estimate
R-0 D E 0 7%ii I 7_,E R S
left at Stella. Lynn Lawton
12 VentilateS merriment
Ambulance conditioners. 753 1551 or 753 located at Riveria Court, own Polled Hereford . bulls. See Road, 4th house on right 8
Mer,..i
thank
5 Lamprey
13 Mother .01
GAT
9104
natural gas, air conditioned, Hewlett Cooper or call 753
753-6391
taking
help
I-sir
for
Service
Near
6
till I, Thursday through
Apcilo
R I ATA
PRETEND
Carpeted, Tied' down, and 3336 after 5 pro'
her -TO the-ho,Plat. thanks-TO it.HOME FURNISHING!
7 Automaton
_—..-• Saturday
14 European
to live
LARD
SCORE
RE
.
Ferger ,on. and the BROWN REVERSIBLE Underpinned. Repdy
LIES.
Dr.
PETS-YUPP
31.
Sob
8
i
capita
YARD SALE, 1013 Story.
RE I
TROPE
E ND
wonderful nu,ses who helped Sloppy Joe couch end chair in Call 436 2430
smooth Friday and Saturday, 9 till 5*
GOD i 5 LOVE
9 Behoial
jqri
'5.0nye-onTWO AK C AffINATURE
52,
X
NO "But seek ye firs' , the
TWEED
us at the host,itall: and to all with .2 wood end tables and 1971, 12
SEES
puppieS
tOiHebrew - •
Dachshund
haire,d"
Lots of household items,
ward
tre people a• the Masonic coffee table to match .'6 BEDROOM." washer dryer, Ch Mpion bloodlines, red
NCREIDS
IWEEP
kingdom of God, and His
measure
clothes, and miscellaneous
17 Lao
..odge who hi' ped us Thanks months old, excellent con, frost free refrigerator, dish
black
and
all
,
FT
females,
these
SI
red
ales,
rightousness
PEP
Postponed incase of rain.
•9 Digraph
11 Time period
To- Collier Fu-eral Home for dition, all for $350- Call 474 washer, underpinned, ex
things shall be added unto
and tan males, black and tan
ETANA
PLOTTED
20 Mineral
cellent condition, $5500„.
16 Lever
wonderful help and 8822.to 7 42. HOME LOANS
weeks
you."
24
6t33.
hour
Matthew
5
females)
LEI
I
Offspring
7.1
H E-Wir R I AS
16-Preposition
ce, also to Haaskel and WO 753.2C5O2O1.K stove, like Ready for occupancy . July months old $75 to 125 each .LOANS AVAILABLE from
phone, answered by God's
22 Be mistake^ 21 Is in pain
YET
IHIT
6th, located Fox MeadOws. No, checks please. 527 9700 510,000 to $10,000,000 for any
0
e Staple for their tOlp
•
servants. NOT A TAPE. 759
neyi.
23 Imitate
753-7130 after 5 pm.
each and
t
God
22 Goal
•
business purpose. Call 606
4600.
and
Facts
Bible
Free
after .1 pm
high
44 Diplomacy
34 Guido s
25 Place
our prayer. 17. VACUUM CLEANERS
. one
253-1249
23 Covers
2S. MOB. HOME RENTS
.
Store.
our
broadcast
Hear
note
FOR SALE 6 weeks old
45 Digraph.
'26 Printer s
family,
and
Thorn
24 Norse god
2
Sundays at
RiNT7/ three
FOR
_ 12 30 on WSJ P.
Collie-. puppies. Phone Rex 43, REAL ESTATE
46 Gasp
measure
ard Thv.e.itt and faliTfly
25 Crony
bedroom trailers, 8190 one 3 Robinson, Puryear, (901) 62 ACRES LOCATED in
48 Vessel
27 Paid-notices 26 Bitter vetch 37 Mature
htilma Stole and famil
753
Call
/railer.
bedroom
.
North Calloway on `Collins
39 Ladle
49 Big weigh:
*Complete Teetatips
• 247 5481
28 Lubricate
Photo Copy
b. HELP WANTED
075V
28 Bloc''head
KIRBY
_
Road. Fenced on 3 sides with
_
GREAT DANE puppies, AK
50 Be in debt
29 Enthusiasm 29 Noah s boat 41 Chose
*Socks
for
home,
Mobile
NEED
ENT
?
creek Ideal for cattle
FOR
good
BABYSITTE?
con42
Armed
Also
Machine
C, 8 Weeks, $75
51 Seine
22 Greek letter 30 spoken
0. Reiss
or horses Approximately 20
, furnished, air con
10
T 'Tear Old bo-.. Call 3-7467
flict
available
53 Pronoun
13 StealsSales A Service
Systems
31 Depend on
Wisest
CLEANERS
0
5 30 prr
cktibned, nice, Mobile Home
AKC,13 acres 'tendable with -more
LaIlraci°r
55 Exist
115 Note of
43 imitates
For factory authorized parts, /Village Phone 753 3895 or Retreiver puppies,
The
33 ,
:cir
Competer
TWIN LAKES
RANT
GENERAL :-. ES
weeks. • Paradise Kennels, possible Only $25,000,
scale
and
sales,
senoce
call
i901)
,
Nelson Shroat Co. 759.1707.
3482
753
for ap
(Artemetive)
Call -1 5
753 4106.
•
OFFICE
642-7619
located
PRODUCTS
at
102
W.
.36 Growi
2
,
ess Springs
TRAILER SPACE torrent
.* large Trick Mlle& SeleeWashington Sc, Court Square,
-38 Wapiti
ME7
4
3
1534123
Rest., a, • new Concord,
Hazel, Kentucky Call 492
Pans, TN
dog
39 Pigeon pea
'
KY
8352
80 Proceed
Oil, Filters, & Lobe
THREE BEDROOM mobile
.
.11 Anglo-Se "
Batteries, Noses, tart
6home for rent, central air, -r-c-rey
BLACK WOOD
(Auto Accessories, Me.)
baths. 1' 2
dishwasher,
SEWING MACHINES
.32 Crafty
tOISPKTION
at Riveria CourtBROTHERS' 83 Cor•sumed
SEWING MACHINE' with Locatels
Auto
Experienced
h-vcii,
car,
of
Si,.
0364
Complete
753
Call
815 Ha,,est-godCabinet, lust like new $150
SCHOOL Of
Mechanic Qualified to
form tires, ore s&oe & toed
10 X 40 ALL ELECTRIC,/
JESS
Call 753 8200
Demonstrators - MERRI-MAC offers the
CHRISTIAN
repair
Water
home.
and
dissamble
bedroom
service
85 SOH food
11. FARM EQUIP.
required.
deposit
furnished,
nbest party plan program anywhere. Our
47 State Abbr
transmissio
MUSIC
engines,
CASE 1150- TRACK -loader. Ideal for single girl. 753 9829.
2.5
s and differ.entials and
June 17ed line of toys, gifts and super
excellent all the way,$11,000
guarante
79. HEATING IS reSOLING
Tici.Gaine Fish
(615) 232 740.4.
electrical.
Murray St e
makes it easy for you to
Program
82 Reverberate
Hostess
'
Coldspot
G JOHN Deere tractor with 23,000 BTU SEARS
Tommy
Contact
E e-•
Univer
435
5100.
conditioner,
air
9' wheel disc and cylinder
earn $$$$! No investment, delivering or
Taylor
4127.
2291.
3-45
Reglste Now'
Overby-Gen.
Dick
Taylor
collecting.-.Call collect now
GILSON TILLER, 5 hp, like 30. BUS. REPKALS
t stand
WR
Mgr.
new 753 1348
FOUR -CAR shop for rent.
Motors Inc.
r Run
6027
John Newberry-Serv.
axle Call 753 8606 between 7 am
DUTY
HEAVY
.303 S. 4fli
and 5 pm.
trailer: MOO (615) 232 7404
Mgr.
Middleto*n, OH 45042
t*Frrf.11111twil7
Dian.. by U,r,t.ed Fx.Lu,'x trn mate,
MASSEY. 32. APTS. FOR RENT
1974,
135
bedroom
diesel, 1100 LARGE
TWO
FERGUSON
apartment in country, $95,
PEANUTS
K-tEPER, 20 hours, 4 'pieces of equipment
Apply at An 8 row 150 gallon spray
hours •
No dogs. Call after 5 pm, 153
S- 12th Street, Call /53-7781
Regal 8333
_
4-ezrr-tWo.
Murra ,
135 AA—ASSEY FERGUSON ONE BEDROOM, furnished
All
plow and disc and grader basement apartment
sh. house, ex
MAN it
in
building,.
$25
furnished,
blade Call 753 3608.
utilties
perienr.i
to NEW
and
bath
private
deposit,
has
• Jndation
cludini.;
TOBACCO scaffold
at 406 N 6th wagons. double wide, 24' entrance Located "at 411 S
roofing .ay. _
Street
8th St.
lorT-g— 1 886 6029 in Hopkin
efficiency
ROOM
hrs per week-. sville after 6 pm
ONE
MAID, _
bonus plan. USED CATERPILLAR 03 apartment, $85 per month,
Merit c,i,
Inn,
near
8
Street
Regal
Apply in
Good Located on -Olive
dozer, 1974 model
S 12th S'• • • murray.
un— campus. Call 753 3415 or
condition,
good
SITTER for dercarriage, $iy.soo 443 3632 after 5 pm, 753 4793.
NEEDF
patient -, Perating from or 554 3041 after 6 pm
FURNISHED
SMALL
NANCY
I-K:INEST,
YOU ARE
apartment, inquire at 100
- •ne, -furnish own 23. EXTERMINATING
illness,
HOw DO I
I'D
(THAT'LL
•i, 1. 2 day, 5 days
transy,South 13th St.
TR UST WORT HY,
KNOW
LIKE
BE 50
A
per vver•' 753 5203 after
33. ROOARS OR RENT
TRUTHFUL, AND A
YOU'D
TO
5UY
an.
10
CENTS
MILK
ROOM, airSLEEPING
LAW-ABIDING •
—to do
EVER P
IT ON
OPEN '. • • -R 4 ladies
SHAKE,
conditioned, refrigerator in
PERSON
ie,,s area. Not
,,•'; 4 •
hall. Privafe entrance
CREDIT
PLEASE
duo,
-,...., selling. Part
Zimmerman . Apartments
S
-ek and up, full
73-6609
If interested. call 753-4723 or come by 306 N. 4th,
S, • .• • ek and VP - For
34, HOUSES FOR RENT
_
,end - Phone.
Murray. ..
EXTRA NICE house with 2
num to
,
address to L
—CLOSED WEDNESDAYS & SATURDAY AFbaths, 24 X. 74 den with
Emnri
,03 Chaucer
fireplace, near University.
Dr
TERNOONS—
, KY 42071
Call 753 9146 or 753 8943.af ter
8
JOBS,
TT
pm
41.
4
for
CifirM
May
BEETLE BAILEY
ter r.r,
mg lobs 17 2,4
(, I USE
BEETLE ALWAYS W1N5
provide
We
COME ON
1 MY HEAD
THE CAMOUFLAGE
paying over
If you are aggressive, can manage your own
Small house 13 x 26, 1 bedroom has to be moved
OUT, BEETLE,
Room, board,
PRIZE. HOW DOES
led Call Navy
Ideal for lake cottage or many purposes. Phone 753time and want to be above average, we have an imHE 00 11-3!
WE GIVE UP!
1.LEGAL NOTICE

1 LEGAL NOTICE

2. NOTICE
FREE MR k7/59-400
-

1. SITUATIONS WANTED

2. NOTICE

2. NOTICE

22. MUSICAL-

G.E. STEREO, AM ?M

DIAMONDS9

/EAR

srups

FURdiES JEWaRY

BIBLE CALL

FOR SALE

11

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

N.fit

CUSTOM DOZING
$32.00 per hour

TEAlm

ING
CLEANING?
NEED WINDOWS
WASHED? Call
AT ON'S Window
shing Service
753-2501
after-5:00 p.m.
Free Estimates

-

vscuom

ii MI
11116 111U Hie i

am al
iii
P" mg dill
RUU a
al iiU.
m aidIU
ima
a qpii
UUU
alaU
ii
al
ala aUU
ilUUJ

-----

HELP WANTED

WANTED

Advanced,
Inc.

II ill MilUUUU
II•UU SUU al

Ann Baxter 319-556-8881
or write

Lt L:4.1

tka,
p4eit

4ev

MERRI-MAC
801 Jackson,
Dubuque, Iowa 52001

.......

,

EZELL'S BEAUTY
SCHOOL Next Class Enrolls'

Mon.,June 11

FOR SALE

DELIVERY
in person,
,
dc Company

V

.
A
.isWANT.ED
1. SituLf roi.
IAA) like to
hang ,i,
.:,er and paint
Call at'
431 4617notiTUNITY

10 BUS

Sale sledies

STOPIII

A2OLJNID'

Opportunity

('?
r-

1,nacks
Lan, $,'100 to $20,000
lir no i- i ., year, your

first • . We will
Send, .,', , ',, school for
a trilniff,iun of 2 weeks,
exporl., paid, train
In ''' field selling
an i-I
..rvicing
i
business
al' .
'
es

—
5

ELLCY? YES.
THO

5

PAL AsERs. WHO
-7.415

• 44../
ONE MOMENT.
,Frio
PS

wAvE RADIO
CALL FOR YOU.

-

59-3'4'J CALLING
. I NAVE
YOUR PARTY ON
LiNE
-

THIS IS
MAMA
DIANA! I HAD
TWINS A BOY
AND A GIRL

DIANA
'5..
DAVE

f'

t-t
T44NK 149U,
- 59•J
WE'RE CC44fME6
IN NOW.,vsr1

,

%just be 21
a(tiii,
Or rii,4ir i
e ovm car,
ports mut-

Wm.

' jioTt....

••4

Cox's Army
Will Be Here Soon

'Colesinew

LETt irn"-PC

PR

5865 days or 753-5108 after6 p.m.

L _
---1 -

V
/

,Fled
and

IT.,
,•

,italization
r

fringe

available.
bellef''
Call 'I , an apMonday
pointr of 'it
throup,11 Thursday, 9
,a,m s,, i, p.m. G.B.
Kirtilii, P;,,juesh, 4427341

Paid for by Pete Waldrop.
Calloway County Cox Cam. .
pigh-Coordinator.
in the
The City of Murray is accepting applications to fill one vacancy
Murray Police Department Beginning Police Salary $9.0611 annually,
and
Job
Applications
Program
Pennon
and
Health Insurance
Descriptions may be dawned at the Murray Police Department, City
p.m_
00
5
1979,
25,
May
until
Street
Hall Building, Sth & Poplar
Current applications on file will be automatically reviewed The City
of Murray is an F:qual Opportunity Employer operating under an Affirmative Action plan.

The City of Murray is accepting applications for the
fid-sition of tkig Warden... Applications wid-- job- •
description may be obtained at the Murray Police
Department, City Hall Building, 5th & Poplar Street
unti; fil.a.i25, 1979,5:00 p.m. Salary $8,300 annually,
Health Insurance and Retirement Program.
Previous applicants need not reapply as those applications will automatically be reviewed. The City
(4 Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer
operating under an Affirmative Action Plan.

STEP UP TO $$

mediate opening due to expansion of our sales
department for a sales oriented man or woman in
the Murray area and environs. Our business is the
sale of Gold Seal Memorials.
Don't let the word "sales" frighten you. If you sincerely enjoy meeting and talking with people from
all walks of life and would like to earn more than
average income, either full time or part time, this is
the job for you. Sales experience not necessary.
Positive attitude and neat appearance are important.
Send complete resume to Winona Monument
(',Impany, Box 529, Winona, MN 55987

Complete Closeout

Furniture
Warehouse
ed
Entire Inventory- Reduc
- - - - ----For Clearance

South 4th St. Murray
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
43- REAL ESTATE
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43. REAL ESTATE

53. SERVICES OFFERED
52. BOATS & MOTORS
53. SERVICES OFFERED
53. SERVICES OFFERED
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
1976 BOMBER BASS boat,
WILLIE'S
INTERIOR,'
and
gas
installation,
will
do
Sit and gaze at sceruc
• fully equipped with 65 hp
JOBB plumbing, heating and air
exterior painting
Frei
Mercury motor, M & M
country beauty from 1.1"uw.
estimates
Call 759 1867 after
P11010611111Y conditioning. Call 753 7203.
custom trailer. $2700. Celli
your own swing on
.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP 5 Pm.
753 2316.
fi
isotorbi
ll
a
A
Wit
= PING, driveways and small 57. WANTED
your own front porch.
BOAT, MOTOR and trailer
jobs a speciality, also Pat PAYING NEW higher rate
for sale. 13* 7" depth tinder
Two bedroom home
Ching and seal coating. 753 for silver coins, 54.50 for 51.00
BOYD-MAJORS
and anchor. 75 model, 20 hp
MOM
with one acre of land is
1537.
South
12sh
at
face Kennedy halves'1965 69.
Sycamore
Mercury motor with electric
REAL ESTATE
WILL PLOW and disk 75 cents Call Cooley in Paris.'
available just in time
start. 1973 Road Runner
TELEPHONE 753 1%1
753-80110
(9011 642 5118
gardens 753 1973 or 753 3413
trailer. All ready for fishing.
for spring gardeners.
A mobile home worth
Phone 753-55,45.
Professional
Sersie
to
Special feature is an
looking at is this 68' x
FOR SALE: 17' Glastron
With The Frienaloi Touch'
6.011011111.
almost new
Ben
bass boat, 85 hp Evinrude,
12' Royal English for
START
WANT
TO
power tilt and trim; Mercury
Franklin woodburning
only
15,500,00.
bow thruster electric trolling FOR YOUR garden breaking
OWN
YOUR
stove. Asking $19,500.
Immediate possession.
motor; heavy duty Rocket and diSCing, call 7534123.
YEAS
Olt SINNER
BUSINESS'" This
boat
trailer with 16" wheels
Range
and
You'll love this 3 bedroom double-wide mobiel
BY
Sears,
S. 4th
ol
building
and electric power winch; GUTTERING
Investment in future
refrigerator.
depth finder, compass, Sears continous gutters
home situated on a beautiful wooded half acre
Street with business
per
your
leisure! One of the
anchors, life jackets and installed
lot. Located on Oak Lane in Baywood Vista Subarea in froi,t, shop
specifications. Call Sears
canvas
other
equipment;
remaining few exdivision near Blood River, the lot is surrounded
DON'T WASTE gas! It's
boat
and 753 2310 for free estimates.
This
cover.
back and
in
area
cellent main lake
getting too high! Besides
equipment has never been HUGH OUTLAND roofing,
by redwood fencing, there are white rock walks
possible living area
there's no reason to look
used. Approxamately $7500 excellent references, call
water front lots in a
and patio, and covered picnic area. The home
further this is the one for
could b° the
upstairs
cost, will sell for S5500. See a t 753 1486 between 7 am and
restricted area. Black
you. Two bedroom brick with
also has living room,eat-in kitchen, dining room,
1709
Blvd. 3- 30 pm,ask for Shelley
Johnson
answer to your needs.
gas neat near downtown
top road, community
Telephone 759-4840.
HOME AND trailer repairs,
2
baths, and utility with washer and dryer inBuilding is on lay x
shopping. .520's call
753water in street, on
20 HP MERCURY motor, carpentry, electrical, some
1492 offered
cluded. All this beauty, comfort and serenity for
by
Loretta
150' lot. Call Today
condition,
$325.
good
painting.
753and
plumbing
school and mail route.
Jobs Realtors
only $20,000.00. Let us show you today
3672.
Reasonable rates. 753-7423,
For Details. Boyd
Call us and we'll take
49. USED CARS
354-6277.
43. REAL ESTATE
51 SERVICES OFFERED
CALL COLLECT
Estate,
Majors Real
you there.
REPAIR INSULATION BLOWN in
1974 COUGAR XR7, power APPLIANCE
105 N. 12th St. .
steering, power brakes, air, service, reftigeration and air attics and walls. For free
S2850. Phone between 9 am conditioning. Bill Rollins, estimates call 753.7505 or.753.
AUCTIONEERS
Special of the week!
Horn*. 247-7514
NEW FOUR bay equipped
8277.
753.0762.
and 5 pm, 753-6068.
NI,1ItA
cHeanup shop on large lot
Good bottom land
CLOAN-UP.time.
Junk
IT'S
Officc 247-1385
1974 COUGAR XR 7, 64,000 ADDITIONS, REPAIR work,
One bay is set up as a Paint
30c1M-0-7
yard
cluttering
and
your
cars
fireplaces,
farm priced WAY
miles, excellent condition, circulating
shop complete with fights,
AM FM 8 track, double roofing, insurance work. Call fields? Fnee pickup service.
heat and fans. Building has
BELOW $1,000 per
power, air, power windows. Murray Remodeling. 753- 474-8854 or 527-1315.
an office and two rest rooms
acre and close to
5167.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Call 753-9401.
ideal for cleanup shop, sign
Murray. Call 753-7411
1978 CAMARO LT, black AIR COMPRESSORS and air Sears, save on these high
painting or auto repair Good
.
HOME
AND
heating
and cooling bills.
with red interior, fully tools repaired. Sales, Parts,
.ocation west of 641 north
nght now for other inTHINKING OF
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
3 ACRES
loaded, 7500 miles. 1-901-442- and Service. 442.9396.
across from Riveria Court
estimates.
formation.
SPRING?
5747.
John C Neubauer. Realtor,
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
Located only 5 miles
730 PARIS ROAD
1111 Sycamore St., 753 0101,
John Smith, Realtor
1965 EL CAMINO, mag General home remodeling, JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
This
bright
and
cheery
from Murray is this
or call Bob Rodgers,753 7116
framing, aluminum siding, patching, also seal coating.
wheels. Call 492-8823.
home
reminds
MAYFIELD,
KENTUCKY 42066
us
of
Phone 753-1537.
sharp 2 bedroom home
FOR SALE. 1976 Land gutters, and roofing. Call 1the
spirit
395-4967
of
or
1-362-4895.
•
spring!
LAWNMOWER
KEN'S
20,000
Cruiser,
miles,
4X4,
12
and 3 acres with
You will not believe all
X 15 Ground Hawg tires. BACKFME WORK, septic repair, 718 S 4Sh Street, same
ilinley Auction
OF c
rijapf
.
'
fenced area for horses.
tanks, gravel and dirt day service. 753-7400.
54500. 753-5152.
the space and storage
Realty Sales
Convenient
country
FOR SALE: 1973 Malibu, hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706.
(01 111.111111A111111
in
this
pretty
brick
ROOF
livin' at a comfortable
--leXcellent condition. Phone BUSHOGGING,
753-7411 (anytime)
Auctioneer fiealt,ir'
WEBOINCS with a perhome. Four or five
repair and new roofing,
753-6929 after 5 pm.
Appraiser
price - mid $20's. Price
downs,
building
sum
tear
sonal touch by Gerald
Ph 901 ,479-2986 479-3711
SPORT
LEMANS
1976
bedrooms,
2
baths
and
just reduced $2000.
DO A little and save a lot!
South Fulton Tenn
Coupe. Double power and merize houses, trailer roof
Carter at
newly decorated from
This house needs some
Phone KOPPERUD
air, 260 V8 engine, gets ex- coating, if you need it we'll
repair
probally do it. Experienced
The
price
is
top
to
bottom.
Central
Phone
mileage.
51950.
cellent
REALTY for all your
and guarenteed work. 753
reasonable
at . 515,000. .2
354 6217.
gas heat and air, city
2418 between B am and 9 pm.
bedrooms, 1 bans, - plus 3
Real Estate Needs.
75342118
GRAND
15LT
Prix,
4
11
school district and
acres
m 1.
Dial
753
'COMPLETE ASPHALT
like
trax,
Multi
new,
$200.
WATERFRONT
1492 .offered
THREE
by
Loretta
maintenance paving, pat_
close to a shopping
Days 492-8241.
PIANO
TUNING
by
Jobs Realtors.
lots, 525,000 2 waterview lots
ching, also seal coating. call registered guild
crafts-man.
center. 2,800 square
1970 PLYMOUTH ROAD 753 7148 or 753 9043. Located
that join TVA, 516,000_ 5 rots
Dwight
Jackson,
Mayfield,
Runner, 383 engine with air, at Murray Speedway, HighKentucky Lake dev.,
in
feet priced way below
247-5334,
has new tires, good body and way 641 Not Murray.
51,500 Cali the Nelson ShrOa
BOYD-MAJORS
.
"
replacement
cost.
condition.
running
$850.
7591'
ROOFING,
FLAT,.--- or
•
0
REAL ESTATE
From 10 till 530, 753-4150 CONCRETE 8.-BLOCK work! shingles, water proofing and
ISO's. Phone KOPafter 5.30 call 759-1613, ask Block garages, basements, mobile homes. 15 years
753 8080
PERUD REALTY, .for Jerry K'eith.
driveways, walks, patios, experience. Call 435-4173.
steps, tree estimates. 753- WILL
753-1222 for full-time
1979 T BIRD, block with red
DO plumbing, heating
Services
vinyl top; power and air. Call 5476.
and air conditioning, repairs
Real Estate Service.
s
1 he Friend's Touch"
CAN'T GET those small jobS and remodeling around the
759 4459.
JUST THE PLACE
around the house or mobile home. 753-2211.
SO. USED TRUCKS
home done? Carpentry, WILL HAUL
FOR YOUR FAMILY
IMMEDIATE
44. LOTS FOR SALE
driveway white
WITH
4
BLAZER
wheel
1975
plumbing,
painting,
•BOYDMAJORS
TO CALL HOME . .
OCCUPANCY
drive. Call 436 2716 after 12 aluminum siding, patios, rock and Ag lime, also have
FOR SALE
lot
any
zoned
type
of
brown
for
or white
ESTATE
noon
REAL
small concrete jobs. Call 436- Pea
About 1 mile West of
Move right into this
duplex or fourplex. Call 753
gravel. Call Roger
1974 CHEVY C65 with 10 ft. 2562 after 5 pm.
J
753-8080
8067
after
4
pm.
Puryear,
Hudson, 753-6763 or 753-4545.
energy-efficient, triTenn. - Neat
gravel dump, excellent COMPAR.E AND save on
WET
BASEMENT? We
3 bedroom frame
with
level home
Shape,57500. (615) 232-7404.
Prof t1.1•44.4141) tiers h es
44. HOMES FOR SALE
chain link fencing. Circle A make
wet basements dry,
With The Friendlv Touch'
home, large living
1977 CHEVY SILVERADO, Fencing. 753 8407.
central gas heat,
work completely guarenteed
BY OWNER 3 bedroom, 2 double power and air, tilt and CARPET CLEANING, at Call or write Morgan
'room, kitchen, carPERFECT
HARfireplace in den and
Con
bath, -living, dining, and wheels, A 1 shape, WO. reasonable rates. Prompt struction Co., Route 2, Box
peting, range, exhaust
MONY. . . 1 year old,
attractive corner lot
family room with fireplace Phone 753.0707 or 753-6781. •
and efficient service. Custom 409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
eat in kitchen, gas heat, near -1978 FORD 150 ECONOL1NE Carpet Care. 489.2774.
fan, draperies inapprox. 2,500 sq. ft., eflocation on quiet
call day or night, 1 442 7026.
Murray High, BO- Doran Van, power steering, radiO, CARPET CLEANING, free
cluded.
Electric
ficient heat pump, inresidential street. Lots
Road. 7534435.
sliding side cloOr, pass seat, estimates,
satisfied
and/or wood heat. On
sulation
of home for the money.
exceeds
B y OWNER: 3 bedroom 351 V8, 19,000 miles Sharp, references, V ibra-Vac steam
Apprx.
energy conservation
brick, recently recarpeted like new 54950 Jim Diggs or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
1
Priced in the $50's.
acre,
Ceetraotor
I throughout, 2 baths, living 642 4724 or 642 920Q, Paris, Carpet-Cleaning, 75.3-5827.
KOPPERUD *- blacktop road. High
standards,
Phone
special
Soo. Co.
room, den with energy T.
stumps
need
YOU
DO
20's. Boyd Majors
designer kitchen & apREALTY, 753-1222 for
saving fireplace, spacious FOR SALE. 1972 Ford removed from your yard or
Specializing in removing
kitchen, 2 carports for)cars, pickup,
pl., beamed great
water from under houses
Real Estate, 105 N.
390
friendly, courteous
Motor, land cleared of stumps? We
large storage room plus attic automatic, price $1100. Call
lEngr, Work)
can remove stumps up to 24'
room w/fireplace, for12th St.
Real Estate service.
storage, garden spot, large 753 9957 after 6 pm.
Concrete Sidewalks
below the ground, leaving
mal dining, 1 baths, 2
lot. Mid 540's. 753-6859.
1965 FORD VAN, real sharp, only sawdust and chips. Call
Coacroto Potios
DELUXE NEW 4 bedroom, mag wheels 753 0316.
car garage. Senfor free estimate, Steve Shaw
Storm Drain Const.
2' 2 bath home in Canterbury. 1969 GMC WITH 11 fr New 753 9490 or Bob Kemp 435
sational buy in upper
Concrete Corbel Getters
Call
further
753
3903
for
r,
Leader spreader bed, new 4343.
60's. Call Now For Ap'Quality Controlled
information.
parking
AND
DRIVEWAYS
motor,
56000
1615)
232-7404,
NEW OFFICE HOURS
Closed All Day ‘Ved.
pointment.
FOR SALE 13c; OWNER
Boyd
Contractors'
1929 MODEL A Ford pickup areas white rocked and
8 miles south of Murray, Ky. on 641 Open M-S,8 to
1214 Dogwood Drive. Five For details call 217
graded, brown and white pea
Majors Real Estate,
5.
Wayne Johnon
st 489-2506
735-4142
Sattird
'
ay 7:30(ii 590
Nitinda -Friday 7 30-Nooff
bedrooms, 3' 2 baths, living Weekdays 10 till 4.
gravel. Free estimates.
Ronel Kirks 436-2319
(901-498-9733)
105
N.
12th
St.
Si
75
PRICE Slilivf
room, dining room, den with
MO FAIR CUT $1.50
753 5429
Garrison,
Clifford
fireplace, sewing room and 51._CAMPERS
after 4 pm.
saFes hospitalI hoin• calls please can 753-36115 awl clori
laundry room
Two car 27 FOOT FIFTH wheel EXTERIOR AND interior
niece laoracy Public Servico.
garage. Gas heat, low camper, 1973 model, Little Painting, carpentry work
camper.
Self
utilities Phone 753.7608 after Tramp
built
contained, extra nice, has 5th done, decks and porches
5 pm.
and repaired, gutter cleaning
wheel
controls
included,
FOR SALE by owner: 3
installation,
small
or
bedroom brick, close to $4700_ Call evenings 435-4492.
plumbing, concrete walks.
college, city school district, 8 .FOOT CAB over truck Patios, and driveways also
economical gas heat. Large camper with jacks and tie done. Call 436 55170 after 5 PM
lot with trees, fenced back dowris, excellent condition. for free eStimates.
yard with outside storage. 354-8681.
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
Bryant mirror Seamed for 26
FOR ELECTRICAL work
Call 753 2604.
17' PHEONIX CAMPER, call Jerry Osbron,753-9464.
alike& sdoseke detectors firs
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
contained
self
Phone
753
NEW HOME, 3 bedrooms, 2
proof door, brick veneer, I L's
FENCE SALES at Sears
*LEADING BRANDS01F COSMETICS
baths. For -more details call 8056.
now. Call Sears 753 2310 for
belt. 2 lots with four mobilo
753 5167.
1971 STARCRAFT POPUP free eStimates - -fs‘ your
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Immo booking. Priced to tko
NEW LISTING: 3 bedroom camper, extra nice. 7518494.
needs.
Free Disliwy-Ou Preicriptions In City limits
boldbrick, 2 baths, living room, 1976 STARCRAFT
CAM- FOR YOUR chain link
den with WB fireptace, 2 car PER. Sleeps eight, -irtable fencing
needs, contact
Wayne Wilsee at
garage, central gas heat and toilet, canopy 51950. 437. Montgomery Ward. Free
electric air.-brick porch and 4434,
311211. 12tit St.
estimates. 753-1966.
patio, landscaped, kitchen TRAVEL TRAILER
located
or;all 753-32$.1
FOR
YOUR
has many cabinets. built-in in
home
Kenlake Trailer Park, alterations,
repair, and
dishwasher, disposal, utility Highway 94, 100
yards from
remodeling,
also
new
room
with
W
homes
0
conncections, Kenlake. Air conditioned,
VIP VERY Important
and commercial, call 753
Proposition.. for very in, lots of storeage, walk-in $1850 074 8843
6123.
Low
500's.
portant people. If you, don't closets.
need four bedrooms, use the Appointment only, 753 4133
two rooms upstairs as a or (713) 526-1592. 3844 Lake
sewing room and study or St., Houston, TX 77098..
as
to 47. MOTORCYCLES
a
just
place
escape brick home on five 1973, 350.4 HONDA FOR sale,
acres with outside storage 5400 759 4826
Walls, windows,floors and carpets. Free estimates.
building located west of 450
Insured and experienced. Call
HONDA AND SL 70
Murray and priced in the low
hesitate...call Honda Best -offer. Call 753
S20's .don't
or night.
Place-Aurora, Ky.
753 1492 offerd by Loretta 2467 between 8 and and 2 pm.
Gordan's Fishing Lakes I Farm
1976
750
HONDA WITH
Jobs Realtors.
fairjng, AM.FM radio, and
Off Hwy. BO or Hwy. 94 on Palestine Church Road.
other accessories, like new.
Follow Signs.
Call 753.7997 after 4 pm.
HONDA XL 100, 3,032 actual
FREE
miles, street bike, like new.
Call
753.9218 or 753-7441.
Pepsi vending machine-approximately 50 ricks of
49. USED CARS
Murray, Kentucky
oak and hickory fire wood - '68 Ford pick up - ice
43. REAL ESTATE

MI El

$6.50

247
85-72
199
1-4.
1$
,

FOR SALE

call

_se

C. GE

Sketion

REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO.
a

,•

May Carpet Sale

CARTER'S STUDIO

The BIGGEST selection we've had in 20
years. You must see to believe these
bargains.
12'ft. Outside grass carpet, 8
colors-Only $3. sq. yd. 12 ft., kitchen carpet, many colors-$3.95
sq. yd. 12 ft. commercial tone-ontone rubberback, many colors$2.50 sq. yd. 12 ft. HiLo Shag, jute
back & level short shag, many
colors-$4.95 sq. yd. 12 & 15 ft.
commercial tweed, rubber back$2.99 sq. yd. 12 ft. HiLo Shag, soft,
lustrous Saxony shags, plushes,
from big name mills-only $6.95
sq. yd.; roll price $6.50 sq. yd.Thousands & thousands of yards to
choose from. 12 ft. Barwick
plushes & Horizon plush shags,
many colors; some of the finest
we've ever seen...ONLY $9.95 sq.
yd. Roll price even cheaper.
(Installation services available)

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

1,

Paschall & Son

Attention Contractors.*

WALLIS DRUG

I

Parkerlifts - Cranes
Rigging Supplies
For Rent
Salesor Lease

Spring House Cleaning
Special

Friday, May 18-11 a.m.

7591176day

PERSONAL PROPERTY

Purdom Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
sootwde Court square

vending machine 8'x16' - van truck, bed 14' - 24,000
B.T.U. air conditioner, used 1 year -several 62 and 1
bushel baskets - stock trough,500 gal. minnow tank 4-60' steel beams -heavy fish stock will be offered
TERNS ON FUSION/ HISPOITT
Can IS AMBITO NECK

REAL ESTATE
Farm consists of 6 small lakes, stocked heavy with
grain fed channel catfish, opp 30 acres and another
parcel about same acreage to be sold separate or
combined. Two springs feed continuous stream,
good fence, deep well pump with good water supply.
permanent pasture,5 security lights.
Terms on Real Estate 10% cash or certified check
day of sale. Balance with delivery of deed. Owner
will finance 50% of Gross Sale at 8% for 10 yrs. Or
cash will be accepted.
GO-RUEN OW_N.Eft,
Calvelq-City ShoPping Plaza

ARNOLD
REAL ESTATE
AUCTION/IR
COL. HOWARD PRINCE

Ph. 385-4146

Nate 1, Wm/Of
Homo 8164062

Ilp.

753-4451

Be Your -Own King in
the great room of this
fine three bedroom,
two and a half bath
home. Feel pampered
in the complete kitthen with adjacent
formal dining room.
Outside,
tasteful
professional
landscaping that is fully
matured.
A
greenhouse where you
can grown your own
vegetables
and
flowers the year
around. .A,11.11034
much, much more is
offered for a very
reasonable price. To
find out more about
this property call John
C. Nuebauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St., 7530101 or Linda Drake,
753-0492.
4111M1111111111•111111116

1974 Buick Regal, excellent condition, air,
AM-FM radio, must sell.
Call after 5, 753-9964.
Will consider reasonable
offer.
1971 (WICK LeSABRA, good
mechanical condition, power
steering, brakes, air, cruise.
Call 436-2289 after 5 pm.
1978 BMW 320 I, 4 speed, air,
AM FM *stereo cassette, 4
speakers, fog lights, sun roof,
light alloy wheels, 8,000
miles, silver metallic. 767
2359.
COLLECTORS ITEM, 17-7-1
Mark .1j). loaded with
equiffnieni' and in good
condition, $2000. Phone 354
6691.
1972 CHEVROLET IMP
ALA,
2..docir..ve9.11..s.ond ign
1972 Buick Cerrturion, 2 do&,
good condition. See at 405
Fin) Street or-cal1751 010

1972 Chevy Impala in
good condition. Call
753-9964 after 5 p.m.
Must sell.

Millwright Work
Steel Erection*
22,000*Forklift
For Rent

20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

oored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, offices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U BUILD, pre rut completely ready to assemble up to 24
00$04 From Fri.
x 60. But the best for
less
'
• p.m tit sw. 2 p.m.

-

'Whom Yow Business Needs"
A Litt-Cell Us"

General Steel
Contractors

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

ATTENTION SPORTSMEN!
82 ACRES OF LAND FOR SALE
THE
KY. AND TENN. LINE 5 MILES
ON
SOUTHWEST OF LYNNVILLE, KY.
A deer hooters paradise Game warden
estimated a deer for every 2 acres of ground.
This is where deer hunters go to hunt
4ame qua*, +0144, annual, bobcat, lines.4-cat. and faccoon
15 errITP cuttnrstiOn. jiest limed 67 acres of tim
beamd fair timber
severe potential like sles
.yodi sell to the hIghest otter Must sell by the first of

s June

Rentals
By

- Day-Week-Month

eneral Steel Contractors
P.O. Box 1078

Call 382-2629 for appointment
After 6:00

HopkInsville, Ky.

123 Sanderson Dr.
502-888-8857
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Sale
Prices
Good
Through
5/19/79

S
'
JOHNSON
BABY OIL

4 OZ.
ONLY
Poet David Kubach works with Carter Elementars School students. He and the class
members listen closely as Jeffrey Sickle reads a riddle he has written.

The MOISTURE
MAKER

Iry
MOISTUREmAKER

4 OZ. LOTION
REGUUR OR
DRY SKIN FORMULA

In -addition to regular classroom instruction, David Kubach also works with students
in the gifted talented program. Here, he discussed poetry with (from left) Wendy
Parker and Cassandra Spurlock

50 COUNT DISPOSABLE BOTTLES
100 COUNT DISPOSABLE BOTTLES
BABY NURSER TRIAL KIT
OLDER BABY NIPPLES 2 Pk.
INFANT NIPPLES 2 PK

SECRET

$1.56
78c

96*
95`

GILLETTE

ANTI-PERSPIRANT OR DEODORANT

TRAC II
SHAVING CARTRIDGES
5's
ONLY

2.75 OZ.

SINE-OFF
SINUS MEDICINE

of
David Kubach visited an English dass at Murray High School and used a variety
poems.
write
to
the
ng
students
motivati
for
methods
unique

Second SessiorOf Two Part
Poetry Workshop To Be Held
The second session of a two
part Poetry Reading and
Workshop will be held
Thursday, May 17- at 7 p.m. in
the meeting room of the
Calloway County Public
Library. David Kubach, a
visiting poet who is currently
serving on a Poet-in-theSchools Project, is conducting
workshop.

14.411.00.4
'.041144

24 TABLETS

recite
"We will discuss the various opportunity to read or
he
poetry,"
own
their
of
some
methods of poetry writing,
and everyone will have an further added.

Don't Forget The

Southern Kitchen's
CopkingSchool
Tues., May 22nd
7:00 P.M.
at MSU Lovett Auditorium
See Page 3-B for more information on prizes to be
given away and where to pick up your free tickets.

NOXZEMA

MEXSANA

ANTISEPTIC SKIN CLEANSER

MEDICATED POWDER

$1 28

Rent A Car Answer To
Latest Gasoline Crunch
, then

By The Associated Press
For the business executive
on the road, the vacation
and the • Cahlornian
The first program consisted driver
by gas rationing, the
frazzled
of
several
of Kubach reading
to the latest fuel
answer
his poems and discussing
comes in one phrase:
crunch
his
of
aspects
t
differen
writing. Most of his poetry is rent a car.
Business is looking good for
on the subject of nature with
nation's major car-rental
the
some of his recent work
firms, despite long lines at
written about Kentucky.
stations, problems
Those attending read poetry _service
gasoline on weekends
they had written while others buying
rising fuel prices.
wrote during the workshop. and steadily
in gas-pinched
drivers
Some
Kubach spoke to the group on
taking adare
a
Californi
for
writing
the importance of
the state's
fact
the
of
vantage
personal pleasure and enscheme
rationing
-even"
-odd
ion
informat
gave
ioyment and
plate
license
on
based
—
dri,the procedure for having a
doesn't apply to
—
numbers
d.
publishe
poem
short-term rentals, said
Benjamin,
"I would like to encourage Andrea
anyone interested in reading spokeswoman for Budget
Or writing poetry to attend the Rent-A-Car in Chicago.
"There are others,Who rent
May 17th workshop," Kubach
a car with a full tank of gas,
stated.

$136

drive it until it rwiS.tow
turn in the car for *other
with a full tank of gas,\she
said.
But more important, say
spokesmen for the the Big
Four in auto rental — Hertz,
Avis, National and Budget —
is a trend to save on gasoline
by flying to destinations, then
renting a car for business or .,
vacation purposes.
That appears to be happening .already between such
short hops as San Diego and
where
Angeles,
Los
businessmen previously had
driven but now are flying and
renting autos to avoid a fillup
line on the 2.50-mile round-trip.
The car-rental spokesmen
say the practice may soon
spread to such East Coast
hops as between Washington
and Philadelphia.
The outlook for vacation
-travel is less certain. At Avis,
spekesman Bill Schechter said
reservations for June,the first
prime vacation month, are
coming in normally.
• But at Hertz, the nation's
No. 1 auto rental firm,
reservations for California
and Florida vacation spots are
p eftri4e- strongly,.'- Said
spokesman Thomas Elliott.
He said Hertz' business
overall is up 15-20 percent over
.this time last year.
Things are not so good,
however, at some of the
smatter rental agencies,
which lack the national
reservations ' network and
don't do much airport
business.

6.250Z.

40Z.

•

N

A little sun. A little QT by Coppertone.
And you've got yourself a
great tan. Just a few min- utes with OT is like a whole
day in the sun. So start now.
Tan now. (.

40Z.

CoPpertovve

AFTER
TANNING
LOTION

BRONZING LOTION
TANS ON TOUCH
TAN LASTS FOR DAYS

401.

•

AFTER TANNING LOTION

It's from Coppertone
• Moisturizes
Helps Prevent Peeling
and so 13 1 gs your tan

